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,PREFACE
Long before the day of automobiles, trucks, and
improved highways,' Americans were a people on wheels;
wooden wheels.

The horse-drawn wagon was the basio

means of transportation in the nineteenth century.
Farm wagons loaded with produce rumbled along dusty
country roads,· ore wagons and lumber wagons carried
the raw ma:terials of industry from mines and logging
camps to the railroads;' and freight wagons hauled
vital supplies to settlements and towns not yet linked
by rail tot.he rest of the nation.· As the country
expanded westward,; wagons carried pioneer families to
new territories and the army which was sent to protect
them depended upon wagons for its provisions.

---

The great demand for wagons spurred the development of a tremendous wagon manufaoturing industry and
of gigantic wagon companies.

Some of the larger wagon

manufacturers eventually enjoyed annual sales approaching
a million dollars.' Wagon building became big business
during the late 1.800 1 s ,· and,1 as such,' it was subject to
all the evils as well as the benefits resulting from that

period of rapid industrial expansion·.· The men who built
and operated the nation's largest wagon companies battled
1

each other as furiously as did the railroad magnates and
industrial.barons of the same period;
111

iv

The wagon manufacturing industry,· in many ways , 1
was a forerunner of the present automobile industry.
It developed dealer systems/ financing plans,' guarantees,' and even a type of assembly line production .·

Any industry which attains the importance in society
that the wagon industry achieved necessarily has a
great economic and technological effect upon the nation·~'
It is surprising therefore, that only one extensive
history of a large wagon manufacturing company has as
yet been written; that being A Century on Wheels:

Story of Studebaker by Stephen Longstreet .

The

Even that

volume lacks detail in its accounts of the great days
of wagon building in the period 1870- l.900 .
It has been the great fortune of thi s author to

--

have gained a ccess to the early business papers of the
Springfield Wagon Company.

These papers , still in

their original fo r m and largely intact , provide great
insight i nto the daily workings of the largest wagon
company west of the Mississippi River. · They also refl ect
the long, often bitter competition between the .great
manufacturers ; a struggle from which the Springfield
Wagon Company finally emerged victorious .·
This is t he story of the Springfiel d Wagon Company,·
one of the pionee r t r ansportation industries of the trans/

Mississippi West ·.

It was founded in the 1870 1 s ,· soon

after t he At l ant i c

&

field·,• Mi s souri·.'

Pacific Railroad reached Spr ing-

After an initial s truggl e for sur vival ·,·

V

the firm entered a period of rapid expansion and prosperity.

The Springfield Wagon Company soon established

itself as the city's leading industry and the largest
manufacturer of freight and farm wagons west of the
Mississippi River.
As the company grew ,· the Springfield wagon became
nationally known as "The Old Reliable" and was recognized
as the standard of excellence in the wagon industry.·
The company survived several disasters and built during
periods of prosperity, always guarding its reputation

for quality and craftsmanship.-

The firm and its wagons

kept that reputation through eighty years of operation.·
While the Springfield Wagon Company faced many of
the sam~ problems as its competitors, its history is not
typical of other wagon companies.

The Springfield firm

was a comparative late-comer to the wagon industry and;•
at first;1 e.xperienced considerable difficulty in competing with the older/ established companies.·

It did

survive·," however,' and gradually absorbed or outlasted
all of its competitors.' After nearly a century of successful enterprise,· it finally ceased operations; not
because it had failed in business competition, but because
1

there was n-o longer a demand for its products., This fact
distinguishes it from all other wagon companies and makes
1

it a worthwhile subject for historical research.
This history has been carefully drawn from the surviving business papers of the Springfield Wagon Company

vi

and from other related sources.

Former employees of

the Springfield Wagon Company have aided greatly in
filling gaps in written records, and I am indebted to
them for their patience and cooperation .' Senator J .

William Fuloright of Arkansas, the l&st owner of the
Springfield Wagon Company, has been most generous and
helpful as have his employees at Fulbright Wood Products
Company of Fayetteville,· Arkansas.-

Several of the

photographs contained in this work are courtesy of the
Circus World Museum of Baraboo , Wisconsin .
A special note of gratitude is due the staff of
the Public Libraries of Springfield and Greene County,
Missouri.

Their help has been i mmeasurable in this

research.

Finally, a word of sincere thanks to Dr. B.

B. Lightfoot; Professor of Histor y at Southwest Missouri
State College ,' whose direction and comments have made
this work possible, to my typist," Maxine Bass who has
made it presentable, and to my wife , Peggy, without
whose encouragement I might n ever have attempted it at
all.
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SPRINGFIELO

CHAPTER I
Origin s of the Springfield Wagon Company
The Ame r ican wagon manufacturing industry was
basically a creation of the nation ' s westward expansion .

Pr ior to l. 821 , most wagons and farm- to- market

carts were bui lt by bl acksmiths or in small shops .
These establishments were capable of providing an
occasional wagon or road cart to local customers and
generally had n o difficulty in keeping their production
equa l to demand for such vehicles .

East of the 11issis-

sippi River , f r eighters transported their cargo

by

water or rai l wherever possible , and used wagons for

.---

shorter ove rland hauling .

Although the number of wagons

in such use was substantial, demand was not sufficient
to spur t he devel opment of large scale wagon manufact uring . 1
In l.821 , Mexico won her independence from Spain
and opened t he Santa Fe Trail to American traders .
Soon, wagon trains loaded with merchandise began crossing
the pl a i ns in a l ucrative trade from Missour i to Santa
Fe .
I

The f reighte r s demanded heavy , durable wagons _capable

1 For a detailed description of the wagon building
industry before 1840 , see Stephen Longstreet, A. Century
on Wheels : The Story of Studebaker , (New York : Henry
Hol t & Co ., 1 952) .
1

2

of hauling tremendous loads in rough terrain, and wagon
shops all over the country responded by producing

11

prairie

schooners", special freight wagons similar to the conestogas of the colonial period .

These huge wagons, orig-

inally built by the Pennsylvania Dutch settlers, were
modified for the flat terrain of the prairies and turned
out by hundreds of small wagon builders.

Great care was

taken in the selection of materials, and workmanship was
usually of a very high quality.· By the mid- 1820 1 s and
early 1830 1 s thousands of "prairie schooners 11 were crossing
the plains in l ong, winding freight trains.2
The same type of wagon was popular with settlers
moving west in the great wagon trains of the l.84-0 1 s
and 1850 1 s, and as demand for the freight wagons and
"prairie schooners" increased, several large wagon
companies were formed .

One of the first of these was

the J . Murphy Wagon Company of St. Louis.

A young

man named Joseph Murphy, who had first learned the
wagon trade while working as a helper in one of the
small wagon firms in the area,· opened his own shop in
St . Louis in l.84-1.

He initially modified conestoga

wagons for use by the frei ghters and later built huge
freight wagons of his own design.

Murphy used only

the best of seasoned woods and his craftsmanship was
I

2For a complete discussion of the high plains
fr e ighting and wagons used, see Henry Pickering Walker,
The Wagonmasters: High Plains Freighting from t he
Early Days of the Santa Fe Trail to :J.880 , (Norman,

3

so excellent that his shop grew into a substantial
factory.

The J . Murphy Wagon Company later changed

its name to the Bain Wagon Company and moved its
factory to Pekin, Illinois.3
Another of the early leaders of the wagon
industry was the Schuttler Wagon Company of Jackson,
Michigan.

This company began operations in the 1850 1 s

and hired convict labor to gain and added competitive
advantage.

Inmates from a nearby prison were used as

factory workers and paid at the rate of fifty cents

per day.

Although some problems did arise from the

use of convict labor, the Schuttler wagon became famous
for its strength and durability.

The company origin-

ally built heavy freight wagons, but gradually won
,

....__

fame for its farm and cotton wagons which were popular
in the South .

After many years of operation in its

original home, the Schuttler Wagon Company moved -to
Chicago,' Illinois .

There it built a larger factory

and achieved greater success.4
Another of the early manufacturers was the Stude'

baker Manufacturing Company of South Bend, Indiana.

I

Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1.966), See
also Raymond w. Settle and Mary Lund Settle, Emoire on
Wheels (Story of Russell, Majors & Waddell Freighting
Company),· (Stanford, California: Stanford University
Press, 1949), and Alexander Majors Seventy Yea r s on the
Frontier (New York: Rand, McNally & Co ., 1893).
3walker, The Wagonmasters , p. 97.
4Ibid .

The Studebaker company, like the other early wagon
builders, got its start as a small shop contract i n g
for freight wagons for the Southwest trade routes .
Studebaker wagons were lmown as one of the best built
brands of their time.

Like the other early manu-

facturers, Studebaker was located near a plentiful
supply of hardwood wagon materials and used this
proximity of supply to reduce production costs.

Lumbe r

for Studebaker wagons was seasoned from three to five
years and wheels and running gear were soaked in boiling

oil to drive out moisture and prevent deterioration. 5
This r eputation for quality earned the Studebaker company au.

s.

Government contract for army

supply wagons in 1861. .

It was this contract that

finally put the company in a sound financial condi---....

tion and provided the means for expansion.

By 1868

the Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Company was the
largest wagon builder in the nation and paid its
workers twelve dollars per day; quite a respectable
salary for that time.6
With the completion of the trans-continental
railroad in 1869, the wagon industry underwent a
rapid change.

The old wagon freighting companies

were replaced by railroads as the most efficient
1

means of transportation across the plains.-

Conestoga

5Longstreet, A Century on Wheels,·· pp. 1- 39.
6 Ibid., p.· 39.

5
wagons and

11

prairie schooners" faded from the scene

and were replaced by a different type of vehicle
known as the farm and road wagon.

These wagons were

somewhat l ess bulky than the conestogas and freight
wagons and were much better suited to the general
type of wagon usage .

Afterwards, the horse (or mule)

drawn wagon was used primarily for hauling materials
between the railroads and towns off the rail routes,
and to transport farm products to market .?
As the result of the changes brought by the
trans- continental railroad, wagons became more
standardi zed and the demand for wagons actually
increased .

The railroads made transportation to

distant markets possible, and farmers and other
suppliers needed more wagons to carry their goods to
the railroads .
Standardization of farm and road wagons made
mass production not only possible but economically
desirable.

Large companies like Studebaker, Bain ,

and Schuttler were producing thousands of wagons in
their factories and soon, one and two man shops found
that they could not compete .

As hundreds o~ small

wagon shops closed, a few more large wagon companies
entered the market .

These included the Birch , Cooper ,

/

?Nick Eggenhoffer, Wagons , Mules , and Men
(New York : Hastings House, 1961), pp . 130- 31 .

6
Fish Brothers , John Deere, Labelle, Mitchell, Moline ,
and Wilson firms . 8

These companies soon dominated

the industry to such a point that it was nearly impos sible for a new manufacture r to gain entry and survive

in the market .

The big wagon builders carried on

savage price cutting competition and advertised extensively at county fairs and othe r similar gatherings .
In addition, buyers for the leading wagon companies
traveled through all the hardwood producing areas
near them purchasing huge quantities ·o r lumber and
attempting to reduce available supplies to their
competitors .
It was into this ruggedly competitive industry
that the Springfield Manufacturing Company (later Springfield Wagon Company) entered in 1.872 .

The road to

prosperity would be long indeed!
Homer Franklin Fellows,· one of the founders of
the Springfield Wagon Company,' was born in We llsborough ,
Tioga County , Pennsylvania on July 28 ,· l 831 .

He was

the first son of Erastus and Elizabeth Fellows.

The

Fellows family had its roots deep in the soil of the
new nation .

Two brothers, John and Drane Fellows , had

emigrated from England in early colonial times and
settled in Canaan, Connecticut.
/

There, Jonathax1 Fe llows,

Homer Franklin's grandfather, was born .
8

Jonathan

Nick Eggenhoffer , Wagons, Mules . and Men
(New York: Hastings House, 1961), pp. 130- Jl .

7
Fellows served in the Continental Army during the Revolutionary War and; afterwar ds , moved to Pennsylvania where
he built a farm out of the wilderness and raised a
family .

Erastus Fellows was a small boy when the

f amily moved from CoMecticut , and was greatly influenced by his father fro m whom he learned a strong love
of f r eedom and respect for the individual.9
Erastus grew up in Wellsborough and spent a year
in Cincinnati, Ohio as a young man .

Shortly afte r

returning to his home town, he married Elizabeth
Johnson, a widow .

The coupl e remained in Wells-

borough and established themselves upon a farm , which
they soon made prosperous .

Fellows later became well

known as a temperance advocate and from 1825 to 1865
owned and operated Fellows' Temperance House in Wellsborough.

A

thorough reformer, Erastus Fellows became

an ardent abolitionist during the 1850 1 s, and his
Temperance House served as a refuge for slaves escaping
to Canada before the Civil War.l-0
Homer Franklin Fellows spent his childhood on
his parents ' farm , working for his fathe r in spring
and summe r and a ttending the loca l school during the
9 Jonathan Fairbanks and Clyde Erwin Tuck, Pas t

nd Present of Greene Count

Missouri II (Indianapolis:

A • W. Bowen & Co . , l 915 , 13 4-

5.

I

1 °Fai r banks and Tuck, Past and Present, II,

1364- 65 .

8

winter months _ll.

At the a8e of sevent een, he took a

job as a clerk in a Wellsborough gene r a l me r chandise
store .

He

remained in t hat position for one year,

then accepted an offer to teach school at Osceol a ,
Pennsylvania .

At the conclusion of the s chool te r m,

young Fell ows entered Genese Junior College in Lima ,
New York .

After one year of study, he became i nt er-

ested in settling in Texas and decided to sta r t a new
life .
The year was J.853 .

The nation was expandi ng

westward and land was plentiful in the recently annexed
southwestern areas .

Homer Franklin Fe l lows was twenty-

two years old and eager to move on to new hori zon s .
He organized a party and started toward Texas .12
While traveling through Illinois, young Fellows
became ill and was forced to stop briefly in Rock
Island to recuperate . 13

He made new acqua intances t here

and obtained letters of introduction to seve r a l pr ominent businessmen and officials in Iowa, includi ng
Governor James

w.

Grimes.

Apparently fee ling that Iowa

offered him a more immediate chance for success t han
Texas ,· the young traveler left his group and jou rne ye d
llReturn Ira Holcombe, ed., His tory of Gre ene
County, Missouri (St . Louis: Western Historical Co.,
1883) , p . 751 .
I

12 Holcombe , Greene Cou.'TJ.ty; Missour i ,· p. 751 .
1 3Fairbanks and Tuck, Pas t and Pr esent , II, 1365.

9
to Muscatine .

After a short stay there he moved on to

Burlington , taking a job as a traveling salesman and
buyer for the firm of Geer

&

Baum .

In that capacity,

Homer F. Fellows served for a year, traveling to the
East at times to purchase stock for his employers .
Business experience and lmowledge gained while t hus
employed was valuable to him later in life.
Geer

&

In l. 854

Baum dissolved their partnership and Fellows

traveled to Chariton, Iowa where he sold out the firm ' s
remaining rnerchandise . l.4
The next year he was presented with ye t a.i -iother
opportunity.

Baum, his forme r employer, offered him

part interest in a real estate business in Plattsburg, I1issouri .

He accepted, moved to Plattsburg ,

and entered the firm of Scheller

&

Baum.15

After one

year, he bought out his partners and formed the new
abstract and real estate company of Fellows, Todd and
Robinson with offices in Warsaw and Springfield, Mis souri .

Homer F. Fellows moved to Springfield in l.8.57,

taking over the local office of his company.l.6
On November l.8, 1859, Fellows married Martha
Alvira McElhany , the daughter of Robert J. McElhany,
14Holcombe , Greene County ,· Missouri,· p. 751.
I

- ·

l5Ibid

16Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present, II,
1365- 66.

10
one of Springfield's most prominent businessmen .1.7
By 1860 he was well known a.'l'l.d accepted among the elite
of Springfield ' s business community.

In the presi-

dential election that year, he was one of three persons
in Greene County to vote for Abraham Linco1n.l8

His

opinions were not always widely shared nor were his
causes always popular, but Homer F. Fellows wc.s a man
who stood

by

his convictions.

The nation faced the

greatest crisis in its history and he was determined
to take part in the struggle .
Homer F. Fellows was a strong Unionist, and
shortly after the Civil War began he became involved
in procuring supplies in Springfield for the
Army .

His younger brother, Norris

w. ,

u. s.

had joined him

in Springfield in 1860, and the latter enlisted in the

··-

Quartermaster ' s Corps at Rolla, Missouri.
Early in 1861., H. F. Fellows made a business
trip to Washington, D.

c.

for Colonel Franz Sigel.

While in the capital he made the acquaintance of President Lincoln.

In May, 1. 861., the President appointed

him registrar of public lands for the Springfield district of Missouri; a position he held until after the
battl e of Wil son Creek, when the Confederates occupied

17Holcombe ,' Greene County, Missouri ,· p. 752.

I

1366.·

18Fair banks and Tuck ,· Past and Present, II,

1 l.

Springfield and he was forced to flee t o Ro l la . 19
There he became involved once again in collectin~
supplies for the U.

s.

Army.

In 1863 the Forty- sixth Missouri Militia was
mustered into service, and H. F. Fe llows received a
commission as lieutenant- colonel in the command of
General McNeil .

The unit wa s used pri marily to guar d

military stores and was on duty during the l ast of
General Sterling Price's r aids i nto Mi ssouri .

Colo-

nel Fellows, as he was always knoi-m a ft e r war ds , served
with efficiency and distinction until 1864 , when his
unit was deactivated . 20
After his release from the militia , the Colonel
joined his father- in- l aw in the whole sale grocery
business , and established the firm of McElhany and
Fellows with branch offices a t points along the St .
Louis

&

San Francisco Railroad and headqua rters a t

St . Louis . 21

During 1864, Fellows also operated a

shipping and transfer business between Rolla and
Springfield, the railroad having not yet con..~ ected t he
two cities . 22

1.366.
I

1 9Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present, II ,

20walter B. Ste vens, Missouri the Cente r St~t e ,
1821- 1915, III , (Chicago : S. J. Cl a rk Publishing Co.,
l.915), 320 .
21 Ibi d .

1367.

22 Fairbanks and Tuck, Pa st and Present, I I ,

12

When the war ended ,- the Co lonel r eturned to
Springfield and devoted his a ttent i on to furthering
his business intere sts.

He hel d stock in a real

estate business and i n t he loca l telegraph company,
and began actively worki ng t oward bui l ding of a
railroad from Rolla to Springfi e l d . 23

He also o~med

a general store in Springfield and a hardwood furniture
f a ctory at Leon, Mexico.

At his f urniture factory ,

na tive labor did massive carving and produced fine hand
rubbed walnut furniture for wage s of f ifteen cents a
da y .

•

During his early tra vels in Mexi co , H. F. Fellows

had become well acquainted with Emper or Maximilian , a~d
once took his family to va cation at t he Emperor ' s villa .
As a token of this friendship, he orde r ed a beautiful ,
ornately carved carriage built at his furniture f a ctory
for Maximilian . 24
In the midst of succes s,' t r agedy came to Fellows .
On October

5; 1869, his wi fe died, l eaving him to

raise three young daughters . 25

He reacted to her

death by increasing his a ctivitie s in t he politics
and business of the city.

1.367 .
I

In :J.871, Colon e l Fellows

2 3Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present , I I ,

24Docia Kerrell,' "Stately Fel lows Home, Soon to
be Hospital, Stirs Reminis cences , 11 Springfield Leader
& Pre ss,' June 18 ,· 1. 941, p. 3.
25

1.367.

Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present , I I ,

l.3
built the first grain elevator in Springfield and also
bega...r1 producing specially designed mowers and reapers
in small quantities .

Homer Franklin Fellows, the farm

boy from Pennsylvania., was a success .

His fortur..e was

already in the making, and he was a respected public
figure .
Springfield was a tovm buzzing with excitement
in l.871 .

Until that time , the city had been largely

an a gricultural market ; a place where farmers and
lumbermen from the neighboring counties came to purchase supplies , sell produce and livestock to the town 's
merchants , and perhaps have repairs made on equipment .
Bus iness in the city had consisted primarily of small
shops and stores and a few wholesale grocery and hardt·mre firms .
The Atlantic & Pacific Railroad finally r eached
Gr eene County in l.871,' and Springfield began a gr adual
but definite transformation from agricultural tm·m to
trade center .

For years, civic and business leaders

had worked toward the day when Springfield would be
linked by rail to St . Louis and the cities of the East .
Now that the great day had finally arrived, they were
determined to take advantage of the new opportunities
open to them .
I

The city's n ews papers urged the establish~ent of
local industry , pointing to the fact that r aw naterials
were available locally and that r ail transportation

14
made distant markets readily accessible . 26

These

articles were written to persuade the public t o he l p
finance new industry.

Springfield and area re sidents

were informed that they would benefit by purchas ing
from the proposed factories, thereby keeping their money
"at home . "

Prominent businessmen, including Homer F.

Fellows, declared that for years Springfield had been
at the mercy of easteF~ manufacturers and had been
exploited because of its lack of industry.27

They told

their readers that the time had come when Springfield
could begin to develop an industrial economy and become
a great city of the West .

No longer would the people

of southwest Missouri be forced to pay high prices for
11

inferior 11 merchandise ; now they could produce for

their own needs and profit from sales to other ma rkets .
On January 25, 1872 the Springfield city council
r eceived a proposal to loan money to certain con ceFflS
for the establishment of manufacto ri es in the city .
This was to be done by the issuance of $200,000 of
municipal bonds to be purchased by citizens who would
become

11

benefactors 11 of t he developing industries.

The funds thus raised would be divided among four new
industries .

A wagon and farm implement factory, a

cotton mill, a woolen mill, and an iron foundry were
I

26 For articles see Springfield Weekly Leade r and

Missouri Weekly Patriot, 1871 - 1872.·
2 7Ibid

-·

:l.5
to be encouraged and aided.

Each of thes e new companies

was to be organized by local stockholders in advance of
the bond issue and was to be partially subsidized by
the city funds . 28
In resp9nse to the proposal before the city council,
a group of fifty- two prominent businessmen and merchants
organized the Springfield Manufacturing Company for the
purpose of building wagons, plows and farm implements .
Thei r Articles of Association , filed with the Secretary
of State on March 2, l.872, listed the following stockhol de rs :

s . H. "Pony" Boyd- - President

John B. Oliver-- Director
Robert J . I1cBlhany- - Treasurer
G. D. Milligan--Vic e- Pres ident
F. J . Underwood- - Director
J . M. Wilhoit--Dire ctor
F. H. Sheppard--Director
J . T. Hubbard--Director
J . G. Da~forth--Director
W. c. Hornbeak
J.B. Brown
s . M. Julien
Peter Imler
J . A. Patterson
A. F . Ingram
J . McAdoo
c. H. Evans
~. s . Jones
Johns . Phelps
o. H. Fravirs e
J . Graves
Charl es Sheppard
Alexande r & Jones
J . G. Armoth
Wm . D. Sheppard
Henry Sheppard

F . S . Hefferman
Jos . Sonneborn & Co.
J. s. Wolfe & Brother
Wm . J. Teed
Ez r a Barrett
C. W. Eversole
Wm. Walters
David D. Sheppard
J. H. Minehardt
Allen Mitchell
H.P. Pierce
J . Schmook
J. J . Puller
J. F. Atzert
Wm . McAdams
Joseph Farries
L. H. Rainey
Charles H. Hee r
G. W. Frickie
D. C. Kennedy
L. M. NcLaughlin
Sam O' dell
c. B. Owen
Nathan Bray
James Hays
Wm . lfoKerrell

I

28 "Manufacturers Bill Before City Cou.YJ.cil, 11
Missouri Weekly Patriot , January 26 , l.872, p . J .
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Four hundred of the eight hundred authorized shares of
stock were issued at a value of $50 per share, thus
capitalizing the firm at $2 0 , 000 and providing adequate
funds to purchase a site and some equipment and materials.29
The Springfield Manufacturing Company acquired land on
the south side of Mill Street between Boonville and Campbell Streets and there erected its first wooden sheds and
workshops.

A total of $ 8,000 was spent for real

estate and buildings, and $ 6,000 was invested in
machinery . JO

On April 2, 1.872 R. G. Dun & Company made its
first financial evaluation of the new firm.

Although

the factory had not yet begun production, the inves ti gating a gent reported
Company-Hon.

s.

11

Springfield Manufacturing

H. (Sempronius) Boyd, Pres.-- we think

them good . 11 31
During the next few weeks, finishing touches
were made on the new wagon factory, storage sheds ,
millroom , and office.

Although these first structures

were architecturally unimpressive , they represented a
2 9Articles of Association of the Springfield
Manufacturing Company, March 2, J.872, photostat ic copy,
Archives of Missouri Department of State, State Capitol,
Jefferson City, Missouri .

30 11 0ur Showing, 11 Missouri Weekly Patriot ,

1

January 2,

1873, p. 3.

31 nun & Bradstreet Collection (R. G. Dun & Co.),
Manuscript Division of Baker Library , Harvard Bus i ness
School , Missouri vol. XII, 36.
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landmark along the way to Springfield 's industrialization .
At the same time t hat the new factory was
approaching completion, the long- awaited municipal
bond election wa s held .

On Hay 16, 1872, the wagon

factory funds were approved by a vote of 449 to 124. 32
A total of $23 , 000 was allocated to aid the city's

four new industries, with $2 ,1.00 going to the Springfield Manufacturing Company . 33
When the ~actory began operations in JW1e, lt

entered into fierce competition in an old a.~d booming
industry.

Many large firms in the East were building

wagons and some had as much as thirty years of experience behind them .

Although there were hundreds of

wagon manufacturers in the country at that time, the
industry was dominated by a few enormous companies .
It was against these giants that the new Springfield
Manufacturing Company was soon to be engaged in a
struggle for survival .

Few, if any, of the original

stockholders could ha ve possibly envisioned the ferocity
of that struggle or the ultimate success which was to
come to the enterprise they had founded .

With the

passage of the municipal bonds, Springfield entered

/

3 211 To Manufacturers," Missouri Weekly Patriot ,
May 1.7, 1872 , p . 3 .
33 11 our Showing ," Missouri Weekly Patriot ,
Januar y 2 , 1873 , p . 3 .

l.8

into a new era , and neither the city nor the wagon
bui lding industry would ever be the same again .

I

CHAPTER II

The Springfield Manufacturing Company
After months of planning and preparation Springfield's new wagon factory opened in June, 1872 .
Twenty- five employees were hired at a salary of
twelve dollars per week and wagon materials began
arriving from lumber yards and iron companies in St .
Louis and several eastern cities .l
The Springfield Manufacturing Company was interested in manufacturing farm implements as well as
wagons,- and they learned that Colonel H. F. Fellows
had several patterns for mowers and reapers in his
possession.2

Sempronius H.

11

Pony 11 Boyd , the presi-

dent of the company, purchased the patterns and hired
Horner F. Fellows as secretary of the firm and superintendent of the new factory .
Fellows immediately took charge of the factory
and production began in July.

During that month, he

designed and built the first Springfield wagon as a
l.nour Showing , 11 Missouri Weekly Patriot,
January 2 ,' 1873, p . 3 .
1

211 Mowers and ReaDers fo r Sale ·11 Missouri
Weekly Patriot , Jnne 2,- l.872 , p . 2 . '
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pattern for his workmen to follow . 3

It was a farm

and road wagon , carefully built from first grade
materials .

No piece of lumber with knots or grain

defects was used and all lumber was thoroughly dried .
The running gear was built from hickory and was
painted orange with black trim.

The wheels were made

of white oak , soaked in boiling oil to prevent shrinkage , and painted to match the running gear.4

The bed

of the wagon was painted dark green trimmed with yellow
and was equipped with a feed box ,· a seat , a'l1.d a canvas
cover supported by wooden bows . 5
As soon as the pattern was built , Fellows organized product ion for the workmen .

Some of the men

worked in assembly crews , and the rest were assigned to
production of parts .

Each of these men had a specific

part to make (spokes, bolsters, etc . ) and every part
as well as the assembly had to be done properly before
a wagon was approved

by

Colonel Fellows .

As in most

wagon factories of the time, the front part of the
rlL'l'lning gear was assembled first .

This was an important

operation because t he distance from the center of each

3 11 Industry at Wagon Factory; Reflects Era of

Prosperity, 11 Springfield News
1935, p . C- 4 .
I

4 F. P . Rose ,

&

Leader, March 10,

'rhe Springfield Wagon Company, 11
Arkansas Historical Quart e r l y, X (Spring, l95l.), 99 .
11

5 11 Industr y at Wagon Factory •••
News & Leader , March 10, 1935, p .

11

C-4.

Springfie ld
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end of the axle to the center of the tongue had to
be exactly equal if the wagon ·was to run true.

Next

the rear part of the running gear was assembled .

This

also was a delicate job, since the distance from each
end of the rear ax le to the center of the reach pole
connecting the two gear assemblies had to be exactly
equa1 . 6
Wheel assembly was a separate operation .

The

front wheels consisted of six felloes or rim sections ,
twelve spokes and the hub .

The rear wheels, which

were made to carry more weight , consisted of seven
felloes , fourteen spokes and the hub .

First, the

spokes were driven into holes in the hub by a spoke
driving machine , next, the felloes were fitted onto
the spokes and f i nally the iron tire was added .

The

fitting of the tire was one of the most important and
difficult steps i n the assembly process .

The flat

bar of tire iron was first cut to a length just
slightly shorter than the circumference of the wheel ,
then it was heated until pliable .

The tire iron was

next bent around the wheel by the tire bending machine
and welded together at the ends .

As

it cooled, the

tire iron contracted , insuring a tight fit on the
wheel .
I

Finally , t he wheels were soaked in boiling

6H. David Condron, The Knapheide Wagon Company,
Journal of Economic History. (May , 1.943) , pp . 35- 6.
11

11
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linseed oil to preserve the wood. 7
Wagon production was well under way by the end
of summer, and Springfield wagons were ready for the
fall market ; the time when farmers invested harvest
money in new equipment .

The Springfield Manufacturing

Company sold 200 wagons during the last six months of
1872 and planned for sales of l ,000 wagons the next
year. 8

Prospects for the wagon factory looked so

bright that the Missouri Weekly Patriot boasted :
"The Springfield Ha~on Factory promises
to be one of the best paying invest-

ments our capitalists ever invested

in ; and it is a wonder to all that such
an enterprise was not thought of before .
The demand is greater than the present
capacity of the institution; and it is
intended by the company to increase its
facilities so as to turn out wagons not
only for this immediate vicinity, but for
the entire southern trade. There is no
reason why this institution, requiring
so much encourar,ement in its infancy,
shall not expand its proportions until
the magnitude of it s trade is felt as
far north , south, east, and west as the
famed 11 Cooper 11 or 11 Studebaker 11 • The
wagons are pronounced equal to any manufactured by those celebrated makers and
are sold for less money •••• 11 9
The article concluded by congratulating the Springfield Manufacturing Company for its "bold strike
7H. David Condron, 11 The Knapheide Wagon Com:i :eny, Journal of Economic History. (May, 1943),
pp . 35-b.'
11

I

811 0ur Showing,"' Mis souri Weekly Patriot,
January 2 , 1873, p . 3.

911 Wagon Factory , 11 Missouri Weekly Patriot,
Novembe r _14, 1872, p . J .
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at those foreign manufacturers who have heretofore
monopolized the entire trade of this section. 11 10
Just as Colonel Fellows• business career was
furthered by the initial success of the Springfield
Manufacturing Company, happiness returned to his
personal life .

On August 15, 1872,' he married

Minnie L. Boyden , the daughter of a retired wagon
builder from Neosho, Missouri .

One year later, his

only son, Homer Franklin Fellows was born . :1.l,
Things continued to go well for the company
during the last months of J.872 .

A stock of materials

for 600 wagons was accumulated, and the popularity of
the Springfield wagon grew rapidly as it came to be
known as an excellent wagon for the rugged Missouri
and Arkansas hill country.:l.2

This was primarily

because the Springfield wagon had a hinged drop- tongue,
which allowed easier travel for horses or mules in
mountainous terrain where stiff- tongue wagons were
often unmanageable.l-3
As it approached the end of the year, the Springfield Manufacturing Company had forty employees and
1 O11 Wagon Factory, 11 Missouri Weekly Patriot , ·
November 14, 1872 , p . 3.

I

11 Fairbanks and Tuck , Past and Pre sent , II, 1367 .
1211 our Showing, 11 Missouri Weekly Patriot,
January 2, 1873, p . 3.
1 3F. F. Stice (Manage r of Springfield Wagon
Company,· 1941-52), Interview, October 28, :l.971 • .
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held high hopes of a booming business in 1873).4
Those hopes were to be frustrated .
On December 10, l.872, the company was forced
to suspend operations due to a breakdown in the
factory's steam heating system. 15

This pro blem

resulted in the l oss of a full month ' s production ,
and caused the wae;on f actory to get a late sta r t on
manufacturing for the spring market . 16
On

February 27, less than one month afte r the

resumption of operations , the first R. G. Dun r eport
of 1873 was issued .

It listed the Springfie l d Manu-

facturing Company as having stock and other assets of
$23 , 00Q with $18 , 000 of paid up stock .

The reporter

predicted that the wagon factory had "good prospects
of making mone y. 11 17
In fact , the company faced two serious problems .
It was sti l l underfinanced and did not yet have an
adequate sales organization.

A • eeting was held on

April 30 to consider the first of these problems .
The minutes of that board meeting show that two- thirds
of the stockhol ders had a greed to autho r ize the boa r d
l. 411'
-•

P. Rose, 11 Springfield Wagon Company",
Arkansas Historical Quarterly , X (Spring , 1951) , 99 .
1 5Missouri Weekly Patriot , January 2 , 1873 , p . J .
I

1 6 ~., January 23 , 1873 , p. 3.
1 7Dun & Bradstreet Coll ect i on (R. G. Dun
Missouri vol . XII, 36 .

&

Co. ) ,

..
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of directors to contract debts and borrow money.

The

board set ten percent per year as the maximum interest
to be paid on loans and stipulated that any loans contracted must have the approval of President Boyd and
Secretary Fellows . 18

This decision permitted the

directors to borrow more money (some from Fellows) and
eased the financial difficulties somewhat, but the lack
of a sales or~anization still hindered the company .
The next R. G. Dun report, dated June 14, showed
capital stock of $50,UOO with $20 , ooo ·of paid up stock .
Assets were listed at $42,000 and liabilities at $:l.8 , 000 .
The company was said to be making money and paying its
debts prompt l y , although recentl y embarrassed by an
inability to sel l wagons .

The repor t concluded by

announcing that preparations were being made to revise
the facto r y ' s operation and place it on a more solid
foundation .

In addition, arrangements were being made

by which all wagons built could readily be sold . 19
The arrangements referred to in the report
included the establishment of a dealer organization .
Prior t o June , 1873 ,· wagons had been sold at the factory and most customers were l ocal r esidents .

I

Spring-

18Minutes of the Board meeting of the Springfield
Manufacturing Company, April 30 , 1873 , photostatic
copy , Archives of Missouri Department of State , State
Capitol , Jefferson City , Missouri .
1. 9Dun &

Bradstreet Collection (R . G. Dun
Missouri vol . XII , 36.

&

Co . ) ,
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field waeons had first been offered for sale during
the

11

fall market 11 of J.872, and had been rapidly sold.20

After that initial sales boom, the local demand was
temporarily satisfied and sales slumped .

This con-

vinced the stockholders that they had to seek wider
markets in order to maintain a steady sales volume.
With the organization of a dealer system, Springfield
wagons could be sold all over the state of I1issouri
and the company could concentrate its efforts on production .21

At first,- the dealers simply purchased

wagons from the factory and sold them for whatever
price they could.

There is no indication that any

dealer commission or financing plans were offered at
that time .
The dealer system might have solved the problems
of the Springfield Manufacturing Company had it not
been for the Panic of 1873 .

On September l.8, the

great banking house of Jay Cooke

&

Company failed .

The firm had been backing the construction of the
Northern Pacific Railroad and had undertaken many
other grandiose projects simultaneously .

1

The combined

2 0F. F. Stice,: manager of the Springfield Wagon
Company 1. 91+1 - 52, explained to the author that most
wagons were sold at two times during the year. The
"spring market II was the time when farmers bought
wagons needed for summer work . The '1fall market 11
occurred at harvest time when farmers received payment for their crops.·
21 For a listing of early Springfield wagon
dealers , see Appendix B.
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cost of these speculations was simply beyond the
financial capability of the famous financial firm .
When Jay Cooke
paniclced .

&

Company failed, the stock exchange

Within a few days several other powerful

banks and trust companies failed, and the best stocks
and securities dropped as much as thirty-five percent
in value .

Factories and businesses closed , workers

were laid off , and prices for manufactured goods and
r aw materials plunged . 22
Wagon builders like the Springfield !'!a'Ylufacturing Company were devastated by the crash.

Because

they had limited capital , they depended upon steady
sales to provide a quick return on invested funds .
When sales slumped as a result of the panic, the
marginal manufacturers were forced to shut dm·m to
cut expenses .

This was the case with the Springfield

factory .
While it ruined many small manufacturers, the
crash provided a tremendous opportunity for the giant
wagon builders .

The Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing

Company was quick to seize that opportunity.

Before

the panic, Studebaker already had a factory a block
long in South Bend, Indiana .

Over l 90 men were employed

there , building thousands of wagons , buggies, carriages
I

22 For a more detailed discussion of the Panic of

1873, see Dumas Halone and Basil .Rauch , C:--i.sis of t he
Nation : :J.8 1-i-l-1877 (llJ'ew York : Appleton- Century- Crofts ,
1960) , pp . 302- 04.
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and other vehicles each year .

The company had ready

cap~ tal to hire additional worlcers at lowered wages
and to buy up huge quantities of select wagon mate rials
at depression prices .

As a result, the Studebaker

company cut its wason prices fifteen percent below
its competitors .

This action had a predicatable

effect upon the market .

The well- known Studebaker

wagons were purchased readily in preference to those
built by smaller firms . 23
At the end of 1873, the Springfield Manufacturing
Company was nearly bankrupt .

As it shut down the fac -

tory to cut expenses, the compa~y had been unable to
produce wagons for the fall market , and because of the
price cutting actions of the large manufacturers, it
had been unable to sell even the small stock of Springfield wagons on hand.

On December 1.0, R . G. Dun

&

Company noted that the loans and debts of the company
had gone to protest . 24

There seemed to be little hope

of recovery.
The business depression continued into the next
year, and so did hard times for Springfield ' s wagon
factory .

Another R. G. Dun report. issued February 11,•

showed that the company was not operating and that it
2

3Longstreet,

A

Century on Wheels , pp . 39- 42 .

I

24nun & Bradstreet Collection (R. G. Dun
Missouri vol. XII , 36 .

&

Co . ) ,
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barely had enough assets to pay its debts . 25

The

factory remained closed throughout the spring and
early summer,. resuming operations in July . 26

Spring-

field 1s papers responded to the reopening with enthusiasm , carrying letters of congratulation from dealers
and predicting great success in Texas and the Southwest where Springfield wagons had become popular the
year before . 27
Success did come in limited measure .

Springfield

wagons were ready in time for the fali market and the
company exhibited i ts products in several county fairs·. ,
On October 8, 1.874 a Springfield wagon was judged the
best two- horse wagon at the Greene County Fair; the
first such award it had ever won . 28

Sales were better

than they had been , but still very disappointing.

··--

The

Springfield wagon, although of excellent quality, was
under- priced and outsold by the major. manufacturers .
The owners of the Springfield Manufacturing Company
were becoming disillusioned and were reluctant to
invest or borrow any more funds to finance further
operations .
2

5Dun & Bradstreet Collecti on (R . G. Dun
Missouri vol . XII,i 36 .
I

&

Co . ) ,·

2611 The Springfield Wagon , " Missouri Weekly
Patriot, Jul y 9i 1874, p . J.
2711?.ig_.

2811 The Fair ,
8 , 1874, p . J .

11

Missouri Weekly Patriot, October

30
Late in the fall , the stockholders held a meeting
and voted to surrender their stock to anyone who would
assume the company ' s debts .

A committee comprised of

C. M. Edwards ' D. C. Kennedy and H. F. FellOl·T S was
appointed to evaluate the firm ' s assets and liabilities
and to publ ish an offer to sell . · The committee decided
to make the best showing possible in hopes of inducing
someone to purchase the company .

All possible materials

were put in marketable shape , debtors we re pushed to
remit payments , and a financial statement was prepared . 29
When the next stockholders meeting was held on Decenber

J , 1874, the committee reported total assets over liabilities of ~~4-, 906 . 09 . 30

An

offer to sell or to sur-

render stock to anyone assuming the debts was published
in the newspapers of both Springfield and St . Louis,

·--.

but there was no response to the advertisement .
Finally , Colonel Fellows and Robert J . I1cElhany
offered to a ssume the debts of the Springfield 11anufacturing Company in return for a surrender of stock
by the rest of the stockholders .

Their offer was

accepted , and the firm was reorganized .
After years of struggle , the Spr ingfield Ha:nufacturing Company was about to enter a very colorful
and prosperous peri od of operation.
/

2 9 11 The Wagon Works , " Sprin gfield Da ily Herald ,
February 10 , l.884, p . J .
JOA copy of the December 3, 1874 Financial
statement is contained in Appendix c.
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Homer F. Fellows and Robert J . McElhany assumed
managerial control of the Springfield Manufacturing
Company in Janua ry, 1875.

Their offer to assume the

debts of the firm had not given them m,mership, but
had constituted a type of loan .

In retuY~ for that

loan, it was agreed that they would take control of
the factory and opera te it as they saw fit.

The loan

was to be repaid with interest out of the profits of
the company.

Fellows and McElhany were joined in the

venture by Norris

w.

Fellows and by Captain Ezekiel

Boyden of Neosho, Missouri . 31.

Boyden , a forme r i,1agon

builder from Peoria , Illinois, was also the father- inlaw of Colonel Fellows, who had married Minnie L. Boyden
in 1872.3 2
Shortly after tak ing over the factory, Colonel
. . .....

Fe llows and Robert I1cElhany traveled to St . Louis where
they arranged for money and materials to enable them to
resume operations .

The Missouri Weekly Patriot re ported

their trip, and , on January 27, proudly announced t hat
the wagon factory would reopen within ten days . 33
Upon their return to the city, Fellows and NcElhany
held a meeting with the original stockholde rs .

In that

meeting on February 3, stock was surrendered , as had

I

31. Missouri Weekly Patriot, Janua ry l.4, 1875 , p .

J.

32 Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present , I I , 1367 .
33 "The Wagon Fact ory , 11 Springfield ·w eekly Advertiser,· January 27 , 1875 , p . 3 .

32
been previously agreed, and those who wished to sell
their interests were paid by Fellows . 34

Stock was

then re- issued to the new partners and to those original
stockholders who desired to retain an interest in the
company.

A complete reorganization followed .

The

Articles of Association were amended by a two- thirds
vote of the remaining stockholders and it was decided
that the factory would be managed thereafter by a board
of three directors composed of a president, a viceprcoidcnt and a treasurer . 35

H. F . Fellm•rs 1·1as elected

president and secretary, Norris

w.

Fellows became vice-

president , R. J . McElhany assumed the position of treas urer, and Ezekiel Boyden was appointed superintendent
of the factory . 36
On Yiarch 20, R. G. Dun

&

Company noted that opera-

tions at the wagon factory had resumed on a day- to- day
basis .

Assets of the Springfield l1anufacturing Company

were listed at $20 , 000 and capital at ~$30 , 000 .

Although

prosperity did not come quickly, business did improve
and production continued uninterrupted through the
spring as the new directors proved their managerial
34 11 The Wagon Works/' Springfield Daily Herald,
February 10 , 1884,· p . 2 .

I

35Minutes of Stockholders• Neeting of Springfield
Manufacturing Company, photostatic copy, Archive s of
Missouri Department of State, State Capitol , Jefferson
City , Missouri .

3611 Manufacturing: Springfield Wagon Factory, 11
Missouri Weekly Patriot, December 30, 1875, p . 1 .

33
talents .

As late as June 5, R. G. Dun reports still

listed the company as "largely in debt 11 , but sales
steadily increased and as the fall market drew near
Springfield ' s wagon factory began looking • ore and
more like a success . 37

Five hundred wagons were built

during the summer and early fall as the company enjoyed
its best year of business to that time .

The Spring-

field Weekly Advertiser took note of the firm 's recent
success on August 4 and announced with pride that
Spri ngfield wagons i.•;ere giving "universal satisfaction . 11 38
The popularity of Springfield wagons continued to grow
through the fall,' and the l. 875 sales season was climaxed on October 6, by the company 's successful exhibition at the St . Louis Fair. 39

At the end of 1875,

there was no doubt that the Springfi eld Manufacturing
Company was a thriving enterpri se .

Mo r e than 600 wagons

had been sol d since March, and the factory was expanding
to accomodate production of 1,000 wagons for the next
year .

The company had a Nork force of thirty men and

a payroll in excess of $2 , 000 per month .

In addition,

370un & Br adstreet Collection (R . G. Dun
Missouri vol . XII , 149.

&

Co . ),

3811 The Springfield Wagon , " Suringfield Weekly

Advertiser , August 4 , 1875 , p . J .
1

39 11 A Fine Wagon, 11 Springfield Weekly Advertiser ,
October 6, 1875 , p . 3 • .

34
capita lization of the firm had risen from $30 , 000 to

$40, 000 during the year since reoreaniza tion . 40
The success of the wagon factory and the fine
reputation of the Springfield wagon were established
facts by December :i.87.5 .

Colonel Fellows and his asso-

ciates i,rere being praised in local newspapers for
guiding the bankrupt firm to such an amazing recovery.
While commenting that a great future seemed in
prospect for the company , H. F. Fellows publicly
announced on December 30 in the Missouri Weekly Patri ot

that the price of the Springfi e ld wagon uould be r educed
f r om $60 to ~58 the next year .

The Springfield Manu-

facturing Company would offer the best wagon on the
market at the lowest price . 41
The public optimism and announcement of the price
reduction were a fitting end to a phenomenal year of
recovery .

Although the general economic condition of

the country had improved during l.875, much of the credit
for the success of the wagon factory was due to efficient management .
Prior to reorganization, the Springfield Hanufacturing Company had purchased many of its waeon parts
from eastern suppl iers and had thus b~en vulnerable to

I

4011 Nanufacturing : Springfield Wagon Factory, 11
Missouri Weekly Patriot, December 30, 1. 875 , p . l. .
41 Ibid

-·
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supply problems .

These problems usually resulted when

the large man1.tfacturers engaged i n purchasing compet iti on ; thus intentionally creating shortages of
mater ials . 42

When this happened , the Sprine field factory

experienced difficulty in locating supplies and usually
had to pay i nflated prices for what it received .

When

Boyden joined the firm, he brought with him many years
of practical experience .

As factory superintendent ,

he lowered costs and obtained more uniform quality by
producing hi s own parts .

Spokes , hubs , axles , and other

parts had been previously purchased in compl eted form ,
but after 1875 , they were made from raw materials at
the factory . 43

Much of the hickory for axles and running

gear s was purchased in southwest Missouri .

White oak

for spokes and hubs came from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
North Carolina , and poplar lumber for wagon boxes or
beds came from Tennessee . 44
Another improvement at the factory which contributed to increased efficiency was the new blacksmith
shop.

I n that shop most of the iron wagon parts could

be made at a f r action of the cost of finished parts
from suppliers .

Per haps the most important feature of

42 This problem is discussed in Chapter I .
I

43 "Manufacturing : Spri ngfield Wagon Factory,"'
Missouri Weekly Patriot , December JO, 1875 , p . 1 .
44Ibid
. ., December JO , 1872,· p . J .
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the blacksmith shop was the skein testing machine . 45
By using that device , the workmen could be sure of
setting all the skeins alike .

The result was a freer

running wagon.46
Ezekiel Boyden ' s practical knowledge and H. F.
Fellow 's talent for management were two of the most
important reasons for the company's success in 1875.
The next year was to bring even greater achievements .
As 1876 began , the Springfield Manufacturing
Company was still in debt to Colonel Fellows and his
associates , but the firm was doing a fine business
and looking forward to an even better year. 47

As

Springfield wagons gradually gained acceptance in the
market, the company became more competitive with the
l arge manufactur ers .
The new prosperity of the wagon factory came to
symbolize Springfield's industrial development .

On

February 2 , the Springfield Weekly Advertiser reported
on the new blacksmith shop at the factory and concluded
its article by saying:

45 "Manufacturing :

Springfield Wagon Factory, 11
Missouri Weekly Patriot , December 30, 3.875 ,· p . l .

/

46The skein was a steel or cast iron thimble
which fit over the end of an axle and provided the
surface upon which the hub of the wheel ran . Proper
fit was essential for a true- running wagon . (See
diagram in photo section) .
47nun & Bradstreet Collection (R . G. Dun
Missouri vol . XII , 149 .
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"We will yet hear the ring of the hammer and the sound of machinery from
all poi~ts in our to1lffi . Let the people of enterprise come here. This is
what we want . Men, not things--men
with get up to them. 11 1+8
The ring of the hammer and the sound of machinery
continued through the spring, as the demand for Springf:i.eld wagons rapidly.increased .

One of the reasons for

this sales boom was the warranty offered by the Springfield Manufacturing Company.

Unlike most manufacturers,

the makers of the Springfield wagon warranted all their
materials and workmanship to be of first - class quality
and promised to make good a.~y breakage or failure
occurring under normal use within one year after purchase . 49
The reputation of the Springfield wagon spread
rapidly throughout the Mid- west and South during the
early months of 1876.

During that time, the company

carried on an extensive newspaper advertising campaign.·
One of the ads featured in the series offered a ~p500
challenge to any person or company wishing to contest
the superiority of the Springfield wagon .
11

~~500

CHALLENGE!

It read:

II

The Springfield Manufacturing Company
will forfeit the sum of FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS if they do not build the
strongest and lightest running wagon
in this market .
/

48 springfield Weekly Advertiser February
1876, p . 3.

2

1

4 9A Springfield wagon warranty is included. in
the photo section of this work.
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Everyone lmows that the wheel
and axle constitute the strong parts
of a wagon, c on~cqucntly they will
put up ·,?500 a 8ainst a like sum to be
put up by anyone acceptin~ this challene;e upon the follo'.ring conditions:
Each party shall choose a Qan, and the
two chosen will select a third as an
expert , who shall test the ,-rheels
accordine to established rules and
usages for such trials. The wheels
to be selected by the committee from
the ordinary stock offered for sale
and the wheel resisting the greates t
strain shall be declared victorious
and the l oosin8 par ty shall forfeit
and pay ~~500 to be donated to sor::e
charitable or educational institution
in this country to be selected by the
committee . 11 50
On March 13 , P. E. Studebaker accepted t he cha l l enge in behal f of the Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing
Company of South Bend , Indiana .

He appointed his local

a gent , James Hodnett , to represent his company .

H. F.

Fellows publicl y acknowledged Studebaker ' s letter of
acceptance on March 18 , and the agents of the two parties
selected H.

o.

Dow of Springfield as the judge .

The

committee then deci ded that the contest would be hel d
at one o ' c l ock , Mar ch 31 , 1876 , on Springfield ' s public
square .

The l ooser was to pay $500 to Drury Col lege

of Spr ingfield , 11iss ouri . 5l
By this series of events , the Springfield Yl8.!lufacturing Company became committed to a direct public
I

5° 11 $500 Challenge , 11 Sprinr.;field \·leekly Adver-

tiser , Februar y 2 , · l.876 , p . 2 .
5111

Correspondence, 11 SDringfield Weekly Advertiser , I1ar ch 22 , 1876 , p . J .
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confrontation with its most powerful competitor .

The

stage was set for the great "wagon trial 11 •
Promptly at one o 1 clock on the appointed day, a
Springfield wagon pulled by two immense grey horses
appeared on the square, i·1here a large crowd had gathered, and t9ok up its position.

The judges, spectators ,·

and representati ves of the Springfield company prepared
for the contest , but the Studebaker wagon did not make

an appearance .

After waiting for three hours, the

judges :finally awarded the victory to· the Springfield
:Manufacturing Company.

The Springfield wagon then pro-

ceeded back down Boonville Street to the wagon factory,
followed by a cheering crowd .

Whistles at the factory

blew to celebrate victory; the Springfield wagon had
won i ts showdo\'m with Studebaker . 52
Following the wagon trial, Springfield wagons
became even more popular.

Local newspapers viewed the

absence of the Studebaker wagon as proof of the superiority of the Springfield.

The Soringfield Weekly Adver-

tiser reflected the pride of local citizens on Apr il 5,
when it announced :
11

We are unable to state a.-riy reason why the

Studebaker folks were not on hand, they
having accepted the challenge and boasted
a great deal . Now our folks have a wagon
they can bet on, and they are ready to
back up their opinion . 11 5J
I

5211 Correspondence , 11 Springfield Weekly Advertiser,
April 5, 1876 , p . 3.
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53Ibid
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The spring and summe r of :l.876 brought record.
prosperity to the Springfield Manufacturing Company .
R . G. Dun r e ports in April aYld J1..,:nc :J:'lo~•;cd that the

company was doing a good busines s and t nat it was
relatively free of debt . 54

By August, ouput at the

factory averaged thirty v1agons per week and sales
in southwest Missouri and northwest .t.y,:{2.nsas surpassed
those of easter-11 firms . 55

Fifty men ·w ere e mployed in

the factory and wagon materials were arriving at the
rate of ten carloads each week .

Total freight tonnage

received by the wagon factory exceeded that of aYJ.y
other firm in the county.

In addi tio21 to iron and

rai•1

lumber; shipments included spokes from Vernon, Illinois,dimension lumber for wagon beds from Union City, Tennessee, and hubs from Cuba, Hissouri . 56
Wagons built at the Springf iel d ~actory in 1.876
had twenty- five more pounds of iron par·ts than any
other brand and were designed to carry heavier loads
than other wagons of the same size .

In spite of their

heavier construction, Sp~"ingfield wagons were sold for

54nun & Bradstreet Collection (R . G. Dun & Co . ),
Missouri vol . XII, 149.

55 11 springfield Manufa cturers - Wagon Factory at

Head of List- 'l)his Seasons Operations,
Patriot, August :1.0 1 1876, p . J .
I

11

Ihss ouri Weekly

5611 spring field Hanu:facturers, 11 Miss ouri Weekl y
Patriot, August 10, :l.876$ p . J .
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as much as

~h4- less than their competitors .

It was

this situation which led a traveling representative
of the Milburn Wagon Company to concede that his efforts
were useless in the Missouri- Arkansas market .
words

11

In his

the Springfield wagon is as good as the best

and is sold cheaper here . 11 .57
Not all rival wagon agents held favorable opinions
of the Springfield wagon .

On November 23, the local

Cooper Wagon Company representative placed an article
in a Spring:field newspaper claiming that the ~$500 Chall enge meant nothing and would produce laughter among
commercial wagon builders .

He commented that the Cooper

factory in Dubuque , Iowa used more lumber in one day
than the Springfield factory possessed , and added that
he would not give half- price for a Spr ingfield wagon . 58
That same gentl eman was undoubtedly surprised the next
month when the Springfield Manufacturing Company purchased a stock of Cooper wagons and offered them for
sal e to

11

those who prefer a foreign wagon . 11 59

Thus ended 1.876 ; a year in which the company had
sold 850 wagons and made a name for itself by defeating
Studebaker in

57

11

the great wagon tria1 . 11 60

springfiel d nanufacturers," Missouri Weekl:v
Patriot , August 10 , l.876, p . J •
I

11

.5Bnrl'he Wagon Question, Once More , 11 Missouri
Patriot Advertiser , November 23, 1.876, p . J .

59 11 our Manufacturing Concerns , 11 Missouri Patriot

Advertiser , December 28, 1876, p . 2 .
60 Ibid
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CHAPTER I II
The Springfield Wagon Company
The Springfi eld Manufacturing Company entered
its fifth year of operation still

11

riding high" on

the wave of prosperi ty created by the sales boom it
experienced in 1876 .

The firm did a good business

for t he month of January , and owned stock and machin-

e ry valued at $25 , 000 to $35,000.l·

Anticipating

inc r eased sal es , the company expanded its facilities .
A

new office was completed, construction of a two-

s t ory warehouse was proceeding , and a large lumber
storage lot on the nor th side of I1ill Street was
pl anned.2
In spi te of i ts prosperi t y, t he company stil l
owed seve ral t housand dollars to H. F. Fellows and
h i s associ ates f or money they had loaned, and Fellows
t ook advantage of that indebtedness to gain o~mershi p a s well a s manage r ial control of the firm . 3
1 Dwi & Bradstreet Collection (H. G. Dun & Co .),
Mis souri vol. XII, 149 .

I

211 Wagon Factory Improvements , " Sprinq;field
Weekly Leader, January 25 , 1877 , p . J.

3nun & Bradst reet Coll ection (H . G. Dun & Co . ) ,
Missouri vol . XII, 149.
42
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On February 5, 1877, Colonel Fellows brought suit
against the Springfield rianufactur ine Company for
non- payment of debts .

In the court case that followed,

the judge a,1arded $23 ,000 to Fellows .

The stockholders

of the company acknowledged the debt and a date was
set for payment .

When that day arrived, the Spring-

field Manufacturing Company defaulted and the court
ordered a sher iff's sale to sati sfy the debt.

At the

sale , Colonel Fellows, his brother, and Ezeki e l Boyden
purchased the property, stock, and equipment of the
wagon factory.

By this chain of events, the Fellows

brothers and Boyden became the owners of the Springfield ~lanufacturing Company.4
The settlement of this l awsuit, being somewhat
controve rsial , created ill feelings.

Thr ee of the

former stockholders , George Woolf, J .

s.

s.

H. Murray, began claiming conspiracy . 5

Woolf , and
They accused

Fellows of plotting with his brother and Boyden to take
over the company by depleting its funds before suing
for payment of debts .

This depletion, they claimed ,

had been rationalized to stockholders as necessary
expenditure for expansion of the factory .

I

After a

4H. F. Fellows v Springfield Ma'l'l.ufacturing
Company , February 5, 1877, Greene County, I1i ssouri
Circuit Court Records , case #4847, box 437, book O,
p. 393, Greene County Courthouse , Springfie ld ,
Mi ssouri .
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brief period of highly-publicized accusations , the
disgruntled former stockholders filed a motion to
have the original court decision in the suit set
aside on grounds of improper handling of the sheriff 's
sale.6

The ir motion was denied and the controversy

temporarily subsided; only to rise again during Springfield's l.877 mayoral election.
The wagon factory kept operating and expanding
during the legal battle.

On March

5, R. G.

Dun &

Company took note of additional improvements to the
factory and estimated the company's total value at
$ 50,000 .

That report showed that the firm was

11

pushing

business ahead" and selling a good ma."'1.y wagons , and
that the new O\'mers paid promptly and had "very good 11
credit.?

The Springfield Manufacturing Company did a

prosperous business through the spring sales season,
but a shadow of doubt, arising from the change of
ownership, remained in the minds of many local citizens .
The whole controversy over the alleged "sharp
practices 11 of the Fellows brothers and Boyden erupted
again in April when Homer F. Fellm:1s announced his
candidacy for the office of }1ayor of Sprinefield.

The

6H. F. Fellows v Springfield Manufacturing

/

Company, February 5, l.877, Greene ColL'Yl.ty, Missouri
Circuit Court Records, case #4847, box 437, book o,
p . 393, Gr eene County Courthouse , Springfield ,
Missouri.
?Dun & Bradstreet Collection (R . G. Dun
Missouri vol. XII ,' 149.

&

Co . ),
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Colonel's opponents in that campaign immediately claimed
that he had fraudulently obtained ownership of the wagon
factory . 8

In addition; rumors began to circulate that

Fellows and his partners were about to sell the Spring-

field Manufacturing Company.9

These charges and rumors

persisted for several days before the issue was finally
settled by the newspaper which was opposing Fellows•
candidacy.

On April 5,' one of the editors of the

Springfield Weekly Leader, the city's Democratic news paper, defended Fellows, the Republican candidate, whom
he believed was being unfairly attacked.

The writer

briefly reviewed the history of the financially troubled
Springfield Manufacturing Company and revealed that he
had been present at the meeting of the board of directors
when the original loan agreement was made with Colonel
Fellows .

He announced that the board ri..ad unanimously

consented to the arrangement and that the legal aspects
of the resulting lawsuit were quite in order.1.0

next week, R. G. Dun

&

The

Company officially refuted the

rumor that the wagon factory was to be sold.11

Thus , ·

811 Colonel Fellows and the Wagon Factory, 11
Springt'ield Weekly Leader, April 5, 1877, p. J.

9Dun & Bradstreet Collection (R.' G. Dun
Missouri vol. XII, 149.
I

&

Co.),

1011

co1onel Fellows and the Wagon Factory,"
Springfield Weekly Leader, April 5, 1877, p. J.
11
Dun & Bradstreet Collection (R. G. Dun
Missouri vol . XII, 149.

&

Co . ),·
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Fellows was publicly vindicated and, in the balloting
that followed,· he was elected mayor.12
After the city elections, Colonel Fellows once
again concentrated his efforts upon building wagons .
Business was even better in 1877 than it had been the
year before, and Springfield's wagon factory began
the summer operating at capacity.

Thirty-five men

worked full- time,' and thirty new Springfield wagons
roll ed out of the factory each week.13

New procedures

and product improvements characterized the factory's
operation,· and combined to increase output.

A kiln

was built to be used in a final treatment for air·-dried
lumber, and an improved brake assembly was designed for
the Springfield wagon.· The company also began the
practice of seasoning all wagon wheels for six months
before installing tires on them.

This precaution

insured that any wood skrinkage occurred before the
tire was added,· thus eliminating most problems with

1

12 Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present, I, 697 .
Fellows• election as Mayor of Springfield in 1877
marked the beginning of his polit ical career. He
won re- election to the office by an even greater
margin in 1.878, and narrowly missed election as
state senator on the Greenbacker ticket the same
year. In 1880, he was the Greenbacker candidate
for Governor of Missouri. After that time, he
remained active in local and state politics as an
independent. For a more detailed discussion of
Fellows' political career, see Return Ira Holcombe,·
Histor of Greene Count ·- Missouri (St; Louis : Western
Historical Co . i 1 83.
13 11 0ur Manu:facturing Interests, 11 Springfield
Patriot- Advertiser,' May 17~ 1877, p . 3 .
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loose tires.

Perhaps the most important improve~ent

made in Springfield wagons in 1877 was the use of a
new type of skein,' designed by and made specially for
t he Springfield company.

This skein was large r and

heavier ( 1/1. 6 11 thicker) t han those used by most 1·1agon
builders, and it allowed Springfield wagons to carry
much heavier loads while running with l ess friction
than other brands .1. 4Irnprovement sin wagon design and manufacturing
methods we r e not t he only changes at the wagon factory
during the summer of 1.877.

In May , the owners decided

to reorgallize their company under a new name in hopes
of disassociating it from its past record of insolvency.
On June 2, the State of Missouri officially granted the
charter of the new firm and the .Springfield Hagon Company

came into being . 15

I t uas initially capitalized

at $25 ,·000,' with 250 shares of stock -issued at a value
of $100 each. 16

Homer F . Fellows; Norris W. Fellows ,

and Ezekiel Boyden were the sole o~mers, and eac h man
continued to serve in his former position; Colonel
1411 our Manufacturing Interests ,·11 Sprine;field
Patriot-Advertiser , May 17, 1877,· p . 3.

1 5Articles of Association of t he Springfield
Wagon Company, June 2, 1877, photostatic copy,
Archives of Missouri Departreont of State, State
I

Capitol, Jefferson City,,. Missouri .

16Ibid.
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Fellows as president, his brother as vice-president,
and Boyden as factory superintendent .·l. 7
The change of name apparently had a beneficial
effect upon the concern .

Business continued at record

levels through the summer; and the company's image
did i mprove.

In July, R. G. Dun

&

Company made an

unusually extensive r eport on the Springfield Wagon
Company and concluded that;· while heavily in debt i n
the past, the wagon company could expect "better
prospects" now.1.8

The R. G; Dun r eport predicted correctly.

During

the late summer, the Springfield Wagon Company sold so
many wagons in its trade area that the l arge r manufac-

turers became concerned and began cutting prices.
Colonel Fellows and his partners refused to be undersold by their powerful competitors and r eacted by
declaring a "wagon war 11 .19

They placed notices in

area newspapers stating that :
"In response to a concerted effort
by 'foreign' wagon competitors to
ruin the Springfield Wagon Company/
the Springfield Wagon Company •••
1

7Articles of Association of the Springfield
Wagon Company; June 2, 1877, photostatic copy ,
Archives of Missouri Department of State, State
Capitol~· Jefferson City , Missouri .
/

18

Dun & Bradstreet Collection {R. G. Dun
Missouri vol. XII, 149.

1

&

Co . ),·

9 11 wagon War;" Springfield Weekly Leader; August
2 , 1877 , p .· J .
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will sell wagons to far:ncrs at the
same price as competitors sell to
dealers in carload quantities . 11 20
The results of the "i-u~.gon i•rar 11 notices were
overwhelming.

Within two weeks a fter the ads appeared ,

the Springfield Wagon Company had to back-order shipments to some markets in order to supply demands nearer
home . 21

Almost overnight, it became one of the most

successful manufacturing interests of the stato . 22
Letters poured in from companies as far away as Texas , ·
asking for sales agencies and attesting to the popularity and durability of Springfield wagons . 23
By September,· sales were booming beyond all
expectations.

The company sold over $35~000 worth of

wagons during the summer,· and fifteen men were added
to the factory workforce . 24 A month later, wagon production reached a peak: of seventy- five wagons per week,
and the value of the firm's assets rose to a record
~~60 , ·000 . 2 5

2011wagon War ," Springfield Weekly Leader, August

2, 1877,-: p . J.

2111 Queen of the Ozarks," Springfield Weekly

Leader,· August 16, 1877, p. 2.
22 Ibid

-·

I

2 3 11 The Springfield ·1fason," Snringfield PatriotAdvertiser, August 30, 1877, p. 3.
24 11 The Springfield W.:1gon Factory ,· 11 Springfield
Patriot- Advertiser, September 27, 1877, p . 3.
2 5Dun & Bradstreet Collection (R . G. Dun & Co.),
Missouri vol . XII~ 149.
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The Springfield Waeon Company ended the year a
smashing success.

Over l,400 wagons had been sold

a.'l'ld the company had withstood ferocious competition
from the huge eastern manufacturers . 2 6
the

11

By declaring

wagon wa;r 11 and carrying it out to a successful

conclusion, the Springfield Hagon Company had served
notice that it would never again be dominated by its
competitors .

It kept that promise!

Sales of Springfield wagons totaled ~?90, 000 in

:t.877; and a part of the profits from those sales "11as
reinvested in the factory the next year .

In January,

1878, new spoke- driving aYl.d wheel rimming equipment
was installed .

With this machinery ,· workmen could

make 300 wagon wheels a day.

A

new tv-10- story brick

paintshop- warehouse was also added to the factory.27
The wagon company's recent investments in plant

facilities were rewarded during the spring sales
season.

Business was good,' and the firm took advant-

age of increased production by reducing the price of
a complete wagon by $5. 28

At its new price of $63 ,

the Springfield wagon sold readily in competition
2611 springfield I s Business a"ld Businessmen, 11

SprinRfield Patriot- Advertiser, January 3, 1.878 ,;
pp. 2- 4.
I

2 7 11 The Springfield Waeon ," Springfield Weekly

Leader , January 3 , 1.878, p. 2.

28sprinq;field Patriot- Advertise r,· M.arch 7,

1878, p. 3 .
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with those built by the larger eastern f actories, ai-id
sales rose to new highs .2 9 On Harch 7, the Springfield
Wagon Company announced its determination that

11

no

citizen will have an excuse for sending money out of
the country when they can buy a BETTER WAGON for less
at home 11 . 30

By the end of 1878 , it seemed that the

company had made good that pledge .

More than 2,000

Springfie l d wagons were built and sold that year . Jl
During the next two years , the Springfield Hagon
Company steadily expanded its operations .

Springfield

1·1agons entered the Kansas and Indian Territory markets
in 1880; and the company prepared to build as many as
1. , 000 wagons annually for these new sales areas.32

Although the business of the Springfield firm did
not compare with Studebaker's sales of $1,500,000 in
1880 , the company's rapi d growth did concern its
rivals . 33

On June 2 , · 1.881,· James Hodnett sued the

Springfield Wagon Company .

Hodnett;· the Studebake r

dealer in Springfi eld, also built a few wagons in
2 9sprin5field Patriot-Advertiser, Jnne 27,

1878, p . 3.

JOibid., March 7, 1878, p. J .

31 George s. Escott, History and Directory of

Springfield and North Sprin~field, (Springfield,
Missouri : Patriot Advertiser, 1878), p . 114.

3 2 11 Springfield Wagon Factory, 11 Springfield
Patriot-Advertiser,' April 5, 1. 880 , p . 3.

33Longstreet ,' 11 A Century on Wheels·, 11 p . 52 .
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his own shop, and called his wagon the
11

Boss Planters" .

11

Planters 11 or

He claimed that H.F. Fellows and

his partners were copying his design and selling a
11

Planters 11 wagon built of inferior materials in order

to ruin his business.

His suit asked that the Spring-

field Wagon Company be prohibited from selling any
more

11

Planters 11 wagons or other wagons copied from the

"Planters 11 • •

Had this injunction been granted, it would

have severely hampered the company 1 s production, since
Hodnett also claimed that certain features on the
Springfield wagon were. copied from his products.

The

Springfield Wagon Company categorically denied all of
Hodnett•s charges and i mmediately filed a countersuit
for slander.

After a preliminary hearing, the court

dismissed both suits on grounds of insufficient evidence .J4 Whether Hodnett' s suit was instigated by ;
Studebaker or filed of his own volition, it failed,
and the Springfield Wagon Company continued production
for the harvest market, unimpaired.
Shortly after the court battle/ a great tragedy
struck Colonel Fellows; his second wife, Hinnie L.
(Boyden) Fellows , died on September 24, 1881.35

Despite Fellows• personal and legal problems;' the

I

34James Hodnett v Springfield Wagon Company,
June 2, 1881/ Greene County Missouri Circuit Court
Records, cases 4271 & 4278, boxes 462 & 463,' book W,
p . 99, Greene County Courthouse, Springfield, Missouri•.
35Fair banks and Tuck, Past and Present; II, 1637.
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Springfield firm enjoyed a prosperous fall sales season
in l.881; and ended the year a serious competitor to the
big eastern wae;on builders.

On December 1.;· the company

valued its assets at $77 ,500.36
Perhaps more than anything else, innovation contributed to the succes s of the Springfield Wagon CompanY'.'
Springfield wagons always featured the latest improvements in wagon design, and H.F. Fellows, in particular,
displayed an incessant interest in new methods and better
equipment to improve his factory• s ope.ration.

At the

end of :l.881. ,' the Springfield Wagon Company sent John
}lassey; their trusted factory foreman,' on a tour of
eastern wagon factories.

His mission was to gather

information concerning plant layouts and labor saving
machinery,- and to evaluate the features of other brands
of wagons.

In a letter dated January 1; 1.882 ,· Massey

reported from Chicago that his travels through Indiana
and Illinois had been successful in providing ma"l'ly new
ideas which he believed could increase the efficiency
of Springfield's wagon factory. 37

By means of trips

such as Massey I s~,. the Springfield Wagon Company kept

36stock Inventories (:J.880-:l.888)·; Springfield
Wagon Company Papers, property of Greene County,' His souri Historical Society, housed in Sheppard Room of
Springfield and Greene County Public Libraries (main
branch)·,; Springfield;· Missouri.
/

37 Jolm !·1assey to H. F. Fellows·,: ALS; Illinois
1882 folder,· Springfi eld Wagon Company Papers .
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abreast of new developments in the industry and constantly enhanced its own operation.
In addition to technological improvements·, the
management was interested in ways of increasing sales .
By 1882,'• the or iginal dealer system had evolved into

a much more sophisticated sales organization.
of the large wagon companies

began

Several

offering time sales

during the eighties, and the Springfield Wagon Company
was forced to meet their challenge .

Dealers were no

longer restricted to the purchase- resate arrangement
of 1873/ but were offered a new, more flexible agree-

ment .

Under the new plan; dealers could operate in one

of two ways .

The dealer might purchase wagons. outright

and resell them at whatever price he could; or have the
company place wagons on consignment with him.

If the

dealer chose to have a stock of wagons placed on consignment,' he was authorized to offer time sales and to
accept notes on wagons .

He then forwarded the notes to

the Springfi eld Wagon Company and assumed responsibility
for payment in the event the customer defaulted.38

The

company;, in turn'/ sold the notes to banks and financial
houses and paid the dealer a commission when the last

1

38J. R . Pumphrey (dealer) ·,· Protem, I1issouri to
Springfield Wagon Company, June 22,' and August 22, 1882;'
Missouri l 882 folder,· Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
Correspondence from other dealers in 1882 reveals that
most of them operated under the consignment arrangement
and depended heavi l y upon time sales .
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time payment was made by his customer.39

The time

payment system offered two advantages to the Springfield
Wagon Company; wagons could be sold to customers who
could not pay cash; and the dealers were made responsible
1

for collections .

Dealers were also authorized to act

as company agents to examine and replace broken parts

claimed under warranty.40
The revised dealer organization enabled the Springfield Wagon Company to expand into new areas of Kansas
and Indian Territory during :J.881 and 1882.

The new

dealers in Indian Territory encountered a frustrating
problem at first .

Mitchell wagons, built in Racine, Wis-

consin, had been sold in that market for so long that
people would not buy other brands.

Finally, some Spring-

field wagon agencies solved the problem by having the
factory paint their wagons like Mitchells.41.
sales did not equal those of the 1878

11

Although

wagon war 11 , the
'

39The Springfield Wagon Company sent most of
its dealers• notes to Kean & Company, Bankers (Chicago) .
Several paid up notes are contained in the Illinois
l.882 folder,· Springfield Wagon Company Papers.

I

40R. s. Jacobs & Company, General Merchandise
(dealer), Greenfield, I1issouri to Springfield Wagon
Company; September 13, 1882, Missouri 1882 folder,
Springfield ·wagon Company Pa pers. The warranty
issued with each new Springfield wagon promised
replacement of any parts broken in normal use within
one year,· and required dealers to examine and approve
all damage claims .
41 Patterson & Foley General Merchandise (dea ler).
Eufaula·; Indian Territory to Springfield Wagon Company,·
October 26 ,' 1882 •· Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
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new sales system did offset the initial effect of time
sales by competitors.42

New types of Springfield wagons

also appeared during 1882.

Special log wagons with 4 11

wide wheels and log bunks instead of wagon boxes were
built for lumber companies in Missouri and Arkansas,
and heavy,· flat- bed equipment wagons were designed and
sold to railroad contractors who were laying rails
across Indian Territory. 43

As the nation built west-

ward,· new types of wagons were continually required to
meet the demands of developing industries .

The Spring-

field Wagon Company was quick to adapt its production to
supply these new customers.
Transportation became a problem when the , company
expanded its trade area .

Wagons were usually shipped

by railroad, and the dealers were supposed to pay freight
charges .

Railroad rates,· however, were neither uniform

nor consistent,· and dealers in the same or neighboring
towns often paid different rates .

There were even

instances of individual dealers paying different rates
for each shipment .

The company often intervened in

behalf of its dealers and persuaded the railroads to
adjust rates·,- but this problem was not completely elimi-

nated until more adequate government regulatio~ of rail-

I

p . 99 .

42 F. P. Rose, "Springfield Wagon Company,
43see log wagon in photo section .

11
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roads was instituted several years later. 44

The great

f l exibility of railroad rates durin g this period did
offer one advantage .

The Springfield Wagon Company

received enough carloads of freight that it was entitled
t o a special low rate on shipments of incoming supplies . 45
In October, 1882, the attention of the ovmers of
the wagon factory was temporarily diverted away from
such mundane concerns as frei ght rates .

L. W. McLaughlin';•

a former stockholder in the Springfield Hanufacturing
Company, owned land adjacent to the wagon factory on
the east .

Both his land and the wagon company property

were located along the banks of a small stream knm·m as
Jordan Creek , from which the wagon factory used water
to power its steam- driven equipment .

One day in earl y

October , NcLaughlin dug a ditch to divert water from
the creek across his land.

In doing so·,.. he partially

bl ocked the regular channe l with dirt,· reducing the flow
of water downstream.

This led to a reduction of steam

power at the factory and brought about a gr eater problem;
Water from McLaughlin ' s ditch flowed off his property
and f l ooded the wagon company's lumber storage yard .

I

44R. s. Jacobs & Company, General Merchandise
(dealer), Greenfield, Missouri to Springfield Hagon
Company, September 9, J.882, f'liss ouri 1.882 folde r,·
Springfield Wagon Company Papers. The r ailroad r ate
problem is reflected in correspondence r eceived from
nearly every dealer.
4511. L .· Sargent, General Freight Agent for Kansas
City; For t Scott and Gulf Railroad', to Springfield Wagon
Company,' February 5, 1883, Springfield Wagon Company
Papers .
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Most of the wagon lumber in the yard was ruined and the
Springfield Wagon Company filed suit against McLaughlin·,.,
asking $1,000 damages and an injunction to make him
return the creek to its original channel .

No damages

were awarded, but the suit was dismissed at the cost of
McLaughlin, who agreed to destroy his earthen dam.
In December,' the problem reoccurred .

McLaughlin

built a stone wall twenty feet long across the creek
and the wagon company's lumber yard was again flooded .
The owners of the company filed suit again; and the
defendant once more agreed to pay court costs and remove
his dam .

No damages were awarded. 46

Business at the

wagon factory returned to normal, and the compo.ny ended
1882 with sales of l,500 wagons and an organization of
about 100 dealers spread over three states a.~d Indian•
Territory. 47

46springfield Wagon Company v L. w. McLaughlin,

October 26, 1882, Greene County, Hissouri Circuit Court
Records; cases 4887 & L~888 ,· box 474; book Y; page 280 ,..
Greene County Courthouse;· Springfield, Missouri.

I

47F. P. Rose,· Springfield Wagon Cornuany. p. 99.
One indication of the prosperity of the Springfield
Hagon Company vras the 11 showplace 11 home built by Colonel
Fellows in l.882. The two-story mansion was located at
729 North Main (then the 11 elite 11 area of Springfield) ,
on a s pacious , shaded hilltop estate. It had a cut
stone foundation and was built of hard white pine,
personally selected by Fellows and 11 rafted 11 from :•J is consin to St. Louis, then shipped to Springfield by
rail . It was said that there was not a lmothole in
the house . The ceilings were fourteen feet hi ~h a."td
the huge double front doors measured ten feet tall .
All the interior woodwork was heavy, hand-carved wolnut ,,
and the entrance hallway was thirty feet wide and fifty
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Early in 1883, a young man named Frank Curran
arrived in Springfield from Kentucky .

He was a buggy-

maker by trade and had plans to open a wholesale buggy
agency.

Before he could carry out his plans, he became

interested in the wagon business (and in one of Colonel
Fellows• daughters) and invested his capital in the
Springfield Wagon Company . 48

About the same time,

Ezekiel Boyden sold his interest in the firm to Fred A.
Wishart,' the secretary of the company.

John f'lassey

then became superintendent of the factory, and an expansion program quickly got underway . 49

Sales for February,,

March, and April,· 1883, were double those of the year
before·;· and the company geared up to meet that level
of demand .

Over 500,000 pounds of freight arrived at

the factory during April,- and that material was rapidly
converted into new Springfield wagons .

Carloads of

wagons were shipped all over Missouri and into Arkansas,·
Inaian Territory, Kansas·~· and Texas.

The company also

began selling cotton wagons in the southern states . 50
feet long. Fellows I home 'l'Tas the first in Springfield
with a telephone, indoor plumbing, and electric lights .
For a more detailed description; see "Stately Fel lows
Home, Soon To Be Hospital;· Stirs Reminiscences 11 1• Springfield Leader & Press,· June 18 ,· 1941 ,· p . 3 .
48F . P . Rose,
I

11

Springfield Wagon Company , ·11 p . l.00.

49 11 The Springfield Wagon Factory,
Daily Herald ,~ May 5 ,· 1883, p. 4.

11
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By May ,· production capacity was doubled.51

The

Springfield Wagon Company employed 100 workmen in a

$75 , 000 factory covering five acres, and built 250
wagons each month . 52

On May 4, the Snringfield Daily

Herald said of the wagon factory :
"indications are that it (Springfield
Wagon Company) will ride high on the
tide of prosperity which is just now
settling in for Springfield . 11 53
Part of the reason for the widespread popularity
of Springfiel d wagons was the fact that each new model

i ncorporated a l l the latest improvements in wagon design.'
I n 1883,1 the Spri ngfield became the first and only wagon

t o be equi pped with steel tires instead of iron.

The

n ew t i res wor e l onger and kept their shape better.

wagon box was also improved in 1883 .

The

Iron bars were run

lengthways under the bed to provide better support for
heavy loads , and an i r on bar was fastened across the
floor boards at the r ear of the bed to prevent separation
and br eakage . 54
Not only was t he factory expanded and the Springfie l d wagon i mproved in 1883, but the dealer organization
wa s rewo r ked a lso .

.51 F.

Frank Curran and J .

s.

Finley were

P . Rose , "Springfield Wagon Company,

11

p . 100 •

.5211 The Springfi eld Wagon Factory, 11 Springfield
Daily Herald , r'8y 5, 1883, p . 4.

- ·

53Ibid

54Ibid.
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sent out as traveling agents to work with existing
dealers and set up new ones.

They also helped open

the new sales areas in Texas and the Deep South.

To

insure a better sales operation, the Springfield Wagon
Company began requiring R. G. Dun

&

Company or Brad-

street !-lerchantile Agency reports on potential dealers
before signing contracts .
offered a

4%

In addition, the company

discount for cash sales and gave agencies

a price break of $4 per wagon when they purchased ten
or more at one time . 55

The new sales procedures proved

ver y success f u l and more than 2,000 Springfield wagons
wer e sold by October .·
Although the Springfield Wagon Company had enjoyed
i ts best year of operation in 1883, it also suffered its
worst disaster .

At 8 a . m. on Sunday morning, October

28 , fire broke out in a defective drying kiln and spread
rapidly through the factory.· By daylight; the wagon
factory was a smoldering ruin.
wagons was saved. 56

Only the stock of finished

It seemed unlikely that the Spring-

fi eld Wagon Company would ever rise from those ashes .

1

55springfield Wagon Company to Moses Baum (dealer) ,
Walnut,· !1issouri, October 6, 1883, Missouri 1883 folder,
Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
5611 Gone Up In Smoke: Destruction of the Springfield Wagon Factor y , 11 Springfield Express ,· November 2',
1883 , p ; 2 .

CHAPTER IV
The Emergence of a Giant
The fire at the Springfield wagon factory
occurred before the company could complete delivery
of its fall orders, and it resulted in a net loss of
over $25 ,·000 in buildings, machinery and materials .1
The total loss from the destruction of the factory was
placed at $45 ,'000 .

Since the wagon company's insur-

ance amounted to only $19,250 there seemed little hope
that the firm could ever recover from its staggering
loss . 2

Homer F. Fellows and his partners spent the

rest of the year exploring possibilities for rebuilding
their factory.

They received invitations to r elocate

in Cl inton , Missouri, Armourdale, Kansas, and Fort
Scott,' Kansas,· but decided to resume operations in
Springfield, if they could.3
1 11 Gone Up In Smoke," Springfield Express ,
November 2, 1883; p. 2 .
2 see Appendix D.

1

3Lingle Brothers (proprietors of Henry County
Democrat, Clinton , Missouri) to Springfield Wagon
Company, November 12, 1883, Missouri 1883 folder,
Springfield Wagon Company Papers . Similar letters
from several Fort Scott and Armourdale, Kansas
businessmen are in the Kansas folder .
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On November 23;· 1883, the owners of the Springfield Wagon Company temporarily put aside their problems .

In a fashionable double wedding,· two of Colonel

Fellows• daughters were married.

Clara L. Fellows

became Mrs. Frank J. Curran and Emma F. Fellows married
Charles T. Keet of Springfield.4

Both bridegrooms

were to serve as officers in the wagon company in
later years.
Shortly after the wedding, .Fellows learned of
the bankruptcy of the White Water Wagon Company of
Holly Springs, Mississippi.5

He immediately opened

negotiations with that company for its equipment and
materials and began investigating new sites in Springfield for the wagon factory.

On January l.3 ,· l.884, the

Springfield Daily Herald printed an interview with
Colonel Fellows in which he confirmed rumors that the
Springfield Wagon Company had decided to rebuild on a
more extensive scale than before the fire.

He revealed

that a new factory would be built where land was inexpensive and readily available.

The old site was worth

$15,000 and was too valuable and too small for manufacturing usage.

Fellows also announced that the new

wagon factory would be steam heated and have electric
l i ghting.

Equipment for the factory would be brought

/

4springfield Express, November 23,· 1.883, p . J.

5stevens·;· Missouri,. . The Center State·,< III-, 320.-
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i n t en railroad cars from Holly Springs, Mississippi
and was the latest and best- built type; worth $70,000 . 6
Homer F. Fellows had made an agreement with
Col onel Robert Skane of Louisville, Kentucky.

Skane,

the primary creditor of the bankrupt White Water Wagon
Company, sold its machinery and materials to the Springfield Wagon Company in return for stock in that firm .
This arrangement provided the Springfield factory with
more and better equipment than Fellows and his partners
could have otherwise purchased .

Shortly after closing

hi s negotiations for the White Water Wagon Company,
Colonel Fel lows remarried, making Matilda Jackson,
wi dow of J .

c.

Jackson, the new lady of Fellows Mansion.

Following Fellows' announcement of his rebuilding
plans ,' the rival tovms of Springfield and North Springfield began competing for the new factory .

North

Sprin gfield offered the wagon company several acres of
land and a $5,000 bonus to build there . ?

The City of

Springfield r esponded by offering free land and a $2,500
donation fo r construction.8

Finally, in June, a com-

promise was r eached and a site was obtained on Jordan
Creek at the junction of the Frisco (St . Louis & San Francisco)

611Wagon Wo r ks, 11 Springfield Daily Herald , January
13 , 1.884, p . 3 .
I

7 "The Wagon Factory, 11 Springfield Daily Herald,
April JO , 1884, p. 4 .
Brbid ., August 14-, l.884-,' p . 2 .
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and Gulf railroads.9

Construction began immediately

and the Springfield Wagon Company prepared to resume
operations·.
Meanwhile,' the company was r ecapital ized and

reorganized to permit expansion • . On May 28', the boa rd
of directors (H. F·~• Fellows, N.

w.·

Fellows,· and F. A.

Wishart) voted to increase the authorized stock from
$2 5,·000 to $50,000 .

Five hundred shares of stock were

authorized a ·t $100 per sha r e , and the . firm listed its
paid up capital stock at $ 25;,000.1°

Having made the

necessary arrangements, on October 22, the directors
issue d $1 5·,000 in stock to D. McPherson and s.- A.
Miller of Louisville, Kentucky in behalf of Colonel
Skane·. •1 1

By this means,' the Springfield Wagon Company

doubled its capitalization and increased its financial
stability be fore r esuming operations • .
By Decembe r

4-, brick work was completed on two
1

factory buildings, 1 and cons t ruction on two more was

9 "The Wagon Factory," Springfield Daily Hera ld·, •
June 18} 1. 884,· p. 4.
10r11nutes of Stockholders I Meeting of the S pringfield Wagon Company, I1ay 28, 1884, photostatic copy,'

Archives of Missouri Department of State, State Capitol,'
Jefferson City, Missouri .

I

11 H. F. Fellows to Michae l K. McGrath-;· ALS, October 22 / 1884/ photostatic copy, Archives of Missouri
Department of State; State Capito1·, 1 J e fferson City,
Missouri .
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nearing that stage.

The new plant ·would be ready

for the spring market in 1885.12
As difficult as 1884 ha d been for the Springfield Wagon Company,· it survived and ultimately benefited from the fire.· The Springfield company had
escaped the Panic of l.884 which devastated its competitors in the wagon industry.

During the year, the

sales of Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Company
alone dropped $l.52,000, and severa l large firms
including the White Water Wagon Company failed.13

As

a result·,1 the Springfield Wagon Company had been able
to take advantage of the White Water Company's bankruptcy, and began 1885 in a spacious·, modern factory
built at a cost of $50,000 and equipped with the latest
machinery.

It was prepared to make an impressive return

t o the market . 14
Early that spring ,i as new Springfield wagons
once again rolled out of the factory,·: the management
turned to the task of r evitalizing its dealer organization.

The company had built no wagons during :l.884,

and some dealers had been caught ,with no stock at the
time of the fire;

Consequently, .several dealers had

12 "Springfield Wagon Works'·;)" Springfie ld Da ily
Herald;i December 4,· :J.884, p.· 4-. .
I

1 3Longstreet-, Century on Wheels,' p. 52.
1411 spring field Wagon Company/' Springfield Leader ·,"'
December 2J.',' 1886, p.· 2. (See photos and map of new
f actory in photo section) .
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purchased Studebaker•~: Bain,· Mitchell, or other premium
wagons to sell until t he Springfield brand was once
again available.· The Panic of 1884 had forced the big
wagon builders to reduce prices; therefore,· when Springfield wagons reappeared on the market, 1 they faced stiff
price competition.15
The Springfield Wagon Company acted in several
ways to reactivate and aid its dealers·.· It placed
advertisements in newspapers all over its trade area
announcing the return of Springfield wagons.

New adver-

tising boards·,; signs•;- and handbills were furnished to
dealers and the company offered to accept ninety-day
notes from customers when endorsed by an authorized
sales agency. 16

These new notes;1 made out on forms

furnished by the company, permitted dealers to make
time sales of short duration and to collect more rapidly
than under previous time sale agreements.

In return

for these sales aids, the company required its dealers
to sign new contracts promising to sell Springfield
wagons exclusively:

Frank Curran resumed his job as

traveling sales agent and was joined by James W.· Walls.
As factory representatives·, these . two men worked

1

1 5Buffalo Hardware Company (dealer) ;i Buffalo,·
Missouri to Springfield Wagon Company, September l5,
1885, Missouri 1885 folder,· Springfield Wagon Company
Papers . Similar letters from many dealers are contained in this folder.·
1 6i•T.· A. Peel (dealer) , Avoca, . ...-\rka'l'lsas to Spring-

field Wagon Company, AIE, December 17, 1.885; Arkansas
1885 folder, 1 Springfield Wagon Company Papers.
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closely with Springfield wagon dealers during 1885,
and established many new dealerships in Missouri and
Arkansas·.1 7
The company also aided its dealers

by

expanding

its line of wagons .· The mining and quarrying indus tries were developing on a large scale in Missouri','
Arkansas; and the Southwest during the 1880 1 s·;· and
compani es engaging in these operations needed heavy
ore wagons to haul their products to the railroads·.,
Taking advantage of this new market, the Springfield
Wagon Company designed huge ore wagons capable of
carrying as much as three tons of cargo.1 These wagons
quickly won acceptance and populari ty •among the area's
mining companies ~

and

the resulting sales helped

revitalize the dealer system. 18 .
The first year in the new factory was a tremendous success·.

The dealer organization had been

greatly strengthed through the new advertising and
1 7James

w·. Walls to Springfield Wagon Company·, ·
ALS, November 28; :J.885 ,· Arkansas :J.885 folder, Springfield Wagon Company Papers;· This letter contains a
field report on new dealers set up and sales to old
dealers~•
18The Arkansas 1885 folder in the Springfield

1

Wagon Company Papers contains many sales slips,
shipping tickets and letters concerning ore wagons
for mines·, quarries·, and associated. businesses in
that state. Some were even used for hauling slabs
of slate (see correspondence with J. G; Wallis of
Benton,·, Arkansas)·. · A catalog print of the Springfi eld ore wagon appears in the photo section of this
work·.-
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time sales pl an, sales had reached $47 ,·OOO (5,000
wagons ),' and another new type of wagon had been
added to the l ine).9

As 1886 began, the management

looked toward new areas for expansion .
In February, Colonel Fellows supplied the
United States Department of the Interior i·r ith a complete description of the Springfield farm and road
wagon,' and subsequently,• got an opportunity to bid
on purchases of wagons through the Office of Indian
Affairs·.·

After that time, the company often shipped

wagons into Arizona,; Colorado,1 Dakota, Nebraska, and
Utah for government use on Indian reservations . 20
In addition to sales on government contracts',
the Springfield Wagon Company worked hard at consolidating gains made the year before in its dealer orga..~ization~- Springfield wagon dealers encountered fierce
price-cutting competition again in 1886,' as some of
the

11

big name" brands began selling at $50; $15 under

the market price for Springfields.'

Bain , 1 Milburn/

Mitchell',' and Studebaker wagons were among those
1 9Monthly and annual sales figu~es (1884- 89)
compiled by Secretary Fred A. Wishart ,· Springrield
Wagon Company Papers .'

/

20 I •1 D~·· C., Atkins,' Commissioner of Office of
Indian Affairs, to H. F. Fellows, AIS, February
20 ,' 1886·,; Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
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offered at greatly reduced prices.21

The Studebaker

Manufacturing Compru1y began consigning wagons to dealers
for a twelve month period at

8%

interest and allowing

the dealer an additional twelve months to pay after the
sale of a wag<;m. 22
This time; the Springfield Wagon Company did not
react by cutting prices to meet its competitors.

Instead

of attempting to compete on a price basis, the -Springfield compony concentrated upon advertising the quality
of its wagons, selling them as superior vehicles, worthy
of a higher price~- This appeal was greatly enhanced by
the widespread success of Springfield wagons in county
fairs during 1886-.

One of the most notable of . these

victories in judged competition occurred at the Fort
Smith,; Arkansas Fair~·

On October 1.8, a Springfield won

the blue ribbon for the best two-horse wagon, and became
the first wagon in seven years to defeat the Mitchell
for that award·. 23
2 :1.Magruder &

McAdams (dealer),· Bentonville , 1
Arkansas to Springfield Wagon Company,- June 2, 1886 ,·
Arkansas l.886 folder, Springfield Wagon Conpruiy Papers·.·
Also see J·.· D~· Rainey & Col".lpany (dealer),· Bolivar,
Missouri to Springfield Wagon Company,' June 20·; 1886,
and Sanders/ Russell & Company (dealer), Billings,·
Missouri to Springfield Wagon Company·,! June 22, 1886,·
last two l etters cited are in Missouri 1886 folder in
Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
22 Buffalo Hardware Company (dealer),· Buffalo;

1

Missouri to Springfield Wagon Company, March 15; 1886 , i
Missouri 1886 folder; Springfield Wagon Company Papers .23sengel & Schulte (dealer), Fort Smith, Arka.~sas
to Springfield Wagon Company; October 18,' 1886, Arkansas
1886 folder;• Springfield Wagon Company Papers. Wagons
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New sales techniques accompanied the Springfield
Wagon Company's new approach.

The company distributed

printed mail order forms to its dealers and put $5
worth of advertising in local newspapers for those
dealers requesting it•;

In addition, Springfield wagon

dealers were authorized to accept time-sale notes of
eight months maximum duration.' This extension of the
approved time- sale period allowed dealers to sell more
wagons and gave them the added advantage of collecting
10% interest for an additional two months.24

The company's refusal to cut prices was a gamble·,
but it paid off~' Springfi eld wagons became known for
their quality and sold readily in competition with
lower priced wagons built by the eastern factories.
One dealer,1 Magruder

&

NcAdarns of Bentonville, Arkansas',:

wrote to the factory that Springfield wagons were giving
universal satisfaction and that',' although there were
were usually tested in two ways at county fairs. Wheels
and axles were tested for strength by loading the competing wagons with increasingly heavy, pre-weighed loads
until cracks or seperations appeared in the parts being
tested . · The wagon standing the greatest load was the
winner. To test ease of running;· compe ting wagons were
loaded with cargoes of equal ·weight,: then either pulled
over the same terrain by teams of approximately equal
strength or allowed to roll freely do!im an incline.
The winner was;- of course, the wagon which traveled the
prescribed distance the quickest and with least friction.·
24
Buffalo Hardware Company (dealer) , Buffalo,Missouri to Springfield Wagon Company,' August 21, 1886,Missouri 1886 folder;· Springfield Wagon Company Papers:
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plenty of wagons selling for f~50 ,' the cheaper wagons
gave Springfield dealers

11

little bother".25

By the end of the year, the Springfield Wagon

Company had repeated its feat of the year before;
selling 5;'000 wagons in its trade area of Missouri ,
Arkansas·, 1 Kansas, Texas·,· Mississippi ,· Louisiana,: and
Indian Territory; more than any other brand.

As of

December 21,· 1886/ the Springfield was the highest
priced wagon on the market and had become one of the
11

big name" brands.26
The new sales approach was not the only inno-

vation by~he Springfield Wagon Company in 1886 .
Homer F'. Fellows was always fascinated by new ideas
for industrial improvement.

The Knights of Labor were

proposing the eight- hour workday at that time,' and
experiments were going on in Chicago and other -large
cities to test the f easibility of such an arrangement .·
Colonel Fellows became interested in the eight- hour
_proposal and·/ although his wagon factory was not
tmioni zed,' he put the shorter workday into effect;
The t r ial period was so successful that the company
adopted the new hours permanently; while continuing

1

2 5Magruder & !1cAdams (dealer)·, · Bentonville,
Arkansas to Springfield Wagon Company,· June 2·, 1886,
Arkansas 1886 folder, Springfield Wagon Company
Papers~•
2611 springfield Wagon Cottpany /
Leader;· December 21 ,' l.886-,· p . 2 .'

1
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to pay its 100 workmen for ten hours I work per day!-27
It was this type of treatment which encouraged the
excellent craftsmanship for which the Springfield wagon
builders were famous .
Having built a reputation for quality products
and honest business practices, in 1887;' the Springfield
Wagon Company came under pressure to change.

Afte r a

period of rapid growth during the 1870 1 s and early :t880 1 s·;1
the wagon industry began developing toward a monopoly-.
In 1886-,1 several of the large eastern manufacturers
had formed the National Wagon Manufacturers Association
of the U.S.A.

This organization acted as a trade asso-

ciation with the object of enabling its members to use
their combined economic power to standardize prices,·
finance charges, terms of sale·,' and discounts·.28

---

This

economic power was considerable since the association
included several firms such as Studebaker;- whose 1887
sales alone exceeded ~~2,'00o,~ooo. 2 9 Non- members were
pressured to join and to adopt prices and .regulations
established by the group.· In this way ,1 the trade
27 11 springfield 1 s Pride·," §12.ringfield Leader ,
April 30·/ l.886, p.' 4--.' Colonel Fellows ran for Congress
on the Greenbacker ticket in 1.886-,· al'ld his liberal
ideas in regard to industrial conditions and attitudes
toward labor won him strong support from the Knights
of Labor.-

1

28National Wagon Manufacturers• Association of
the U.S.A. to Springfield Wagon Company; January 4 ,-i
1887·;; Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
..

2 9Longstreet; Century on Wheels·~, p. ·52 .
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association hoped to raise wagon prices by agreement
among the manufacturers while reducing the cost of
competition among t hem.

Many of the nation• s largest

wagon companies joined the trade group·; and its l eader ship included officials of the Bain, Schuttl er,· and
Studebaker firms;
pany

Although the Springfield Wagon Com-

r eceived several letters of invitation to member-

ship,• Colonel Fellows and his partners refused to join
the Association·.-30

They a pparently bel ieved that the

names and good will of member firms were being dishonestly exploited in an attempt to form a cartel or
syndicate .-31

This refusal led to a confrontation ; a

t est of the ability of the Springfield company to withstand the combined pressures exerted by its competitors .•
The Springfield Wagon Company began the test of
strength determined to maintain a market price of ~~64
on its farm and road ·wagons and to continue its policy
of warranting all Springfield wagons . 32

At f irst, it

seemed as though the trade association would ove r power
the Springfiel d fi rm and force it to conform;

Carloads

JONational Wagon Manufacturers • Association of
the U. S . A. to Sprin gf'ield Wagon Company, January 4Decembe r 15,~ 1 887 ; Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
31 Fairbanks and Tuck, Pa~ t and Pres ent , I, 677 •·
I

32 springfield Wagon Company mail order forms used

of the warranty and stated
flatly that no below- pri ce orders would be acce pted.
See mail order forms in Springfield Wagon Company
Papers·.·
by dealers i ncluded a copy
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of cheap wagons flooded the Missouri and Arkan::::a::::
mar kets•,· cutting i nto the :::ales of SprinGfield I s
deal ers .

Harrison, Milburn, Fish Brother::;, Tennessee ,

and Ol ds wagons were offered to deale r s at prices as
low as $47. 50, as compared to the $55 dealer price for
Spr i n gfi el ds . 33

The Springfield Wagon Company met

t his competi tion with a renei-1ed effort to improve its
dea l e r organization .

To protect itself , the company

bound dealers to accotmt for all wagons on consignment
as s oon a s they wer e sold, either in cash or with good
notes .-

The deale r r eceived no commission until notes

or c ont r act s were paid in full .

In return, the Spr ing-

fi e l d Wagon Company guaranteed its dealers a 10% profi t
on all wagons sold and a 10% commission for any other
services as agents . 34

The company also offered to

... _...

personalize wagons for dealers

by

painting "Sold

a.'l'ld

Warranted by (dealer ' s name)" on them when requested.'35

33G. c.· Rhodes (dealer), Harrison, Arkansas to
Springfield Wagon Company, June 25-August 1. 7, 1887,·
Arkansas 1887 folder,· Springfield Wagon Company Paper s .
Rhodes reported stiff competition from Harrison,
Milburn,' Fish Brothers, and 'l'e:nnessee wagons in his
lett ers . Frank Curran ,~ent to Arkansas to investigate
and found those brands, as i•rell as Olds, selling as
low as $47 .'50. :le reported his f'indL7lgS to the company by l etter on August 23, 1887 . (Arkansas 1887
folde r, Springfield Wagon Company Papers) ·.

1

34contract with Burd.ette & Baldwin (dealer);
For syth,' Missouri , Nay 23, l.887, Missouri 1.887 folder,·
Springfiel d Wagon Company Papers .
3.5woodbridge Anable Dry Goods (dealer), Seligr..an,
Missouri to Springfiel d Hagon Company, August l. 7, l.887 ,'
Mi ssouri 1887 folder , Spri ngfi eld Wagon Company Pape r s . :
1
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The Springfield Wagon Company offered its dealers
the largest selection of wagon sizes and types in the
industry.

The size,' or ca r go capacity,' of a wagon was

determined by the diameter of the skein.· The greater
the diameter of the skein, the heavier the axle and
wheels and·,; the heavier the load that could be carried·~·36
By 1887, Springfield farm and road wagons were available
with skeins in 2 1/2",i 2 3/4- 11 ·, 3 11 , 3 1/4 11 ; and 3 1./2 11
sizes·., These wagons were all of the same -design,' but
they varied in size of wheels·; axles·, and boxes ( beds )·.

1

The dealer could offer l ess expensive Springfields fo r
light use or more expensive Springfields for heavy
hauling.· This flexibility greatly increased the ability
of a Springfield dealer to sell in competition ·with
other brands·.

In addition·, the dealer could sell his

wagons with confidence that they would haul heavier loads
than other wagons of the same skein size.· This was
because Springfields were always equipped with hubs,·
skeins/ and axles of the next size larger (i.e.•,: a 3 11
Springfield had the wheels and running gear of a 3 1/4 11
wagon)·.-37

I

Besides regular farm and road wagoni, ,' Spring-

36condron, 11 Knapheide Wagon Company, 11 p. 35. The
diameter of a skein was measured at the point where the
inside of the hub of t he wheel fitted a gainst the end
of the axle;· A ridge or 11 collar 11 arotmd the skein kept
the wheel in ·place from the inside while a nut held it
from the outside •.
37rnterview \'lith F ..• F. Stice·; (Manage r of the
Springfield Wagon Company / l. 941 -1.952), October 28, 1971·,
on tape in authors possession- copy in Springfield Wagon
Company collection'.·
·
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field dealers also sold ore wagons/ flat- beds; and log
wagons .

Special ore and log wagons were available with

5 11 skeins and wheels up to six inches wide.

These huge

vehicles sold for as much as $2J.O, and could carry more

than four tons of cargo.38
The Springfield Wagon Company's careful attention
to its dealer system and expansion of its line of
wagons during 1887 brought gratifying results .

Spring-

field dealers were able to compete successfully with
dealers for other brands, and the company withstood
all attempts by the trade association to force compliance with its prices and regulations .·
One of the reasons why the Springfield wagon
remained competitive on the market was its success at
the county fairs .

The Springfield had won premiums fo r

the best two- horse farm wagon and best two- horse road
wagon at the Springfield, Missouri Fair in both 1886
and 1887 .

Confusion arose after the fair in 1887 when

some Studebaker dealers began claiming that their wagon
had won the two- horse· premiums at that year's judging.
I n an open letter carried in Springfield and area newspapers/ Col onel Fellows wrote to Pumphrey

&

Cantrell,

hi s deal ers in Lead Hill; Arkansas; and set the record
strai ght .
I

He r ecounted how the Springfield Wagon Com-

pany had taken the two- horse wagon awards at the 1886

38see catalog photos and information concerning
ore and l og wagons in photo section .
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fair,· and said that,1 afterward, the Studebaker agent
remarked that his company would rather loose anything
than the wagon premiums.· Fellows further reported that

the Studebaker Brothers Ma~ufacturing Company had sent
three wagons to be shmm in the l.887 fair, but had
decl ined to enter after seeing the Springfield wagons
di splayed .

He remarked that although that decision had

been cowardly,· it had saved Studebaker a defeat.

In a

resounding conclusion, Fellows announced that the Springfi eld company did not
"want to be misunderstood as competing with
the Studebaker wagon,' for when we have to
resort to long time loans and such falsehoods to sell inferior wagons for first
class wagons;· we will quit the trade. 11 39
Al though price cutting by competitors reduced its sales
during 1887,· the Springfield Wagon Company maintained
its reputation for quality and ended the year with gross
sales of $200;·000 (4,·000 wagons) _.40
As 1888 began; the Southern Wagon Manufacturers
Associ ation invited the Springfield company to become
a member;

This trade group was composed primarily of

wagon companies manufacturing or selling in the southern.

39 11 False Rumor/' public letter to Pumphr•ey &
Cantrell (dealer), Lead Hill , Arkansas from the Springfield Wagon Company, October 17,. 1887, newspaper
clippings; Public Libraries of Springfield and Greene
County- Hain Branch, Springfield, ' Missouri.
I

40springfield Missour~~· Its Commerce,: Its
Industries; and Its Live Hen. (Ka.-risas City,• I'1issouri :
Commercial News ,' 1890) ,· p. J2 .
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states·.

Like the National Wagon Manufacturers Asso-

ciation, this organization was attempting to set prices,
standardize wagons, and r educe price- cutting compet ition
among its members .· In addition, the Southern Wagon
Manufacturers Association was determined to reduce the
warranty period for new wagons to six months or less.41
The Springfield company refused to join this trade group
just as it had declined membership in the National Association the year before.'

By

doing so,· Homer F .- Fellows

and his partners made still more enemies in the industry
and assured themselves of even tougher competition in
the coming season.·
In ant icipation of the impending price war, the
Springfield Wagon Company reduced the dealer price of
its small wagons (2 1/2 11 skein s_ize) to $48 .42 . This
move was int ended to give Springfield dealers greater
flexibility in competition with cheap wagons.

No othe r

major change was made in the sales program during 1888-.•
The spring and summer sales season was highly competitive as member firms of the large trade associations
battled the Springfield Wagon Company for supremacy in
the Southwestern r-Iarkets.

By fall·,~ letters streamed in

4lsouthern Wagon Manufacturers Association to
Springfield Wagon Company, April 4,· 1888·,• Springfield
Wagon Company Papers .
I

42springfield Wagon Company to H.· I.· Seidel
(dealer),· Eureka Springs,-- Arlmnsas; October 19 ,· 1888,
Arkansas 1888 ~ol der; Springfield Wagon Company Papers.·
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from dealers all over that trade area, reporting that
the Springfield was the most popular wagon offered in
Missouri•~: Arkansas, and the Southwestern states and
territories.43
One reason for t he popularity of the Springfield
wagon was its durability.· Because of its proximity to
vast hardwood supplies, the Springfield factory was
able to purchase huge quantiti es of select materials at
low prices and with little freight cost.44 This enabled
the company to build its wagons from the finest materials
while keeping its prices competitive.· Eastern manufacturers; by comparison, were located further from substantial hardwood regions and,· having exploited local
supplies of hardwood years before,· had to transport their
materials long distances by rail·.

To offset freight costs;:

many of these factories used cheaper types and grades of
lumber .: Thus,· when Springfield wagons were compared with
other brands,; they were usually recognized as sturdier
vehicles·.
of a

11

As a result, the Springfield won a reputation

premium 11 wagon . 45

4JThe "Southwestern markets II included Arkansas,'
Kans as , ' Missouri,· Texas ;' Indian Territory, and New
Mexico Territory.
44
see locations of lumber suppliers listed in
Appendix A;·
I

4 5 11 Springfield Wagon Company Notes·,"' Springfield
Daily Herald·,~ September 6·; 1888 ,' p .• J .•
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Another reason for the success of the Springfield
factory was its location in regard to its sales markets~·
Although some Springfield wagons were sold in Mississippi·,• Alabama; and Louisiana,' most were sold in the
11

Southwestern Markets 11 •• 46

The Springfield factory was

much closer than its competitors to these areas, thus;·
Springfield wagons cost the customer from $4 to $8 less
for freight than other brands.

This savings in freight

costs helped offset the price advantage of cheaper
wagons built in eastern factories.47
In September,' 1888 , 1 the Springfield Wagon Company
began publishing a series of short articles in, the Springfield Daily Herald.

These articles·, entitled

11

Springfield

Wagon Company Notes ,·11 were used for advertising purposes
and carried daily accounts of events and business at the
wagon factory .

On September 4, the company proudly

reported that it was six carloads behind on orders for
Indian Territory alone,· and invited visitors to tour the
factory and watch the workmen build Springfielo. wagons·~48
Three days later,1 the

11

Notes II announced the sale of 150

wagons on one order for Harrison, Arkansas.49

46see footnote 43 for a definition of "South-

western Markets".:
/

1

47 "Springfield Wagon Company Notes ,-11 Springfield
Daily: Herald,· September 6; 1888;' p .· a-.
,
4 8Ibid•. } September 4;, 1888,· p. 2 .

49Ibid./ September T, l.888,· p . 8.-
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The "Springfield Wagon Company Notes" continued
reporting the firm's progress through Septenber, as the
Springfield became the largest selling wagon in its
trade area·. 50

In addition to increased sales, the Spring-

field wagon scored victories over its competitors in
judging at every fair in southwest Missouri during 1888•.•51
Springfield wagons ,-,ere usually displayed in various
stages of completion at these events.

unpainted

An

running gear (wagon without bed) , a complete unpainted
wagon,~ and a finished wagon were shown.

This exhibit

enabled viewers to examine the materials as well as the
craftsmanship which went into a Springfield wagon .52
By the end of the year, sales exceeded $200,000

and the company publicly announced that it expected its
business to double in l.889:53

Mining companies, rail-

road contractors,~ and lumbering interests in Missouri ,
Arkansas,; and Indian Territory were using Springfield
wagons almost exclusively. 54 As a result; the factory
was expanding faster than any other wagon factory west

50 11 springfield Wagon Company Notes , 11 Springfield
Daily Herald , September 5, 1888, p . 2 .
51 I bid·., September 25, 1888,• p .· 3.'

/

5211 The Springfield Hagon , 11 Snringfield Daily
Herald, September 19 ;· :l. 888 t. p . 8. [reprinted from
Fort Scott Monitor (KansasJJ.

53 11 Sprine;field Wagon Company Notes ,
Daily Herald ; September 11, 1888,. p . 2 .

54 Ibid·.'

11

Springfield
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of the Mississippi River • .55

Colonel Fellows and his

partners were so confident of the superiority of their
wagon that they reissued the famous "$500 Cha llenge"
at the end of 1888·.' None of their competitors
accepted?.56
The Springfield Wagon Company did not resolve
its problems with the trade associations during 1888,
but it did achieve predominance in the Southwestern
markets and demonstrated that it could not be coerced
by competitors .· By 1889, the Springfield company ·was
well established as one of the nation's foremost wagon
builders ·. ·
Expansion and prosperity continued unabated during
1889~- That year,· the Springfield Wagon Company absorbed

one of its small competitors; the Pittsburg Agricultural
Works of Pittsburg, Kansas.

The Pittsburg wagon factory

ceased operations in February,· and its machinery and
materials were moved to Springfield.·57

By

mea."1s of

purchases such as this, the Springfield company eliminated several of its smaller·,, nearby competitors .
55 11 Sprine;field Wa eon Company Notes, 'u Sprin gfield
Daily Herald,' September 12·,, l 888 ,' p.· 3.
56Ibid. ,-: September 8·; · 1888 ,· p . 4.1

57J; C·. Hooper to Springfield Wagon Company,' ALS,
February 26',; 1889 ;· :Nissouri 1889 folder,i Springfield
Wagon Company Papers .
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Other competition,1 however, remained.

The Stude-

baker Brother s Nanufacturing Company of South Bend,1
Indiana;· was building thousands of buggies , 1 carriages/
and wagons in a factory covering 100 acres,· and was
retailing its wagons for ~~55 in the South\·1 estern states•.-58
Olds wagons were selling for $60 ,' and some brands, such
as Labelle~• had market prices as low as ~~48 . 59

These

prices all undercut the $65 market price of the Springfield wagon, and the past three years of price cutting
by competitors had cut into the sales of Springfiel d
deal ers•' Although the company had continued to prosper , 1
new ways of helping dealers were needed in 1889 ,· if the
sal es organization was to survive .
The company responded to the needs of its dealers
in several ways·.· First·;· it opened a new advertising
campaign.· Bestowing a nickname;' "The Old, Reliable",'
on its wagons ,· it distributed post cards and lithographs
gr aphically depicting the superiority of

11

The Old

Re l iable II Springfield wagon to othe r brands .·60

New

markets were opened up by the construction of wagons to
58Longstreet·,, Century on Wheels , p. 54-.,
59Magruder & McAdams (dealer),· Bentonville·,
Arkansas to Springfield Wagon Company, Septer.iber 1.3;
1889,· Arkansas 1889 folder, Springfield Wagon Company
Papers .
I

60 "The Old Reliable 11 slogan first appeared in
the Springfield Exnress, ~!arch 1.5, 1889 . A co~y of
one of the lithographs used in the 1889 advertising
campaign appears in the photo section of this work.
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suit special uses.

The Springfield Wagon Company began

building railroad baggage wagons·, and

11

sawdust carts 11

for use in lumber mills.· One of the most unusual wagons
built by the company during 1889 was a medicine '1-•ragon
for Hoyl & Prophet, Snakebite Medicine Manufacture rs of
Bois D I Arc ; 1 I1issouri _-61

The company also introduced a

new low priced farm wagon called the Chicopee,' built
from the same design as the Springfield farm and road
wagon but constructed of cheaper materials and painted
differently.-

It cost the dealers $45 and enabled them

to meet the demand for cheap wagons while. maintaining
the market price of the Springfield-.-62
"The Old Reliable" campaign proved successful',
and the Springfield Wagon Company enjoyed excellent
business in 1889~·

In September, further improvements

were made in the factory.

A new electrical lighting

system, complete with its own dynamo,' was , installed at
a cost of

$:t;ooo.63 In March 1890 the Springfield

61 Hoyl

& Prophet Snakebite Medicine Manufacture rs;:
Bois D 1 Arc, Missouri to Springfield Wagon Company; Hay
5 ,1 1889;" I•Iissouri 1889 folder,· Springfield Wagon Company Papers·.

62Archer;· Daniel & Company (dealer), Mammoth
Springs, Arkansas to Springfie ld Wagon Company, July
25, 1889,' Arkansas 1889 folder,' Springfield Wagon
Company Papers.·
1

6JH. B.- Warden (Sp rague Warden Electric Company),
to Springfield Wagon Company, September 14, 1889, Mis souri 1889 folder·; · Springfield Wagon Compa."'ly Papers·.
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wagon factory was the largest manufacturer in the city,··
both in capital ($75,000) and productivity. 64

In

addition to its already extensive line ; the factory
began producing "oil gears 11 during 1889 .

These were

wagons with heavy ru."lning gears and flat beds·, used
for hauling boilers,· well pipes, derrick lumber, and

other materials in the oil fields.

Springfield "oil

gears" soon became extremely popular and were used
extensively in Indian Territory and Texas.65
Problems of competition continue·d in 1890, but
one major issue was settled.

For some time the Stude-

baker company had contended that it held a patent on
the use of steel skeins on wagons .· Since the only
alternative to the steel skein was the inferior cast
iron skein,· Studebaker's competitors vigorously denied
this claim .

Among the other premium wagons equipped

with steel skeins was the Springfield.

Finally,· Stude-

baker filed suit in a Chicago court to force recognition
of its patent·.
11

1

The patent, however; was found to be

null and void 11 and

11

worthless 11 ; thus clearing all other

manufacturers from any liability for past use of steel
skeins .· This cour t decision removed another obstacle

64 11 Board of Trade, 11 Spri ngfield Weekly Lea de r,
February 1.4,· 1890 ,' p . 1.
/

65 11 The Springfie lds Keep- Ro l ling Along," Esso
Oilways , ' January·, , 1945 , p. 3 .'
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to free competition and settled a long standing dispute
among wagon manufacturers . 66
The year ended rathe r uneventfully, but the Springfield Wagon Company did retain its strongly competitive
posi t i on i n the wagon trade and even sold i ts old fac tory
s i te for $25,~0o. 67
The next year was one of continuing growth and
prosperity for the Springfield Wagon Company.

In

January the company listed its own value at $150,000 and
its officers pr edicted a record year. 68

The spring sales

season of 1891 was one of the finest in the firm ' s his t ory
and,' by May-,· the factory was turning out 250 Springfiel d
wagons monthly.

On May 28; a repor te r for the Snring_-

field Democrat t oured the wagon wor ks with Colonel
Fellows .-

There he saw tremendous stocks of materials;

enough ,, he said;· to build 7 ;ooo wagons·~· Fellows proudly
discussed a new type of steel tire to be used on future
Springfield wagons and estimated that production for

1891 would surpass the previous year by at least 700
wagons·.,69 The reporter also talked with the factory I s

66s.

B.· Parsons (Sandage Steel Skein Company);
to Springfield Wagon Company,-; ALS ,· April 28 ;· 1890 ,'
Indi ana fo l der~; Springfield Wagon Company Papers .-

67springfield Democrat,'• November 1.6, 1890 , p. 3 ;
/

6811 ~i1 ;302 ,'576 /" Springfield Democrat ,· January
2 ; 1891•;j p . • 3 •'
6911 The Springfield Wagon,·11 Springfield Democrat,·
May 29·;·· 1891} p. J .
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skilled craftsmen, some of whom had built Springfield
wagons for seventeen years .

These men and their super-

intendent,· L.- J ·. , Murphy ;· expressed great confidence in
the future of the Springfield Wagon Company and equal
pride in the quality of its products .70 Their confidence and pride proved to be well founded, as the Springfield Wagon Company continued to expand and prosper
through 1891 and into 1892.
During the last six months of 1892, sales s l umped
and expansion halted.

The nation's economy, strained

by industrial overexp.:i.nsion and r ampant speculation,
became shaky,' and demand for agricultural equipment such
as wagons dropped sharply.

The Springfield Wagon Company

experienced its poorest year since resuming operations;
selling only 2 ,1539 wagons .•71

The recession was wide-

spread among large wagon builders·,: and some of them went
out of business.

In fact, economic conditions in the

agricultural equipment industry had been worsening since
the late l.880 1 s •

1

Between 1880 and 1890, half of the

manufactur e rs of agricultural implements had ceased
\

operations., i1any of the surviving firms had joined
trade associat ions in hopeo of maintaining adequate
7011 The Springfi el d Wagon; " Springfield Democrat,
May 29 , 1891·,~ p . • 3 .•
1

I

71 sal es Journal,1 1893, Springfield Wagon Company
Papers·.•
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profits throu~h control of production and prices.72
This was the situation which had developed in the wagon
trade .
In December; l.892; the National Wagon Manufacturers
Association issued a plea to all the major wagon- builders
to help "eradicate some;· at least;· of the many evils
which have crept into the wagon business.·.·••·73

This

was not an attempt to pressure non- members to join the
trade association; it was an urgent request for ideas to
help save the industry.-

The big wagon manufacturers were

asked to contribute proposals for standardization of
wagon sizes ,1 elimination of inferior wagons, prevention
of savage price- cutting,i and enforcement of warranties .·
By taking these steps, the Association hoped to revitalize
the wagon business.

It had become apparent that even

price and sales quota agreements could not assure profits
while flagrant abuses of warranties and production of
inferior wagons continued.·
Apparently, Colonel Fellows and his partners
realized that positive,· concerted action was necessary
to save the industry.

The Springfield Wagon Company

still refused to conform to the Association's set prices,
72Richard Hofstadter, William Miller and Daniel
Aaron, The Structure of Ame rican History , (Englewood
Cliffs,: New Jersey : Prentice- Hall, Inc .· 1964), p . 244-.·
I

73H. M. Kinney, (Secretary/ National Wagon Manufact urers Association) to Springfield Wagon Company,December 1,1 1892 ,' Springfi 0ld Wagon Company Papers.

1
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but Fellows did attend a specia l wagon manufacturers
conference held in Chicago in April, 1893 . 74

There ,

he presented his views and took part in dis cussions
on setting minimum quality standards for the wagon
industry.

Participants in that meeting a greed to

standardize wagon wheel sizes and track widths by
January 1, 1895 and to continue submitting ideas for
betterment of the industry to the Association . 75
Although no sweeping decisions had been reached ,
afte r the 1893 conference much of the ill feeling
between Association members and non- members subsided .
The Springfield Wagon Company and the National Wagon
Manufactur ers Association temporarily ended their feud,
and every major wagon builder concentrated upon survival
in a declining market .

To increase its sales, the Springfield Wagon
J . H.· Quigley

Company added more field representatives .

joined Frank Curran and James Walls in the MissouriArkansas - Kansas area, ands.

s.

Perry of Fort Worth,

Texas was assigned Texas and Indian Territory. 76

These

men traveled over long rout es, visiting Springfield

74H. F.· Fellows to Fred A. Wishart,

AI.S , December

12 , 1892 ,· Springfield Wagon Company Papers .

I

7.5H. !1. Kinney to Springfield Wagon Company,
April 2.5, 1893 ,· Springfi e l d Wagon Company Papers .

76see weekly "Settlement" sheets mailed to the

factory by field representatives , Springfield Wagon
Company Papers .
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dealers periodically in an effort to boost sales and
morale in the organization.
Business did improve in some sales areas during
the spring of 1893, when the Cherokee indians sold a
part of their territory to the United States Government .
That area, known as the

11

Cherokee Strip" was located

along the northwest border of Arkansas in who.tis now
northeastern Oklahoma .

As the Cherokees began receiving

payments for the land, they started purchasing wagons
in great quantities .

The Springfield wagon became particu-

larly popular with the Cherokees and, by late April,
carloads of new Springfields were rolling into Indian
Territory.??

For a time, the factory received orders for

all the wagons it could supply.78
Just as prosperity seemed to have returned to the
Springfield Wagon Company, the nation was rocked by
another great financial panic.

Railroads, banks, and

industry were devastated as the economic bubble of overexpansion and wild speculation broke.

Thousands of

banks and businesses failed between April and October.
Millions of workers were laid off and strikes and lockouts
followed as a general industrial depress ion set in.

/

77Fisher Merchantile Company (dealer),· Checotah,'
I. T.,· to Springfield Wagon Company, April 2, 1893 ,
Indian Territory folder, Springfield Wagon Company
Papers.

78springfield Wagon Company to J. H.. Str-oud,

Stroud, I. T., r•7arch 28, l.893, Indian Territory folder,"
Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
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This depression was particularly damaging to the
wagon industry.

Many of the marginal firms and several

large companies were ruined .

Even among the few large

wagon builders remaining in business; conditions were
very bad.

During the summer, Studebaker was forced to

close its factory for five weeks and had to borrow money
to reopen.

When operations resumed at South Bend, wages

were cut and the resulting worker unrest ended in series
of strikes.-79

The Springfield Wagon Company was also

hurt by the panic, but kept operating.
Later that year; the "Cherokee Strip" was opened
to homesteaders.

This event saved the Springfield company

from possible r uin .

Settlers gathered in southeastern

Kansas, southwest Missouri, and northwest Arkansas purchasing wagons and provisions in preparation for the land
rush scheduled for September 1.6.-

When that day arrived,

50,000 homesteaders staked claims in the "Cherokee Strip,' 11

and many of their families arrived in Springfield wagons·.•
The business year ended with moderate success as the
Spr ingfield Wagon Company sold 3 ,'399 wagons as compared
t o 2·,'539 the year before . SO
Toward the end of 1893',' Colonel H. F. Fellows•
health began to fail, ' and he called his only son,· Homer
Frankl in Fellows, home from St . Loui s to l earn the wagon
I

79Longstreet; Century on Wheels , 4 pp .· 58- 60 .·
80sales J ournal ,· 1893,· Springfield Wagon Company
Papers .·
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business . Bl

Young H.

11

Frank 11 Fellows had been born in

1873 and had worked in the Springfield wagon factory as
a boy, when not attending school. 82

Whil e still in his

teens,· he had spent some t ime in Indian Territory working
cattle with Will Rogers . BJ

At eighteen,· he had gone to

St . Louis where he worked as a billing clerk for the
Frisco Railroad at a salary of $125 per week.84
At his father's insistence,· young Frank Fellows
returned to Springfield late in 1893 and took .a job as
a laborer in the wagon factory at a wage of 11 cents per
hour. 85

He l earned the business from the ground up;

working at each job in the factory until he had mastered
it, then moving on to the next job.

In a short t i me ,

Frank Fell ows was a compet ent wagon builder in his

Ol'm

right .
The next step was learning how to run t he Springf i eld Wagon Company.

Home r F .- Fellows, who i•ras gravely

ill with a bleeding ulcer, spent 1894 teaching his son
th~ managerial skills needed to operate the business .
81 Newspaper clippings #1819 / Public Libra r ies
of Springfield and Greene County- Main Branch , Springf i eld, Missouri .
82 F. P . Rose,· "Springfield Wagon Company,<" p.- 100.

83rnterview with Bill Gott (Springfie l d Wagon
Company Shipping f1anager,· l.921 - 52), October 28, 1971 ,
1

on tape in author' s possession- copy in Springfield
Wagon Company collection .
84Newspaper clippings #181.9.

85 I bid .
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In addition,· he worked out a precise plan by which the
wagon factory could continue operating under skilled
management after his own death until young Frank was
ready to tal{e control.
On

November 10, 1894 Homer Franklin Fellows died ,'

and the Springfield Wagon Company came to the end of an
era .·
Colonel H. F. Fellows had once said of himself;
If I have any monument to leave
behind me of which I think my pos terity may feel proud, it is this-that I have always been true in advocating the convictions of my mind and
never ashamed or afraid to assume the
res ponsibility. 11 8 b
11

He had left another monument ; the Springfield Wagon
Company.

Colonel Fellows had guided the company

through its early , turbulent years and had established
it as the largest wagon company west of the Mississippi
River.· His son would soon take the reins and lead "The
Old Reliable" into the twentieth century .

/

86H. F. Fellows, interview , Springfield Daily

Herald,· October 20,· 1887, p. 3 .

CHAPTER V
11

The Old Reliable" Roll s On

After Colonel Fellows ' death, Norris W. Fellm·rn
became president and reorganized the Springfield Wagon
Company according to his brother's instructions.
Frank Fellows assumed the office of vice- president and
cont inued his preparation for management of the company •

1

Fred A. Wishart remained as secretary while Frank Curran
became treasurer; succeeding Charles J . Keet·; who had
died in 1891 .

Norris Fellows, Wishart, and Curran were

to train Frank Fellows for a period of five years, after
which young Fellows would become president . 1
The company operated smoothly under its new ma"'l.agernent and began making a r ecovery from the depression.
By late 1895 , the wagon- building industry was again prospering.

The few l a r ge firms which had survived the panic

returned to full production .

Studebaker resumed regular

oper ations and its orders soon exceeded pre- panic levels . 2
The Springfield Wagon Company also resumed ful l - scale
operations and,' by November 1, employed a work force of
1 F.· P. Rose, 11 Springfield Wagon Company,·" p. 101 .
/

2Longstreet, Century on Wheels ,, pp. · 60- 61
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100 men,, building twenty-five wagons daily.· During

1895,

the company opened new market areas in Mexico and South
America where premium hardwood wagons were in short
suppl~.

Sales approached pre- panic levels as the company

sold 3,'500 wagons that year.-3
After guiding the wagon company through a second
successful year;· Norris W. Fellows retired in December',"

1896, and sold his interest to Charles A. Mccann, a
prominent Springfield businessman.4

McCa.-rm. succeeded

him as president of the firm with the understanding
that Frank Fellows would assume that office in l. 901.•
About the same time, Fred Wishart retired after many
years of service,' and Frank Curran became secretarytreasurer.

Sales reached a record 5,000 wagons as

the company continued to prosper in 1897.-.5
In 1898,· the Springfield Wagon Company found an
adequate and dependable source of hardwood wagon parts;
the J •' H. Phipps Lumbe!" Company of St . Paul, Arkansas.
The Phipps company; which later moved to Fayetteville,'
Arkansas; was able to supply huge quantities of fine
3 11 Wi thout a Rival, Springfield,' Queen of the
Ozarko, 11 Springfield Leader - Democrat (annual souvenir
edition) ·, , November 1,· 1895; p.· J.

4Fairbanks and Tuck, Past a,nd Present·,· I,· 738.
/

5 11 springfield 1 s Factories /
Democrat,1 October 9,' 1897, p . 4.

1
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quality spokes, felloes,' bolsters and other parts on
a r egular basis .-6

This relieved the Springfield company

of the need to search for supplies of hardwood for parts
a~d enabled the management to concentrate on sales and
production .
One of the ways in which the Springfield Wagon
Company expanded during 1898 was· through the addition
of more field representatives to work with dealers .
When Frank Curran became secretary- treasurer, he also
assumed the duties of sales manager .

Since Curran ' s

added responsibilities required his constant presence
at the factory,• he hired several new men to operate in
his place as traveling sales agents .

One of these men

was Homer Fellows HcElhany, the eldest son of Robert

L. McElhany ,• who was named in honor of Colonel H. F.

··--

Fellows.'?

McElhany was twenty- eight years old when he

took the job as the company's regular agent for Indi an
Territory.

Traveling ·weekly routes through various

parts of his sales area:,· he called on deal ers and customers and reported on the wagon trade in Indian Ter ritor y . 8
6F . P . Rose·,· 11 Springfield Wagon Company,

I

11

p.· 96.

?William Kearney Hall, comp.·,· Sprjngfield and
Greene County, Hissouri Inh:1.bitants in l.880 ,· (St .
Louis , Missouri : Doctor's Building,' 100 N. Eucl id Ave .·) .·

8 Homer McElhany 1 s weekly sales report books ,
1898 , Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
1
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On

Monday , he appeared at the factory and

received his instruction s for the week as well as
expense money.

Ea rly on Tuesday morning, McElhany

boarded a train at the Spri ngfield depot ,' bound fo r
Indian Territory. 9

The following excerpt from one

of his weekly report books illustrates a week in the
life of a Springfield Wagon Company sales agent .
Tuesday,

May

17, 1898

Renort for the day.

Left Springfield by train- 6 :1 5 a.-m.Arrived in Vinita, I. T.·- 2 :JO p. m.
Br eakfast - Monett,· I-lo . - $. 75
Dinner
- Vinita, I. T . . 50
Supper
- Vinita,' I. T • • 50
Bed
- Vini ta, I .· T. .-50
Omnibus
. 25

Total day ' s expense

~2 . 50

Wednesday, nay l. 8 . 1.898

Re port for the day.

Left Vinita, I.T.-11:36 a . m.
Arrived in Claremore; I.T. - 6 : 00
Br eakfast - Vinita, I.T. $ . 50
Dinner
- Chelsea,~ I . T; ·. 25
Supper
- Claremore, I.T . ·. 25
Bed
- Catoosa·,' I . T . . 25
Li ver y
- Chelsea; Foyil,
Claremore
2 .-50
Feed and Dr i ve r 's supper
.'50

Total day 's expense

(Wyandotte , I . T .) Sold to Darrough &
Co .
2 - 3 11 \·ragons @;~50 .•oo
1 - 3-} 11 wagon @$51 .·00
(Fairland, I . T.) F. 11. Connor & Co .
has on hand one car
of Bain and Weber
wagons .
Total sales $151 . 00

$4 . 25

p .'Ill .

(Chelsea , I . T .- )- $old
to McMillan &
McIntosh.
2 - 3 11 wagons @~~50. 00
8 - 3¼11 wagons @51 . 00
(Foyil; I.T. )- Sold
to A. Foyil
4 - 3 11 wagons @~~50 . 00
4 3¼ 11 wagons @ 50 ; 00
(Claremore ; I. T. )·. P .,
Foley- 8 Springfield
wagons on hand) •·
Total sales $908 . 00

I

9 Homer McElhany' s weekly sales report books','

1898 , Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
1
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Thursday , May 1.9; 1.898

Report for the day.

Left Catoosa, I. T. ,- by train
- 1 :50 p. m.
Arrived in Sapulpa, I. T .- 3 : 05 p . m.·
Breakfast - Catoosa; I.T.-~ . 25
Dinner
- Catoosa,· I . T.- . 25
Supper
- Sapulpa, I . T.- . 50
Bed
- Tulsa / I . T. - . 40
Telegram
. 40

(Catoosa; I. T . ) Reynolds &. Co .·
has on hand 2 !1oline
wagons; '\'rill order
Springfield wagons in
30 days .
(Sapulpa, I.T . ) manage r of H. c. Hall
& Co . out of tm·m .
(Red Ford,' I • r .} manage r of H. C.• Hall
& Co . out of tom1
Total sales - 0F . M.

1

Total day's expense

-~-1-.=s-o-

Friday, May 20; 1.898

Report for the day.

Left Sapulpa; I . T. by
train - 12:30 a . m.
Arrived in Vinita, I.~.
4 :10 p. m.
Breakfast - Tulsa ,· I. T. - $ . 35
Dinner
- Tulsa·, 1 I.T.· ·. 35
Supper
- Vinita, I . T. . 50
Bed
- Vinita,< I.T..50

(Tul sa , I .T.) J . M. Hall & Co. will
buy when H. C. Hall &
Co . of Sapulpa buy.
(Vinita ,' I. T.} - Sold
to Joseph Hunt
10 - 3 11 wagons @~50 . 00
6 - 3¼ 11 wagons @50 .00
2 - 2¼ 11 wagons @4-6 .00
Total sales $892 . 00

Total day's expense

McElhany returned to Springfield on Stmday, Hay 22;
having spent $13 . 75 while selling thirty nine wagon~
for ~~2-,051 . lO

Extensive travel such as this,· together

with good salaries; att r acted ambitious young men to
become traveling agents for the Springfield Wagon
Company.
The Springfield firm enjoyed a good business
during l. 899 ,- and entered the twent ieth century as one
of the four largest wagon manufacturers in the nation .·
The other three members of this exclusive group were
I

l. 0Home r McElhany I s weekly sales r eports ,· book # 7,
Hay 16- May 22,- 1898, Springfield Wagon Company Papers .
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the Bain Wagon Company (Pekin, · Illinois); the Schuttler
Wagon Company (Chicago , Illinois), and Studebaker
Brothers Manufacturing Company (South Bend, Indiana) ·.
In 1901, Studebaker began phasing out production
of horse-dravm vehicles and started concentrating upon
automobiles ).1

After that date , Studebaker wagons

gradually disappeared from the market, and the ·wagon
trade came to be dominated by the three remaining
large- scale manufacturers.

The Springfield Wagon

Company soon emerged as the most important of the three .
By July, 1901, the company listed its subscribed ,.. paid
up capital stock at ~~75,000,1 and the cash value of the
firm ' s property and real estate exceeded $175 ,000 . 1 2
During that year, a financier from Denver, Colorado ,' Peter I1cCourt, purchased the stock of Charles
McCa.nn. 13

I1cCourt was a brother- in- law of Frank Fellows , ·

having married the widow Emma (Fellows) Keet .

The

company was reorganized with Fellows as president and
McCourt as vice- president and western sales manager.
Curran remained secretary- treasurer.
1 1 For

a complete discussion of Studebaker 's

transition :from horse-drawn to motorized vehicles,

see Longstreet , A Century on Wheels .'

I

12Annual Report of Domestic Corporations, 1.901.,
photostatic copy, Archives of the Missouri Department
of State, Capitol building , Jefferson City, I1issouri .

13 "Fifty Years Ago 'I'oday ,·11 Springfield News
Leader,· December 9, 1951, B- 5 .·

&
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As president, Frank Fellows proved to be as
innovative as his fathe r had been-.

Late in 1901, he

began contracting to build circus and carnival 1·ragons
for traveling shows all over the country.

These cus -

tomers required many types of special vehicles such as
heavy animal cages, band 1iagons, equipment wagons , 1 and

even offices on wheels .· Of the nation's remaining
wagon manufacturers; only the Springfield Wagon Company
was equipped to buil d such heavy; large sized .vehicles .
The company soon obtained the business of most of the
big carnivals and 75% of the traveling circuses.

As

an added service, the Springfield factory carried a full
stock of replacement parts,· ready for immediate shipment
anywhere in the country.14

Some of the Springf i eld firm 's

permanent customers were Barnum

&

Bail ey, Buffalo Bill's

Wild West Show,- :Major Gordon W. Lillie ,· Miller Brothers
10:l. Ranch Show, and Ringling Brothers Circus•.15

The

new markets proved very lucrative and the company experienced its best year in operation to that time, building
more than 6,000 wagons of various types.16

14P .

P; Rose·,'

11

Springfield. Wagon Compcny, 11

p . · 102.-

l5Ibid. ,' See Springfield circus wagon photos
in photo section·.
/

1611 Fifty Years Ago Today , 11 Springfield Leader
& Press,· December 9, 1951·.-
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Frank Fellows spent the next three years attending
all the fairs , circuses,' and carnivals he could.
1

He

became acquainted with many shotir people and farm implement dealers and learned first - hand exactly what types
of wagons they required .17

This unorthodox study of

transportation needs proved invaluable as the Springfield
Wagon Company adapted to the new demands of the tvrnntieth
century.•
In 1904,, the company underwent an.other reorgani- •
zation.

It obtained a new cor porate charter, to be in

effect for fifty years.-

This new charter authorized

capital stock of $75,000 (750 shares at ~~100 each) .
Fellows and Curran bought out Mccourt and r edistributed
the stock,· r etaining 360 shares each.

The r emaining

thirty shares were d ivided equally among factory super intendent L. J ·. Murphy, and directors A. T. Quisenberry ,·
and William H. Horine . 18

Mccourt,- who lived in Denver,

r etained the office of vice- president and western sales
manager;- but Fellows and Curran a ssumed control of the
company.;
The following year; the longstanding dispute
between the Springfield Wagon Company and the National
Wagon Manufacturers• Association came to an end.;' The
17
/

P.- P. Rose;· 11 Springfield Wagon C(?mpany, 11 p. 102.--

18springfield Wagon Company Corporate Charte ri1
February 18, 1. 904-; photostatic copy; Archives of I1issoui
Department of State,· Capitol building ;· Jefferson City,;
Missouri·.
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trade group adopted the warranty of the Springfield
company and the latter joined the Association·.• After
t hat time·,' the Springfield Wagon Company exerted a
great influence over the policies and actions of the
National Wagon Manufacturers' Association .19

For the

next seven years, the Springfield Wagon Company ope rated
with very few problems and only minor changes in business procedure.

During that time,· the company consol i -

dated its domina.~t position in the industry,· as many
former competitors ceased operations.

The next event of importance occurred in :J.913 .
Frank Fellm-rn ,· looking ahead to the time when trucks
would replace wagons; began experimenting with semitrailer designs.· One of the first of these experiments
involved a Springfield farm wagon with its front wheels
hooked to the drive axle of an automobile·.-· Carrying
a

4,ooo pound load·,: t he wagon was pulled over unim-

proved country roads for testing and evaluation.20
Although it was not streamlined,: this first Springfield
11

trailer 11 created much comment and curiosity., Fellows

and his workmen learned from the experiment and put
their knowledge to good use in later years .
19springfield Wagon Company 1908 Catalog, page
6, Springfield Wagon Company Papers·.'
/

20
seventieth Anniversary Catalog,· 1. 941; photostatic copy-;t Springfield Wagon Company Papers.-
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Bett·1een l 913 and :l. 915, the Springfield Wae;on
Company experienced a steady increase in demand for
farm wagons,· log wagons,' and oil gears ;
the factory expanded in 1915.21

Accordingly,'

The company invested

more than $.50,000 in new machinery including electric
welding machines,· electric drive motors on all machinery/ and a 175 horsepower electric motor plant.22
The work force at the thirteen-acre factory was expanded
to 1.50 merr. 23

At t}'l.at tine;' the Springfield Wagon Com-

pany had more employees with from ten ·to forty years of
experience than any other wagon factory.

This fact was

proof of the dedication of Springfield's master wagon
builders and of their satisfaction with their treatment
by the company .24 Water for the factory .-1as furnished
by a 1,250 ;·000 gallon reservoir on the company's property
and an automatic sprinkler system provided protection
against fire-. · In addition·;' the company had over 600,-000
board feet of hickory timbers and huge quantities of
choice white oak lumber stored in its yards.25

This

was the largest hard:wood supply in the wagon industry; 26
21 Fairbanks and Tuck/ Past and Present; I ;;• 677.
22 stevens ,+ Missouri the Center State·,· III·;· 322~
.
2 3Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present, I,- 678 .·
I

24stevens·, Missouri the Center State · III·· 322.'
,
2 5Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present, I ·
678.'

'

26stevens· · Missouri the Center State,· III, 322 •·
1

'
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By the end of 1915, the fa.ctory had a productive capac-

ity in excess of its annual output of 6,000 wagons . 27
For the next tt-10 ye.:?.rs, the Springfield Wagon
Company did an excellent business .

When war came in

19l.7 , the company joined the war effort, building thou-

u. s.

sands of escort wagons for tile

Arny. 28

These

wagons, which were slightly different fror.i regular
Springfield wagons, were built to government specifications and used by the army to haul a~munition and
supplies and to transport soldiers behind the lines . 29
After the war, the Springfield Hagon Company
resumed normal operations.

Late in 1918, Fr ank Fellows

hired a private secretary and bookkeeper; Christine
Hason.-30

She soon became his

11

right hand 11 around the

factory and, in later years, often nanagcd the company
for short periods while he was out of to\'m . 31

She

reported that demand for Springfield wagons was strong
after the war and that the company did a record business,'
2 7Fairbanks and Tuck, Past and Present , I ·, 678 .28 "Industry at Wagon Factory ••• ,· 11 Snringfield
News & Leader , i1arch 10; 1935; p. C- 4.
2 9see photo of
section .·

I

u. s.

Army escort wagon in photo

30christine i·1ason to Steve Stepp,' ALS , November
30; 1971. , · Springfield Wagon Company Papers, author I s
correspondence.
3:l. 11 Circus Folk Acclaim Fellows One of Them, 11
Springfield News & Leader , April 4, 1940.
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shipping carloads of wagons regularly into Arkansas,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas . 32

Although heavy pro-

duction schedules kept the employees working at top
s peed, they were well paid and had good feelings toward

the company.

Above all, Frank Fellows ' secretary

remembered him as a kind man, considerate of all his
employees .'33
The Springfield firm continued to enjoy increased
sales and prosperity.

In :l. 92:J. ,• the company achieved

the greatest sales year in its history ; selling more
then 7',200 wagons.

Most of these were sold in its old

t rade areas , but, by that time, the firm .also had several
large dealers in New Mexico and Tennessee .34
The following year, Frank Fellows and his partners
decided to increase the capitalization of their wagon
·----.

company.

They did so by transferring $525 ,000 from a

surplus account into capital stock.

This move raised

the firm's capitalization from $75,·ooo to $600 ,000.
They t hen declared a gigantic stock dividend and distributed it to the stockholders according to their holdings .•
After all of this financial maneuvering, the Springfield
32 christine Mason to Steve Stepp, ALS, November
30 , 1 971.· Springfield Wagon Company Papers, author• s
correspondence·.
1

I

33Ibid . ; January :J.O, 1972 .
34Bill Gott (Han.age!' of Springfield 1-lagon Company
Shipping Department, 1921.-1952), Interview , October 28 ,
1971'~ On tape in Springfield Wagon Compa.11.y Col~ection.
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Hagon Company still ho.c. assets of ~?702, 31 7 . 71, with
liabilities of only ~~315 . 80 .

In addition, the balance

in the compony's surplus account remained in excess of

$102,000 . 35
The firm steadily expanded its business during
the next t wo years and, by 1925, virtually dominated
the wagon industry .

The Springfield Wagon Company

had taken fifty- three years to achieve supr emacy in
the wagon trade and was on the verge of its gr eatest
truimph.

/

35Affidavit for Increase of Capital Stock of
Springfield Wagon Company, Decen::>er 22, 1922, photostatic copy, Ar chives of the Hiss ouri Department of
State, Capitol building , Jefferson City, Missouri .

CHAPTER VI
11

The End of An Age"

The 192 0 • s brought great changes in the wagon
industry.

Farm- to- market roads improved and, as the

decade was relatively prosperous,· trucks became
practi cal as well as popular

1·1i

th farmers .

After

1921, the demand for farm and road wagons steadily

declined.l

Many of the remaining eastern manufacturer s

faced shortages of materials and rising frei ght costs .
These factors combined to force most of America's
wagon factories out of business by l.925.

11any of the

surviving companies were in poor financial condition •
. ~.

This was the case with the Bain Wagon Company of

Peki.."'1,

I llinois, and the Peter B. Schuttler Company of Chicago . 2
The Springfield Hagon Company ·was, by comparison,'
still prosperous .
natural advantages.

This prosperity was due to several
Among these ,-,ere location near the

last large wagon markets; the Midwest and Southwest ,·
and proximity to vast hardwood supplies in southern
l 11 The Springfields Keep Bolling Along, 11 Esso

Oilwa.ys; January , 1945, p . 3 •·
/

211 Industry at Hagon Factory • • • ,·11 Snringfield

News & Leader , March 10,· 1 935 ,· p . C- 4 .·
108
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Missouri and northern Arka">'lsas.

The company created

another competitive advantage by arranging for sales
of its wagons through branches of the Oliver Chilled
Plow Company in Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Dallas ,
and Denver.3

This gave the Springfield ·wagon Company

a much more sophisticated marketing system than other
wagon manufacturers possessed.
Frank Fellows lea~aed of the financial problems
of his two outstanding competitors,: and began negotiating with them.

Late in l.925; the Springfield Wagon

Company purchased the materials,: equipment,, and rights
to the brand names of the Bain and Schuttler companies·. 4
This transaction left the Springfield company as the
only large scale wagon builder in the nation and paved
t he way for the firm=s final period of prosperity.
After these purchases/ approximately 10% of the company 1 s
business was done under the Bain and Schuttler brands . 5
The factory built Springfield,· Bain, and Schuttler wagons
from the same Springfield patterns and out of - identical
materials',' simply painting each brand in its traditional colors·.

The fact that this practice brought

3Newspaper clippings; Springfield His tory fol der/
information file , Southwest Missouri State College
Library , 1 Springfield, Missouri .
I

411 Industry at Wagon Factory. ·•• , ·11 Springfield

News & Leader,; March 10, 1935, p . C- Lj,.·

5.F.

F; Stice,' interview,· October 28, 1971.
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no complaints from Bain and Schuttler customers was
quite a tribute to the quality of Springfield wagons·.,6
In 1925 also,· the Springfield Wagon Company introduced
a new l ine of medium priced farm wagons; the Ozark
brand'.' The Ozark, built from regular Springfield patt erns,· but using lower cost materials, met the dema.vid
for an inexpensive;' heavily built farm wagon.·7
After 1925,-· the company continued producing all
four brands and gradually increased its already dominant share of the wagon market .

Each brand was popular

in a different geographic area; the Schuttler in the
Deep South,' the Springfield and Ozark in the midwester:n
states and Texas, and the Bain in the Rocky !1ountain
areas., In his later years·,1 Frank Fellows often remarked
t hat the Indians in Arizona,' Okl ahoma and New Mexico
preferred Bain wagons.

It was his belief t hat they saw

some mystic symbol in the large and ornate BAIN lette r ed
on the sides of those vehicles . 8
As the demand for farm wagons dwindled during
the late twenties; Frank Fellows again became interested
in the trailer business .

His experiments befor e World

War I had convinced him that his factory could build
high- quality trailers as easily as wagons, and he began

I

6Fl.

P. Rose·;· "Springfield Wagon Company ,·11 p.· l 02·.·

7Springfield Wagon Company Catalog #46-,· ( l. 925);
Springfield Wagon Company Papers .·
8p_. P ., Rose,' "Spr ingfield Wagon Company,"' · p. 102·. ·
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to s ee trailer production aa a growing business .
hoped to adopt to modern transportation needs

by

He
manu-

facturing trailers, a.~d thus, to preserve the Springfield Wagon Company as a viable business after the
day of horse- dra~m vehicles ended .

In 1. 92 7 ,1 Fellows bought out FraIL1<: Curran and his
other partners and became sole m•m er of the company.
He then proceeded to purchase the A. B. C. Trailer Company
of Memphis,' Tennessee, a.YJ.d moved it to his Springfield
factory. 9

Within a short time; the Springfield Wagon

Company factory began tu~~ing out heavy- duty steel
trail ers as well as farm t-1agons .

Springfield trailers

were constructed of the newest and strongest types of
steel available and carried from 3.,000 to 1,500 pounds
more weight than othe r brands of the same size.10
.......

They were built with the same care and pride.of workmanship as the famous Springfield wagons and soon became
very popular ,;•1ith motor freight companies in the area.Some of the compani es outfitted Nith Springfield trailers
were :
Adams Union Truck Terminal
Campbell 11 66 11 Express
C. R. Groover Fruits &
Vegetables
East Texas Hotor Freight
Fri sco Transportation Co ...

/

Jones Truck Lines
Producers Creamery Co.
Springfield Grocery Co .
Toombs - Fay & Co .
Tri- State Hotor Transportation Co . 11

1 °F. P. Rose,· "Springfield Wagon Company," p. 103 .
l.lspringfield Wagon Company Seventieth Anniversary
Catalog,· 1941,' photocopy in Springfield Wagon Company
Paper s ,· ( contains trailer photos) .
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Frank Campbell, 1 president and founder of Campbell

11

66 11 Express·, became acquainted with Fellows as

a young man , often visiting "Uncle Frank" at the 1:raeon
factory office on Sunday mornings·.

The two developed

a strong and lasting fr•icndship, and when Campbell
became interested i11 the freight transport business;
Fellows aided him in setting up a corporation a.YJ.d built
several trailers to help him get started·.

Although

Campbell 11 66 11 Express grew into a huge inter- state trucking company,· Campbell never forgot Frank . Fellows' generous help; and used nothing but Springfield trailers
as long as they were manufactured . 12

This short episode;

recounted by Frank Campbell, illustrates in part, why
"Uncle Frank" Fellows was able to preserve and expand
his company long after other wagon factories ceased
operating.
The SpriJ1gfield Wagon Company produced a line of
trailer s as varied as its wagons .

There were fruit;

grain,' cotton;' and stock t railers, special lumber
trailers,- and rubber tired farm wagons .

In addition,:

the company built a complete line of circus and carnival
trailers for the big traveling shows .

Within fourteen

years·/ 90% of America 1 s circuses and ca rnival s tra ve l ed
i n Spr ingfi eld wagons and trailers . l.3
I

12 Frank Campbell {President of Campbel l
Express); Interview, August 14, l 971:.·

11

66 11

13springfield Wagon Company Seventi eth Anniversary
Ca talog ,· 1941 ; photocopy in Springfi e l d Wagon Company Paper s·.·
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By 1928, the Springfield Wagon Company held
virtual control of the wagon trade .' Springfield wagons
were so i•rell- lmmm and had so little competition that
the company found advertising un.Y1ecessary.

The factory

kept busy filling orders for hundreds of large and
small dealers across the nation .14

The dealer organi-

zation had gradually changed over the years and, by 1928,1
there were tw9 distinct types of dealerships .

One was

the sales agency; usually a general store or hardware
company where the Springfield Wagon Company stocked a

small supply of wagons.

Traveling representatives from

the company checked these stocks and authorized payment
of a :l.2;}% commission to the agency for any sales .15
The other type of dealership was the wholesale
dealer.

These were usually large farm implement or

heavy hardware compani es with several bra.YJ.ch sales
offices.

They purchased wagons by the carload (15 -

20 per car) and paid cash for them- -usually about $115

per wagon.· They then retailed the wagons through farm
i mplement agencies.16

The most popul ar wagon built by

the company was the Springfield - 3" skein size .

The

14

c. E. McCubbin · (Salesman for Springfield
Wagon Company, 1 923-40 1, Interview, December :1.5, 1971 .
l5Ibid
I

-·

..

,.
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firm also sold la.rgc quantities of canary yellow onehorse wagons in !-Iexico .1. 7
Ha.ving enjoyed another very successful year of
business in 1928 , Fr~k Fellmrs decided the tine was

right to up-date the company .

He changed the corpo-

ration's name to the Springfield Wagon

&

Trailer Com-

pany18 and reduced the capital stock from $600,000 to
$450,ooo . 19

A.

s .· Gardner became secretary- treasurer

and Peter Mccourt remained vice-president and W3stern
sales manager . 20

Wagon

&

With these changes, the Springfield

Trailer Company ended its fifty- sixth year of

business and began 1929.

It was about to face its

greatest struggle for survival.
Before the Depression, the wa0 on industry had
made a partial recovery from earlier setbacks, but wi th
the

11

Great Crash 11, ma:-1y of the remaining

wagon companies failed . 21

11

old line 11

Most of these, such as

17c•. E. NcCubbin · (Salesman for Springfield
Wagon Company, 1923- 40~, Interview, December 15, 1971 .
l.8Affidavit of Change of Name (Springfield Wagon
Company) , November 17, 1928, photocopy, Archives of I·1issouri Department of State, Capitol building , Jefferson
City, Hissouri.

I

19oecrecse of Cap~ t a l Stock,' (Springfield Wa gon
Company) , December 31,• 1. 928 ,· photocopy, Archives of Hissouri Department of State,' Capitol building, Jefferson
City, Missouri·.
20Affid.avit of Change of Name (Springfield Wagon
Company) .
2111 Industry at Hagon Factory ••• , 11 Springfield
News & Leader, Mar ch l.O, l.935 , 1 p . C- 4 .
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Emerson- Brandingham of Batavia, Illinois, were never
to open again.22

The Springfield company was also

hurt by the Depression..

As money became scar_ce, sales

of Springfield trailers slumped, and the company fell
back upon wagon sales for survival.

Frank Fellows had

instituted cost-analysis procedures at the factory
before the Depression to increase the economy and efficiency of its operation.· This paid off during the lean
years that followed and enabled the company to keep a
force of sixty to seventy men working ·f ull time.

As

the Depression continued, farmers also attempted to cut
costs and many bought wagons instead of trucks .

This

led to increased demand for wagons and provided enough
business to keep the Springfield Wagon & Trailer Company
operating.23
By 1930,' financial conditions improved for the
co~pany and it took special precautions to keep its
skilled craftsmen satisfied.•.

Although they were already

well- paid in comparison •with other factory employees in
the city;' 11 Uncle Frank 11 Fellows held a series of recognition banquets for his employees.· One such banquet
was held in l 930 in honor of workmen who had twentyfive years or more of service to the company.24

Other

22 c. E .· I'1cCubbin , · Interview, December 15, :1.971 . ·
I

23Ibid ,

--·

2 4nobert Greathouse (Springfield Wagon Company

wagon box builder 1915-50), Intervie1·1 , October 28, . 1971·. ,
1

11.6
occasions were celebrated in like manner to build and
maintain good morale among the wagon builders and/ once·,'
Fellows even took all his employees to a circus . 25
However strange his methods may seem now, they accompl ished their. purpose,' and Frank Fellows kept the loyalty
and good will of his employees during the trying Depres s i on years .
During the early l.930 1 s;1 the Springfield Wagon and
Trailer Company again improved its marketing system;
This was done through the establishment of a large
wholesale distribution center for the southeastern
states ; the Stratton- Warren Hardware Company of Hemphis ,;
Tennessee·.• Stratton- Warren· warehoused a large stock
of Schuttler wagons and wholesaled them to smal l sales
....._

agenci es i n that area.-26

In addition·, Fellows made an

agr eement with the King Sales Company of I1emphis to act
as warehouse and sales agents for Spr ingfield and Ozark
wagons·. ' A special sales organization,- the SpringfieldKing Company, was created to market wagons to general
merchandise and hardware stores in the Southeast . 27
These new outlets greatly increased sales and eased the
effects of the Depression upon the Springfi e l d Wagon

&

Tr ail er Company ;
2 5F.

F •· Stice,' I nterview,; October 28·,, 1971·.·

/

26 Frank King, Jr. (Kings Sal es Company) t o Steve
Stepp,"\ AIS ;· Januar y 1.5,· 1 972 .:
2 7Ibid·.·
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In March ,· 1935, a reporte r for the Springfield
Ncus & Lead.er intervieued Fra...71.k Fellows to learn

first - hand what impact the Depression had had upon the
wagon industry.

Fellm·rn told hin :

"The depression made it almost

impossible for fa~mcrs to buy
any kind of equipme?lt. The loi<1
prices of cotton and fa r m goods
kept the farmers broke .
But with the rise in cotton

prices, the upturn started;

The

wagon business is nm: almost back
to what we would call normal ,=and
there is a possible chance for it
to go on to the highest peak in
history. 11 28
Following the interview, the reporter toured the
factory.

Ther e , he sar.-1 eighty skilled craftsmen building

Springfield wagons and trailers for shipment to dealers
all over the nation and even to Chihuahua ,' Mexico.
Felloi:1s proudly announced that the company had received
orders for 6.50 wagons the previous week and predicted a
sales boom in the "cottpn country 11 .29
For a short time , prosperity did return to the
Springfield Wagon a Trailer Company.

Thirty ne,·1 farm

wagons ; 1 worth ~h 20 each , and two ~~1,200 trailers rolled
out of the ~actory each da y.

Tho company's circus

and carnival busL~ess also rebounded as the Ringling
Brothers- Barnum

& Bailey,· Russell Brothers,

and Seils -

I

28 11 Industry at Wagon Factory •• ·., 11 Springfield
News & Leader , 1 March 10, 1935 , p·.· C- 4-.

29Ibid .·
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Sterling circuses all ordered new vehicles·.

The largest

orde r of this type was thirty- two 1·mgons for the Hennies
Brothers Carnival·.

By that time ,. all Spr ingfield circus

and carniva l wagons were rubber- tired to pr event pavement damage from the heavy vehicles and thus protect
the traveling shOi·rs from lawsuits.30
In addition to its output of commercial vehicles
in 1935 ,· the Springfield company designed and began
building a new type of escort ·wagon for the

u. s.

Army.

This new army wagon had a special towing tongue bracketed to one side, and a doubl etree or
fastened to the other .

11

team hi tch 11

It could be converted in l es s

than one minute to be dram1 by either horses or a
truck.- The new model 11as smaller; lighter, stronger,
::t.'¥1.d easier riding than tho old escort wagons and was
rubbe r - tired to permit towing at highe r speeds . 3:1.
Government contracts for escort wagons, together
with increasing trailer and farm wagon sales, created
enough work for Fellows to lreep his wagon builders
busy during the last years of the Depression .

In 1.937,

he increased their earnings somewhat by instituting a
new plan for payment by piecework.-

Unde r this system,:

employees we r e guaranteed their regular daily wages
and eaF~ed additional money any time their daily output
I

30 11 Industry at Wagon Factory •• •·, 11 Springfield
News & Leader ,· March J.O, :J.935,· p. C- 4.
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(figured on a flat rate per piece or job) exceeded
their normal daily wages . 32

Through incentives such

as this,· the Springfield Wagon

&

Trailer Compa.""ly kept

the good ·will of its workmen and insured their continuing interest in improving operations at the factory .·
By

l 938 ,· the firm I s gross sales returned to pre-

Depression levels in excess of ~~600, 000 per year.

Wagon

production decreased during that year as farmers resumed
their transition to trucks, but the Springfield company
still led the industry; building more

than 3,000 Spring-

field,· Bain, Schuttler, and Ozark wagons.· As the demand
for wagons decreased , the market for trailers improved,·
hence, 1 the company was able to increase its total sales
dollar volume .

During l 938, the Springfield Wagon &

Trailer Company sold 500 semi- trailers, l , 000 small
trailers, and 200 circus a""ld car-11ival trailers·. 33
The wagon business continued its downward trend
through 1939, and Frank Fellows, seeing a declining
market ahead, reduced the company's capitalization to
$300,090 .34

Several large firms such as Fruehauf had

3 2 Piece- Work Price Sheet,· Springfield Wagon Company, August 12, 1937; photostatic copy, Springfield
Wagon Company Papers·.
33 11 our Springfield ,'" Sprinr;field Leader
September 1:1., 1938,· p . E 8-9.
I

&

Press·,

34 certificate of Ane~dment to the Charter of
the Springfield Wagon & Trailer Company,' April 4, :!. 939,1
photostatic copy, Archives of Missouri Department of
State,' Capitol building, Jefferson City,1 Missouri.
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begu.~ Il1.:l.l1ufacturine trailers by that time , and pros pects for competition with their natiom·ride sales
org.:inizations did not look good to him.

A few com-

panies tried to persuade him to build automobiles in
his factory, but the old

11

wagon man 11 ,,1as not intercsted . 35

By 1940, he had decided to sell his business and retire
while he could still do so at a profit .
In 1941, Fellows began negotiations to sell his
wagon company to the J . H. ~hipps Lumber Company of
Fayetteville, Arkansas, which had supplied ha!"dwood
wagon parts to the Springfield factory for many years .
J . William Fulbright (now

au. s .

Senator from

Arkansas) was then president and part mmer of Phipps
Lumber.

He had always been interested in the wagon

business and v1as a close and trusted friend of Frank
Fellows .

Fulbri ght made several trips to Springfield

to discuss the purchase and personally worked out the
details with Fellows.

On one such occasion, he and

his accountant had just entered the factory grounds
when they were startled by a loud and terrifying noise .
Upon investigation, they discovered a huge elephant
chained just outside the compa.~y•s office .

It seens

that a circus had sent a trailer to the factory for
repairs and that "Uncle Frank 11 Fellows·, in an attempt
/

to obl i ge his customer, had volunteered to keep the
35Bill Gott·, · Interview,' October 28 ,· 1971·.
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elephant until the work on the trailer was finished .
This experience, although disco~certing, did not deter
Fulbright fror.t his appointment,• and an agreement was
finally r eached. 36
On October 24; 1941, Frank Fellows officially

changed the name of his cor.ipa.~y back to the Springfield. Wae;on Company .'37

Soon after that,' he sold the

wagon division to Phipps Lumber and the trailer division and factory to the Fruehauf Traile r Company of
Detroit, Nichigo.n. 38

After sixty- nine years of mnnu-

facturing in Springfield, Missouri, the Springfield
Wagon Company moved to Fayetteville; Arkansas . 39
There, deep in the hardwood country; it found a new
home and operated for another ten years .
When Frank Fellous sold the Springfield Wa~on
Company in 1941; he did so with the knowledge that
i ts tradition of excellence would be per petuated

36F. F.- Stice,· Interview,' October 28, 1.971 .
37certificate of Amendment to the Charter of
the Springfield Hagon & Trailer Company, October 21. ,
1941, photostatic copy, Archives of Hissouri Department of State; Capitol building,' Jeffe rson City,
Missouri .

38 christine Hasen to Steve Stepp , ALS, November
30, 1971,· Springfield Hagon Company Papers .
/

39on June 17; 1. 942, the officers of the Springfield Wagon Conpa:"ly of S;,rine;field, Missouri r.1et to
dissolve the corporation. The c ompany's bool<:S were
closed l·Ti th unencumbered assets in excess of $324,000 .
Affidavit fo r Dissolution of Springfield Wagon Co::ipany,
photostatic copy, Archives of Missouri Departmen~ of
State; Capitol building,1 Jefferson City·; Missour-i .
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under the new owners.· In fact , 1 he and

J •·

William

Fulbright had such high regard for each other that
they drew up few formal papers to seal the trans action.' Each man considered the other's word sufficient . 40
Fulbright paid Fellows approximately $12,000
for the stock, equipment,- and materials of the Springfield Wagon Company,· and Fellows retained the accounts
receivable·, in excess of $ 320,000.

During the winter

of 1941 ·, the wagon materials and machinery were transported by rail to the yards of the J ·. H. Phipps Lumber
1

Company in Fayetteville; ArY..ansas . 4J.

In addition,; the

new mmers persuaded several of the master craftsmen
to move with the company.

Host of these men had been

departmental superintendents in the Springfield factory
and were used to train and supervise other employees
when the company resumed production in its new , home.42
One of these experienced wagon builders was James Boles,
a master wheelwright who had served in that capacity
since 1904.

He was reluctant to move when first offered

the opportunity;· but finally decided to go to Fayetteville

4op.'

F. Stice·; 1 Interview ,i October 28 ,- 1971.

41

Senator J,. William Fulbright to Steve Stepp;·
May l.5·,• :1. 972 •·
/

42

P . • P .- Stice,' Interview',• October 28·, • 1971 .
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to make sure they did not put any

11

junk 11 materials in

Springfield wagons . 43
In April, 1942, the company resumed production
1

in its new Fayetteville factory with a ·work f orcc of
fifty- five men.

J .- W. Fulbright was elected to the

United States congress that year, and left the company
under the capable manage~ent of F. F •· Stice; who had
run the J . H. Phipps Lumber Company since 1938.44
Stice, or

11

Fenner 11 as his men called r.i:n, was familiar

with the wagon business, having manufactured hardwood
parts on contract for the Springfield compa.Yly for many
years ., He felt that it was unnecessary to improve the
Springfield farm and road 1·ragon, which was already
leading the market in quality and sales, a"'ld he was
determined to maintain that quality at all costs . 45
In a short time, the company ·was producing wagons
at a rate exceeding 1 940 levels·. 46

Each man did his

part from mer.1ory;- and Springfield wagons were carefully
built in the same way they had been for over seventy
years .

In addition, the firm continued manufacturing

E3
· Frank G. Lee (Production I1a."'1ager and accOUt1tant·,

1 9/.}1. - 52), Interview, Octobe r 28·; l 971 .

44

/

F. F. Stice, In-!:ierviei•1 ,· October 28; 1971 .

4.5f<'
,. • p • Rose,' 11 Sprin3field Wagon Coopany, 11 p . 97 •·
46Frank G.• Lee·,• Interview; October 28; 1971 .
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Bain, Ozark, and Schuttler wagons as sales steadily
increased.47
World War II was partially res ponsible for this
upturn in the wagon business·.· During the war,· tractors/

gasoline, and rubber were rationed and farmers were
encouraged to use horses and wagons to conserve metal
and petroleum;48

The result was a wagon boom . • Although

wagons also were rationed by counties and states,· they
were in great demand and the industry briefly revived .49
In 1942 there were approximately forty wagon builders
in the United States;· of which Springfield and Jom.
Deere ranl(ed first and second.50
pany's gross sales averaged

The Springfield com-

~tsoo,ooo annually

(2,500

wagons) during the war years, and F. F. Stice reported
that they could have sold three times as many if metal
parts and new wagons had not been rationed. 51
Frank Fellows often visited the factory during
the war and,' on one occasion when steel was in short
supply, made a trip with Stice to Terre Haute, Indiana,·
to persuade one of his old suppliers to sell steel to
the Springfield Wagon Company.· Such aid from Fellows,'

47Lincoln Boles (Wagon builder for Springfield

Wagon Company,· 1. 937- 52 )·,· Interview,: October 28, 1971 .
48.F.• P •· Rose,' 11 Springfield Wagon Company ,· 11 p . 97.
I

4 9F.· F.· Stice·,· Interview; October 28, l.971. •
.50p; P; Rose , i

11

Springfield Wagon Company ,· 11 p . · 97.

51.p_, F.· Stice·,· Interview,' October 28,· 197i'.·
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combined with his friendly advice given during frequent
visits to the factory, helped the first years of
operation in Fayetteville to go smoothly.
the company did special favors for him.

In return,
One such

favor involved shipping a Springfield wagon to a ranch
in Colorado as a wedding present from Frank Fellows to
his fri end , Sally Rand , the famous fan dancer. 52
At the end of World War II , the Springfield
Wagon Company was still the dominant manufacturer in
t he industry. 5.3

In fact, it supplied parts and wagon

materials to the six wagon companies listed below :
A. I-1. Bernard Hagon Works
- New Iberia,· Miss .
Consolidated Wagon & Machinery Co·; - Salt Lake City; Utah
Garland Wagon Co .
- New Orleans·," La .
Huntington Hagon Works
Huntington, Ind.·
Jackson Hanufacturing Co .
- Harrisburg , Pa.·
Owensboro Wagon Co .·
- Owensboro, Ky. 54
In spite of its wartime recovery, the wagon industry
suffered its final collapse when rationing ended.
Farmers and ranchers resumed their switch to trucks
and tractors on a greater scale than ever before,- and
the demand for farm and road wago!ls fell to new lows.
The Springfield Wagon Company experienced a drop in
gross sales from 1;.; 500 ,'000 in l. 946 to about $50 ,'000
in

1947·.' Such catastr ophic declines were character5 2 F . F. Stice, Interviei•1, October 28; 1971 .

I

5311 The Springfields Keep Rolling Along, " Esso
Oilways, January; 1945, p . J .

54 customer Card Files of the Springfie ld Wagon
Company,' 1942-1952 ,; Springfield Wagon Company Pa·p ers·.·

'
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istic of the industr)r, <l!ld the situation was s o grim
that most of the other wagon manufacturers, including
John Dee re, got out of the business .

This left the

Springfield Wagon Compa:c.y holding a virtual monopoly
over wagon production and enabled the firm to make
enough sales to keep operating for a while . 55
In 1948,· the Springfield Wagon Company sold 935
wagons ; most of which were shipped into the cotton
fields of the South.56

By 1949, hoi·1ever, most of the

large cotton plantations switched to trucks and trac tors and the wagon business dwindled. even further . 57
That year,· the company sold only 288 Springfield , Bain ,·
Schuttler , and Ozark wagons . 58
Steadily decreasing dem::md convinced t he m·mers
of the Springfield Hagon Company that the wagon business was final ly over.· During 1950 and l 9.51, the fac tor y finished up existing orders and stopped production·. 59
Wagon sales totaled l.48 in 1950 and only 75 in 1951 . 60
Accordingly,· in 1952·, the management decided to close
1

55p •. F.- Stice,· Interview, · October 28, 1971 .
56Shipping Orders of the Springfield Wagon Company,,,
1 948 ,· Springfield Wagon Compa.Yl.y Papers ;

57F. P.
/

Rose, "Spring field Wagon Company," p . 97 .

5 8Shipping Orders of the Springfield ·wagon Company ,~
1949 ,· Springfield Wagon Company Papers •
.59Fra:nk G. Lee, In~erview , October 28 , 1971 .
60Shipping Orders of the Springfield ·wagon Company,
1950- 1951 ,' Spr ingfield Wagon Company Papers .
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out the wagon company.
could not

be

Most of the machinery which

adapted to other uses was sold for salvage·,

and the remaining wagons and parts were sold to anyone
interested .

When it was all over,· the company's liqui-

dation produced a small profit . 6:1.
In 1952 ,· the Springfield Wagon Company ended

eighty years of business and passed into history .· Two
years later Frank Fellows died .

Today, all that remains

to tell of the company's existence is the old wagon
.

.

factory itself/ several boxes of musty and brittle business records·,, and a few surviving Springfield wagons

scattered across the Ozarks hills; the cotton fields of
the South,~ and the windswept prairies of the Midwest . 62
I n Springfield, · I"Iissouri , and in Fayetteville, Arkansas;,,,
1

there are still some people who remember the company

·-.

and a few who worked for it.
The significance of the Springfield Wagon Company,,,
howeve r ·;' is greater than these few reminders might lead
one to believe .

The company was created to provide

industry for Springfield;· Missouri;

Its success proved

that manufacturing concerns could operate profitably
there·.• In fact, · the Springfield Wagon Company became
the backbone of the city• s industrial growth.' . It was

61 Franl<: G~· Lee·; Interview,· October 28, l 971.·
1

I

62 The Springfield Wagon Cornpa.~y factory, built
in Springfield in 1885, is still standing and is used
as warehouse space by Harry Cooper Supply Company of
Springfield',' Missouri .
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an example of the free enterprise system at its best ;
a company which began operations on a small scale a."rJ.d
grew until it dominated its industry.
In addition to its ovm successes, the Springfield
Wagon Company was important because it played a l arge
part in the development of industry in the areas around
it .

Until the 1.920 1 s the Springfield Wagon Company was

the largest manufactu:ring concern in southwest Missouri ;
as such , it provided a..~ economic stimulus to the development of other industries, particularly those which
supplied it .

The firm purchased millions of board feet

of lumber each year,: thus providing a strong incentive
to the establishment of area hardwood lumber companies,
and its demands for iron parts and castings were partially
met

by

local foundrys who profited by their proximity

to the 1·1agon factory.
The Springfield Wagon Company ·was also one of the
area's largest employers,' providing jobs for from onehundred to two- hundred workmen from the Springfield area·. 1
Its payrolls and other business expenditures injected
large sums of money into Springfield's economy on a
regular basis .
For nearly a century, the Springfield Wagon Conpany
contributed to the growth of the nation and to the

,,

economic expansion of the Ozarks region .· Its history
reflects both the commendabl e and the regretable aspects
of Ameri can business during those years·, but above a l l
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it is permeated with a sense of optimism and integrity-.
The company's success tras based upon skilled m.::mo.gement
and a reputo.tion for honesty .:md quality products; The
men who built and ran the Springfield Wagon Compa-riy
never allowed that Peputation to be compromised for
any reason.
This , then is the story of the Springfield Wagon
Company; a pioneer industry upon whose wheels many
Americans rode into the twentieth century.

·-

"

APPENDIX A
EARLY SUPPLIERS OF THE SPRINGFIELD WAGON COMPANY
(Listed by categories and in alphabetical order)
Major suppliers listed in capitals .
I NDUSTRIAL AND MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES
Beo-an

,.

Sun">lvinP.: Firm
And0rson Road Cart Co.
Arnold, John H.
BARSTOW' C:!ARLES M. (jobber)
BERRY BROS . VARi'JISH MFG . CO .
Boston Blower Co.
Bryan & Co., Coal
Buclceye Buggy Co .
Bursdol Hfg. Co.
CAMPBELL GLASS & PAINT CO.
Carpenter & Co .; Tents &
Covers
Carter White Lead Co.
Clark & Lyster Linseed Oil
COLLIER WHITE LEAD & OIL CO .
Connor Boiler & Pi pe
Coverings
Crystal Oil Co .
Curtis & Co ., Mfg.
Davis, Luthy & Co., Farm I1ach.
Defiance Machine Works
Dodge I·1fg . Co.
Durkee Coal Co.
Egan Co., Wood- working Mach. ·
S:1.glish, Norse & Co .
Fai rbanks & Co., Scales
Palls City Varnish Co;
FAY &, CO . , HACHINERY
Fisher Nachinery Co .
Forrest City Varnish Co .
GAST & CO . , PRINTING &
LITHOGRAPHY
Gies & Co., Lithographers
Goodyear Rubber Co.
Harrison Bros . & Co., White
Lead
HEATH & MILLIGAN PAINT ?1FG .CO .
Heine Safety Boiler Co.
HESSER & WICKHAf1 COAL & COKE
Hill , Clark & Co . , Hachi .n ery
Hoyt & Bro . I1fg. Co .
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L-ocation
Lansing, Mich.
Springfield, I1o .
St. Louis, Mo .
St. Louis, Mo .
:9etroit, Mich .
Memphis, Tenn.
Columbus, Ohio
Indianapolis , Ind .
Kansas City, Ifo.
Chicago, I l l.

Su·onlying
1889
1887
:J.887
1886
J.887
1883

1890
1886
1893
1887

Omaha, Neb.
Fredonia , Kan .
St . Louis, Mo .
St . Loui s , Mo .

J.893
1893
1886
1886

Cleveland, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo .
Peoria, Ill.
Defiance, Ohio
Mishawaka , Ind.
Weir City, Kan.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Kansas City, Mo .
St. Louis, I1o .
Louisville,· Ky .
Cincinnati, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo .
St . Louis , Ho .
St. Louis, No .

1886
1882
1887
1. 882
1886
1. 889
1889
1890
1886
1.886
1.878
1.882
1882
1882

Buffalo, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo .
Philadelphi a , Pa.

1882
1887
188)

Chicago, Ill.
St . Louis, Ho .
St . Louis, Mo .
St . Louis, Z.lo .
Aurora, Ill.

1889
1889
J.882
1886

1886
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INDUSTRIAL Al~D MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES (cont.)
Sunnl;v-in.~ Fi rm
Inland Printin~ Co.
Johnson Eachincry Co.
Ka~sas City Advertising Co.
KANSAS & TEX.AS COAL CO .
Keith & Perry Co~l Co.
Laidlaw & Clark Hfg. Co.
Leonard & Ellis Oils
Linley & Co., Machinists
Supplies
Meda.rt Patent Pulley Co.
Metropolitan Rubber Co.
Missouri Linseed Oil Co.
Missouri Tent & Awning Co .
Viorgan & Co., Coal Nines
MORRISON TENTS & COVERS

I

MOUND CITY PAINT & COLOR CO .
National Lead Co.
Nelson & Co., Paints &
Varnishes
New American File Co.
Noble,' H. T.
PLATT & THORNBURGH PAINT &
GLASS CO .
Post & Hart Coal & Coke
Ready Mixed Paints
Remin~ton Standard Typewriter Co.
Ripley & Kimball
Rogers & Co., Grinding Mach .
Rogers Coal Co .
Royal Hood Preserver Co.
Rumsey Mfg . Co.
St . Albans Mfg . Co.
St. Louis Lead & Oil Co.
Sa">J.ders & Co . , Wagon Covers
Schofield General Ad. Agents
Sechler Carriage & Cart Co.·
Smith-Western Electrical
Supply
Southwestern Raihray Supply
Depot
Speer; Jones & Co.
Sprague Warden Electric Co.
Springfield Car & Foundry Co.
Stephens Printing Co.
Sturtevant Co.Tiemann & Co., Paints
Vacuum Oil Co .
Ware Bros.· Publishers

Loc:,,t.ion
Springfield , Ifo .
St. Louis, I1o .
Kansas City, Ho .
N. Springfield , Mo .
Deepwater , Mo.
Cherolcee, Kan .
St . Louis, Mo .
St. Louis, Mo .

Bcp;a.n
Supplying
1914
1893
1888
1886
1887
l.890
1886
1887

St . Louis, Mo .
St . Louis, Ho .
St. Louis, No .
St.,Louis, Mo .
Hinden Mines, No .
st . Louis, Mo .
St . Louis, Ho .
St . Louis, Ho .
St. Louis, Ifo .

1889
1886
l.889
1.882

St . Louis, Mo .
Clinton, Mo.
St . Louis , I1o .

1886
1888

St. Louis, I1o .
St . Louis, Mo .
St . Louis, Mo .

l.882
1882
1889

St. Louis, Mo .
Buffalo, N. Y.
N. Springfield , No .
St . Louis, Ifo .
St. Louis, Mo.
St . Albans ,' Vt .
St. Louis, Ifo .
St. Louis , Mo .
New York, N. Y.
Moline , Ill.
Kansas City, No .

1.885
:1.889
1.885

t885
1886

St. Louis , Mo .

1886

St. Louis , Ho .
Carthage, Mo .
Springfield, I-lo.
Springfield,' Mo .
Chicago, Ill .
Chicago, Ill .
Chicago, Ill.
Philadelphia,' Pa.

1889
1889
1892
J.885

1886
J.882

1886
1893
1887

J.884

1903

1882
1887
1882
1889
1889

1893
1885
1887
1903
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INDUSTRIAL P~~D MISCELLA~OUS SUPPLIES (cont . )
Sunplyine: Firm
Waters, Pierce Oil Co .
Western. Type·.-1ri ter Exchange
WHITELAW BROS . PAINTS
Williams, White & Co.
Young- Stone Print i ng Co .

Location
Springfield, Mo .
St . Louis, I1o .
St. Louis, I'1o .
Chicago, Ill .
Springfi eld , Ho .

Bep.:::tn
Supnlyinp:
1889
1888
1886
1902
1918

I RON AND STEEL WAGON PARTS AND MATERIALS
BctTan

Supnlying Fjrm
ALABAMA .HOLLING MILL CO .
American Bolster Spring Co.
AJJerica.."1 Screw Co.
Anericnn Wiro Nail Co.
Baker Chain & Wagon Iron Mf g .
Co .

Suonlying
1089
1889
1886

Beaver Falls, Pa .

1.887

Covington, Ky .

Denton, Texas
St . Louis, No o
St . Louis, Ho ..
Bessemer, Al a.
BI:UiINGHAI1 ROLLING MILLS
Birmingham, Ala.
BROWN & VAN ARSDAIE I·1FG . CO •
Chicago, Ill .
Steubenvi lle, Ohio
Cartwright Iron & Steel Co.
Cart1.,,right, HcCurdy & Co .
Chicago, Ill.
Central Iron~ Steel Supply Co . Braz il, Ind.
Chaplin Bolt & :Kut Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
CHICAGO SKEIN & AXLE CO .
Grand Crossing, Ill .
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland Axle Mfg . Co .
CLEVELAND HARDWARE CO .
Cleveland , Ohio
CIEVELA:~D ROLLING MILL CO .
Cleveland, Ohio
Coombs & Co., Iron Merchants
Ft . Wayne, Ind .
Duggan- Parker Hardware Mf g .Co . St. Louis, Ho.
Emmick & Hatcher
Columbus, Ohio
:::i·!a l d Iron Co .
St . Louis , Ifo .
?t . Scott Foundry & Machine
Ft . Scott , Kan .
Works
French Spring Co.
Pittsburgh , Pa .
GI ESLER & CO . , B!lAKE NFG . CO • Muscatine, Iowa
Hager & Sons Hinge Mfg . Co.
St. Louis, Mo .
Heimbucher, Jno., Iron I1fg • . St. Louis, Mo .
Rep.
HURLBUT WAGON BRAKE MFG . CO .
Racine, Wis.
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO .
Carpentersville, Ill .
Julien House Hardwares
Dubuque, Iowa
Kansas Rolling Mill Co .
Kansas City, No .
Keefer Iron Co.
Kansas City, r1o .
:IBLLY , HAUS & CO . , HARDHAHE
Chicago , Ill .
Kimbark, Iron , Steel, & Nuts
Chicago, Ill.
Kupferle Hardware Co .
St.· Louis, Mo .
Laclede Roller Mills
Lebanon , Ho .

Ball , C. W.
BECK & CORBITT IRON CO .
Bell eville Steel Co.
Bessemer Rolling Mills

I

Location
Birmingham, Ala.
st • Louis , r-:o •
St. Louis, No .

l. 886

1883
1882
1893
1890
1837

1883
1886
1832
1886
1~33
1887
1893
1882
1890
:l.886

1882
1882
1886
1889
1887
1882

1890
1. 886
1886
J.882
:l.885

l. 882
l. 883
1888
1889
1889
1887
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IRON A.~D STEEL WAGON PARTS AND HATERIAIS (cont . )
Stmnlyinr; Fir'l1
L.'.l~son ~ Sessions Co.
Miller, Metcalf & Parl{in Steel
MISSISSIPPI IRON WORKS
r1issouri Malleable Iron Co .
?foran Bolt & Nut Hfg. Co.
National Tubular Axle Co .
Neosho Foundry & Hachi:ne Works
Nes Chain Co.
NIXDORli'F-KREIN r(FG . CO .

Ohio Clip Works
Oliver Bros. & Phill ips Iron
Co.
PADDOCK- HAWLEY IRON CO.
Parkhurst & Wilkerson Iron
Pittsburgh Hinge Co.

Pittsburgh Steel Skein Co .
Pittsburgh Tubular Steel
Whiffletree Co .
Reeves Iron Co.
Rogers & Baldwin Hardware Co .
St . Louis Railway Supply Mfg .
SANDAGE STEEL SKEIN CO .
Peter B. Schuttler Wagon Mfg .
SHAPLEIGH & CANTWELL HARDWARE
Shirl<:le, Harrison & Howard
Iron Co .
Sin• ons Hardt•1are Co .
SLIGO IRON STORE CO .
Springfield Foundry & Machine
Co .
Springfield Iron Co.
Steuhenson & Patterson Skein
- & Axle Works
Stei':art & Bro ., Machinists
Stick!ley & Co ., Varnishes
Studebaker Bros . Hfg. Co.
Union Foundry & Machine Works
WATERMAN CAMPBELL IRON CO.
Wells Rolling Mill
Wisconsin Malleable Iron Go .

Location
Clevel~d, Ohio
Chicago, Ill .
St; Louis, Ho .
St. Louis, Mo .
St. Louis, Eo .
Chicago, Ill .
Neosho, Ho .
York, Pa.
St . Louis, Mo .
Westville, Ohio
Pittsburgh , Pa.

Began
Supolying
:l.888

1887
1882
1886
1889
1886
1889
J. 893
J.886
1886
1882

St. Louis, Ho .
Chicago, Ill .

J.882
1882

Bec1. ver· Falls , Pa .

J.886

Allegheny, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

1.889
1888

Canal Dover,• Ohio
Springfield, r1o.
St . Louis, Mo .

1889
1886
1.882

South Bend, Ind.

Chicago, Ill.
St. Louis,· Ho .
St . Louis, Ho .

1890
1882
1886
1889

1885

St • Louis , • No .
St . Louis, Mo.
Springfield , Mo .

1882
1884-

Springfield, Ill .
Pittsburgh,· Pa .

1. 882
J.887

St . Louis; Mo .·
Boston , Hass .
South Bend , Ind .
Hansfield, Ohio
St. Louis, f1o .
Chicago , Ill.
Hilwau}cee, Wis .

1882
1889
1893
1882

:1.882

1886

1893

LUM3ER AND WOODEN HAGON PARTS
/

Sunplyinr.; Firm
Adams, H.· c.
Alexande r Hdwe .· Co .
Ask , J . H.
Austin & Brother Lumber

B1;P-an

Location
Al- Lu- We , I . T.
Corning, Ark.·
Hankins , Ark .

Bolivar,· Mo .

Supplying

188?

1.887

1885
1. 886
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LilllBER AND WOODEN WAGON PARTS (cont • )
Suunlvinr.; Firm
D.:i.chman Lumber Co .
Barham , J . T.
Berry , H. H.
Blackman Lumber Co.
BLACK ROCK LUMBER CO .
Black , W. C.
Blevins & Cravens Lumber
Bloom & Co ..
Bollenbacher•s Sons
Bro,·m,· C. N
Broim, James W.
Bruner & Co.
Buffingto!'l Wheel Co .
Burton, !"rank
Bush , John
Byrd, George H;
Cedar County Lumber Co .
•-

Clapp,· T. W.

Clark & Wagoner Lumber Co.
Cole & Co . , Hardi·1are & Lumber
COXE I·lPG. CO •
Cordz Yellow Pine Lumber
Current River Lumber Co .
~ae~ctt & 3ri g~s Lumber
Davidson Hfg. Co.
DECKER LUMBER CO .
Drew, F.
Druke HardNood Lumber Co .
Eau Claire Lumber
Edmonson Lumber Co .

Elem, R. P.

I

Emerson & Upland Lumber Co .
Emery, John M.
Estell, M.
Feldma"'l , Jno .
Fishbaugh Brothers
Flagg Lumber Mfg . Co .
Fm1ler, B.
Fo"t1ler & Kniseby Hardwood
Lumber
Fyffe, Will C.
G.:.nahl Lunber Co .
Garrett Lumber Co .·
Gari~itz & Deforrest Lumber
Ge rber, A. F.
Gibson & Co.
Glick & Hatcher Wagon Woodwork
Goulet & Cathroe
Greenwood Lumber Co .

Location
Indianapolis, Ind .
Polk , Ho .
Lor..e Tree, Ifo.
Toronto , r-:o .
Black Rock, Ark.
Butterfield , Ho .·
Dardanelle, Ark ..
Walnut Ridge, Ark .
BlOOQin~ton, Ind .
Talihana, I. T.
Brentwood, Ark.
Ha.bash, Ind .
Burlington, Iowa
Portia , Ark .
Vera Cruz, No .
Combs, Ark.
Stockton, Ho .
Rogers , Arl< .
Winona, Mo.
Jonesboro, Ark.
North Vernon, Ind .
Bi rch Tree, .Mo .
I1onteer , Mo.
Meredith, Ark .
Sullivan , i1o .
Portia , Ark .
Yocum, Arl-:: .
Ft . Smith, Ark .
St. Louis, Mo .
HarsaN, Mo.
Afton, Ark.
Rison, Ark.
Polk Co., Mo .
Harsa1:1, Mo.
Sedgwick, Ark .
Tiffin, Ohio
Sherman, Ill.

Palapinto, Ho .
Warsaw, Mo .
Buckley , Mo.
St . Louis, No.
Springfield, Mo .
Houston, Mo.
Hillow Springs, I-10 .
Concord, Ill .
Tiffin, Ohio
Black Rock, Ark.
Kansas City, Mo .

B~rrnn
Suppl~ing
188
1886
1886
1885
J.888
1888
1890
1889
1.886
J.888
J.889
1886
1.888
1887
1888
J.888
J.888
1.882

1890
1886
1876
l. 887

1890
1.888
1893
1886
1885
1890
J.882
1886
l.888
1888
1888
1888
1885
1.882

1886
J.887
l.889

1887
l.886
1904J.886
1889
1889
1889
1888
1893
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LUMBER AND WOODEN WAGON PARTS (cont . )
BC["..fill

Sunnlvin~ Fjrm
Groom, Lem D.
Hall & Eddy, Lumber I1fg .
P.alliday & Lyles Lumber
Hammett- Bailey Stave & Lumber
Co .
Harrison , W.R .
Hart ley, Asa r1 .
r.asbrook & Son :•1fg . Co .

Hayne, Vaughn & Co e
Heckart Lumber Co .
Heri::hey- Ewart Lumber Co .
Hi~by Lumber Co .
Hill & Co .
Himmelburger & Co .
Holt, Wm . J .
Horn , D. L .
Houe;h, C. H.
HOUG!"ITON HARDWOOD LUJIIBEH
3om1rd Lumber Co.
Howell, White & Co.
Rumbolt Buggy & Wagon Co .
Jenkins , T. J •·
Johnson & Kennan Mdse ;
Jones, Charles E.
KA:-TSAS CITY & SOUTHERN LUNBER
KE:·JDALL LUH3ER CO .
Knowles Lumber Co .
Lathrom, John
Lauler Hardwood Lumber
Leavitt Wheel l'lff, . Co .
London Bros. Sawmill
Lt1-~ sford & Hardesty
McConnell Lumber Hfg.
McCracken Grain & Livestock
1

t.:CEvruT, J. H.

Loc.'1.tion
Richland, Mo.
Louisville , Ky .
Rudy ;· Ark .
Greenway,' Ark .
Richland , I-lo .
A,,a, Mo .
Jonesboro , Ark .
Portia, Ark.
Hest Plo.in::::, Mo .
Sar~ent , Ho .
Elkland, Mo .
Lowlcs, Ark .
Buffin~ton, Mo .
Harrison, Ark.
War::::a1·1, Ho .
Roe;ers, Ark .
Black Rock, Ark .
Ripley,' Tenn .
Russellville, Ark.
Humbolt, Ten.'1 .
Eureka Springs; Ark .
Drakes Creek, Ark.
Elkton, Mo.
Sedgnick, Ar k .

Cabool, Mo .
Houston, Mo .
Hountain Grove,' I1o .
Black Rock,- Ark .
Vernon; Ind.
Alma, Ark.
Rogers, Ark.
Clarksville, Ark .
Sparta , i-lo .
Lamar, Ho.
St. Louis, I1o .
Powhattan, Ark.
Arnica, Ho.

McHillan & Ebert Lumbe r
~:artin Hfg. Co .
~:artin & Yost Lumber Co ;
Ea.vis, Robert
Deckard, I1o .
r-:axwell , J. I1 .
Orleans , Ho .
Viessick & Colt 1 s Livery & Feed Clinton, Mo .
I·i:i chum,- A.
Newport , Ark .·
Miller & Brm-m Lumber Co .
I·1ountain Grove;· Mo .
MISSOURI HUB FACTORY
Bero , Mo .
i'•:issouri Lumber & 11ining Co .
Grandin, 1-:0 .
Hollner , R. H.
Delaney , Ark.
Moore & Son, Lumber
Walnut Ridge ,• Ark.
?•:orris ,· B. E.
Osceol a, Ho .
No rris; John A.
Rism, Ark.

Sur.ml~ing

:J.88
:J.883
:J.887
1889

:J.886
:J.888
:J.886
1885
1885
:J.889
:J.886
1882
1888
1886
1887
1.885

1886
1886
1.883
1886
1883
1888
1.888
1.893
1885
1886
1887
1885
1.878

1887
l. 882
l.887
1.886
1886
:J.882
1886
1887
1889

J.885
1886
1889
1889
1885
1893
1887
1888
1889
1887
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Lill1BER A..\D WOODEH WAGON PARTS (cont . }
Beo:;an

Sun-;,lvin~ Firm
Morris Lumber Co,;
Horton, J ames M.
I·lotmtain Grove Planing &
Sawmill
Hye rs & Co.,: Lumber
Lee & Son Hfg.
::-c~·:som i.; Lincks
NcHton Brothers Lumber Co .
North & furn.rt Lumber Co.
Olney Saw Hill
Osceol a Cooperage Co.
Oi·rcnsboro Wheel Co .
Ozark Hardwood Co .
OZARK LU:•IBZR CO •
Patterson Lumber Co .
Payne, Jesse R.
?cnbody &. Hills Lumber
PEARHAN LUHBER CO .
Pendergraft, G. W.
Pettingill- Love L~mber Co .
Pholps Ave. Wood Yard
Phelps Lumber Co.
PHIPPS LUHBER CO.
Phipps Sruimill Co .
Portia Lumber Co .
Pritchard Grain Co;
Rains, R. B.
Ea::1sey Brothers
Raynor , M. V.

Beed & Ferguson
Ro gc rs , W. C.
Rcu.."'l.t r ee, T. J.
Routh & Sons
She:n·rood & Royall
SHOF.Fi:-ER LUHBER CO .
Sims & Brother
Smith, Geor ge w.
Slilith I·lfg . Co.
Sorrels, E. T.
South1-rnste rn Lumber & Timber
Ass 1n.
Springfield Lumber & Cooperage Co .
Stanton, s.
Stevens Dyers burg Mills
Stobie & Co ., Hard Lumber
Stothar d ,· c.
Tatum,• H.• A.
Taylor Hard.woods

Loc'.Jtion
Sterling, Mo.
Deepwater, 1:0 .
!fountain Grove ,

I✓.o .

St. Francis, Ark.
Bradford, Ark.
Brent'.·IOOd' Ark .
Bolivar, Mo .
Sargent , Ho .
Black Rocle , Ark .
Osceola , Ho .
Owensboro, Ky.
Osceola , Ho .
Winona, Ho .
Watkins, no.
Polk, Mo.
Portia, Ark.
St. Louis, Mo .
Seligman, Ho .
Warsaw, Ho .
Springfield , I1o .

Phelps , Ark.
Fayetteville , Ark.
Stockton , llo .
Portia, Arl{.
St .. Paul, Ark.
Jonesboro, Ark.
Springfield, No .
St . Paul, Hinn.
Fayettevi lle, Ark .
TalihaYla, I . T.
Reyno , Ar!-<: .
Stockton, .Mo.
Glen Hazel, Pa.
Union City 1 Tenn.
Imboden, Ark .
Pao la, Kan.·
Tiffin, Ohio
Leffor e , r . T.
St .· Francis ,· Ark .

Suonlying
1884
1889
1887

1888
l.893
1886
1886
1886
1888

1893
1893
1893
1889
1886
1885

1887
1882

1886

1882
1885
1889
1898
1886
1893
1888

1.887
1889
1888
1890
1889
1890
1886
1893
1.874
1888
1882
l. 887
1888
1. 889

Springfield , Ho .

1886

Jonesboro·, Ark.
Dyersbur g , Tenn .·
Black Rock, Ark.
Sunmer, Mo .

1.886
J.883
1887
1.889
1888
1.889

Pearl,· 110 .

Piedmont , Mo.
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LUHBER AND WOODEN WAGON PARTS (cont . )
B~p-:ln

Sunplxino; Fi-:-m
Townley Bros. Lumber
Union Tur-t1ing Horks
Von Behrcn & Co . , Woodworks
'Haldron, Hill & Co . ·
Walker, Hermie
Wall, Geor~e

Ward, T.
HARNER LUMBER CO .
Weir & Ha.thews
Weis & So:1.
White River Lumber Mfg. Co.
Wickes Bros . Sawmill
':-lilkes & Chandler Lumber Co.
HILLIA!.'iS AGRICULTURAL LUI{i3ER
Williams & Co . , Lumb<:!r
Wilson; J.·

c.

WOODY, HOLHES & CO ., HUBS
SPOKES
Wright , J . W.

I

&

I-0cntion
Fisher, Ark.
Brinkley, Ark.
Evanston, Ind.
Bloomington, Ind .
Lowry City, Mo . ·
Golden, l•:o.

Winslow, Ar!<.
St . Louis, Mo.
Black Roel<, Ark .

Fulton, Ky.
Newport, Arl< •·

Saginaw, Mich .
Portia, Ark.
t1oark , Ark.

Memphis, Tenn .
Crosses, Ark .
Minturn , Ark.

Dump , Ark.'

Sunpl;ving
1. U88

1887
1885
1890
1887
1839
1882
1882
1.889
1893
1889
1905
1888
1885
1893

1890
1882
1889

The inforr.iation listed in Appendix A i•1as dra:·m fror.i
the correspondence between ·t.he Springfield Wagon Cor.ipany
and its suppliers contained in the Springfield Wagon
Company Papers. I1any o::' the saae c ompanies ucre still
regul ar suppliers in 1952 ·when the Springfield Wagon Company ceased operations .

APPENDIX B
Early Springfield Wagon Dealers
(Li sted by state , city, and in chr onol ogi cal order )
P.P.KANSAS
DealershiQ
Locntion
t.voca
Batesville
Bellcfont
Bentonville
Bentonville
Bentonville
Bruno
3runo

Dealer
A Peel Gen . Vidse,.
ffaxfield & Bro . , Merchants
Ma~1;ard, Walters & Son
N. S. rlcnry Hd~·re . & Impl .
~agrudcr & ~cAdams
Burkettc- Hickr.1an Hdwe .
F. G. :!uddleston , Gen . Mdse .
Ccr..trcll & Angel Gen . Mdse .

Calf Creek

Hodges & Taylor

Carrolton
Cave Creek
Coal Hill
Co mbs
Dardanelle
Drake Creek
Eureka Springs

Len Nu..Ylnally Gen . Mdse .
Dickey & Powers Gen . I1dse .
T. R. Brmm Gen . Mdse .
Jones & Thompson
Hawkins Gen . Mdse .
Johnson & Kennan Dry Goods
J . w. Cary
H. I . Seidel & Co .
Harrison, oote fuhr & Co .
Albright Hdwe . & Impl.
Reed & Ferguson Gen . Mdse .

Eureka Springs

::.'ayetteville
Fayetteville
Fayetteville
Fort Smith
Fort Smith
Gacisvi lle
P.ardy

~~rdy
Hc.rrison
ii:l.rrison
Harrison
Hc.rrison
Hica
Imboden
Inboden
Jonesboro
Jonesboro
Lead Hill
:-:cBee I s La.'11.ding
!•:cCrory
Hammoth Spr ings
Marshall Pr a irie
r-:ays vi l le
Eelbourne
Miss is s i ppi Bend

Sengel & Schulte (wholesale r )
Stone..;; Co., Gen . Mdse .
Cox & Denton Gen. Mdse .

Clayton & Cope Gen . I1dse .
Wilson & Co . , Gen . Mdse .
Pni:lips & Baker Hdwe.
G. C. Rhodes
Tyson & Lopp (whol esal er )
R. F. King & Co .
Sam Box, Wagons , Hacks & Buggies
Dodson & Chesser Gen . Mdse .
Sloc::.."'1. & Co. , Gen . Mds e .
W. D. Altman & Co .
A. Ee Davis
Pumphr~y & Cant rell

br;::-m

1 885
1890
1885
1883
1885
1893
1888
188 9
1886

1882

1885
1886
1888

1889
1882
1882
1886
1882
1883
1887
1882
J.885
1882
1885
1885
J.884
1887
1889
1893
J.888
1885
:.887
1.882

1885

1:! . C. :1cBee

1. 883
1886

Watson, 1;Ji lder & Co .
J . N. Arche r & Dani e l & Co .
i•:allard. & Patton
N' . s. Jackson
Hickle Bros . Gen . Mdse .
Ne l son~ Schoyes i n

1886
1885
1888
1885
1882
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1.888

1.39
AR1Gu\JSAS

(cont . )
Dealc·r~hip

L~c,""ti.on
Eo·..1ntuin Home
:-;oun tain Home

Hountain Home
Oakland
Ozark
Ozu.rk

3avendon
Reyno
Rogers
Rogers
Saiem
Salem
Shady Green
Siloam Springs
Springdale
Springdale
Valley Springs
Va.vi Buren

Webb City
Western Grove
Yellville
Yellville

B91rnn
J. ;-1 . Casey
1882
Truc~n & Leonard
1885
Bodcnh~~~8r & Littlefield
1887
A. s . La.yton & Co.
1887
N. B. Con.vi.aster Gen. ~!dse .
1887
J em1ings & Co . , Gen . I~ds e .
1889
Sam H. :Sall
1885
Hiller & Co ., Plantation Supplies 1888
1886
Dyer Broe . Hdwe . & Impl.
1888
Brya."llt Hdi•Je. & M~chinc ry
F .. : .• Da..vi.iel Gen. Mdse .
1885
Castleberry & Co . , Gen . Mdse .
1887
Hcr..sloy & Bros .
1883
Robert E. Henry
1886
1882
J . Holcomb
F~rra:n & HcGannon I mpl.
1887
f.'ulbright & Mo rris on Dry Goods
1882
..iyer, Hodp;cs & Co .
1883
1886
Parkos & Co., Gen . Mdse .
All en & Stephens
1887
1882
H. T . Jones Gen . Mdse .
Layton & Cowdrey
1 885
Dcal0r

I NDIAN TERRI TORY
Location
Alderson Station
Al-Lu- w·e
Ardmore

Atoka
Atoka
Atoka
Baker
Brol~en Arrow

Caddo
Caddo

/

Cc.toosa
Cnclsea
Chel sea
Chouteau
Chouteau
Cushing
Eufaula
Eufaula
Eufaula
Fai rland
Fort Gibson

Dealer
Grady Tr.:;ding Co.
J. :S . C.:.rr.pbcll , Gen . Mdse .

J.B. Spraggins

&

Co.

A. B. Cass Gm . I·1dse .
J. J. Phillips

G. A. Cobb
C~rver & Price
Ruth & Paschal I mpl.
W. H. Ainsworth Gen . l1dse .
W. N. Jones Gen . Mdse .
F. :'-1 . Reynol ds

c. w.

Poole Gen . Mdse .

!·!il an & :1ci ntosh
J~ F . Warren
G. H. Lm·ris Gen . Mdse .

J., ~ .. Charlec
Grayson Bros. Gen. Mds e.
Patterson & Fol ey Gen . I1dse .
Burdette Hdwe . Co.
F. H. Cor.r..or
J. s . Scott Gen . Mdse .

Deale·.,.ship
Began
1890
1887
1893
1882
1888
1898
1898
1904
1.883
:1.833
1898

1887
1893
1882
1883
1898
1882
1882
1893
1898
1882
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INDIAN TZRRITORY (cont . )
l,ocp,tj.on

Foyil
Hartshorn
Krebs

NcAleste r
McAlester
1'.cAlester
:,~usl,::ogee

r:i.lsl{ogee
I•~uskogce
t-hls!{Op.;ee

O}:mule;ee
Red Fork
Red Fork
Sapulpa
Sc.pulpa
Sennett
South Canadian
Strington
Sta.'rldley
To.hlequa
Tulsa
Tushkahoma
Utica
Vian

Vinita
Vinita
1::agoner
Wagoner
Wagoner
Webbers Falls
Webbe rs Fal l s
Wilbe rton
Wyandotte

Dc;;1.l0r
1,,.. !-'oyil
Chastain, Phi llips & Co .
T. J . Phillips Gen. Mdse .
c. c. Rooks & Co .
Osa0e Trading Co.
~cAlcstcr Trading Co.
H. o .. Dow & Co., Farm Nach.
Tur:1.cr & Byrne ?.di·1e . Co .
M:md.cn Hdire . Co .
Huber Ha.we . Co.

P. 3. Severs Gen. Mdse .
James P::irkinson Gen . Mdse .
H. C. Hall & Co .
J . c. Wallace Gen. Mdse .
H. C. Eall & Co.
L. c. Sennett & Co .
Pettit Gen. Store
\!. F. Haynes Gen. I1ds e .
Short & Picker ing
Tho• pson Gen . Hdse .
J. I-1. Hall & Co.
Jackson Gen. !·!dsc .
Blossum Gen .. Mdse.
R. c. Adams & Bro., Gen . Mdse .
Patton & Co . , Gen. Mdse .
Joseph Hunt
hiller & Co., Gen . Hds e .
Parkinson l'lerchantile Co .
Wagoner Hdi·1e. Co.
R. E. nlackstone Gen . Mdse .
Harles Gen. Mdse .
Osage Tradi ng Co .
Dar rough & Co.

Dealershin
Bc~an
1898
1890
1883

1888
1889
1898
1882
1882
1.898

1902
1882

1886
1893
1889
1898
1.898
1883
1886
1893
1887
1 893
1890

1886
1 888
1883
1893
J.889
1893
1898
1886
1888
1893
1898

KA.~SAS

I

Location
.ffithony
Arcadia
~1rkaYJ.sas City
Arkansas City
Augusta
Baltimore
Bronson
Burlington
Cherokee

Dealer
Marsl1Vehicle Co.
Henry Conklin
Okl~hom~ Impl. Co .
Whitc- !-!ill & Co.
W. S • .Sarle Hdt·re •
Gillie.rd Gen . Mdse .·
Orreo.11 & Flake
H. E. Ha.tkins

Cherokee

Laidlow Ag . Equipment

Chadsey .·.dse. & Grain

Dealership
.Ber,:-m

1.893
1889
1889
1893
1886
1882

1386
:889
J.883
1886
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KAKSAS {cont . )
Dealershi P

Location
Cherokee
Coffeyville
Columbus
Fort Scott

Fort Scott

Fredonia
Girard
Glendale
Greeley
Kiowa
Leon
Mapleton
Mulberry
!·!ulvanc
Neodesha
Paola
Parsons
Pittsburg
Pittsburg
Sedgwick

Severy
Weir City

Wellington
Winfield
Wichita

Wichita
Yates Center

Dc::.ler

Bcr.-an

1ae9
l. 887
A. Hood & Co.
1893
Fort Scott Grain & Impl . Co.
1882
&
Wagons
1886
Henry L. P~ge, Carriages
1886
J. ·.1 . Paulen Hdwe .
Bo.rker Hdwe o Co.
1893
Bourbon CotAnty Impl . Co .
1889
Truefi t Bros .
1883
Harold&. Iletz
1893
W. c. Butts
1887
Samuel Hdwe . & Impl .
1890
Austin A"',. Ir:ipl ..
1889
Bac.ger .r!dwe . & Impl .
1886
Cross rid.we .. & Impl .
1886
Hcst & Bigelow
188?
I. H. 1.cCurry
1887
P:. ttsbu1"g Hdwe. Co.
1888
I•:arstcller & Staley
1893
Congdon Bros . & Johnson Hdwe ,;
l.886
Carey & Flemmons Hdwe .. & Impl .
1889

\!ilcs ~:d-::e. Co .
Boa·.1ell <:; Co., Edwe .

Robinson Wagons & Impl.
Larned & Co., Hdwe . & Impl .

W. A. Loe Ag. Impl .
C. F. Derby & Co .
H. & W. s. Ba.l<er

Boner

&

Wilson

1888

1883
1886
J.883
1893
1886

I1ISSOURI
Dealership

Location
Arcola
Arcola
Arcola
Arcola
Arlington
Ar-flO

.:\sh
Ash
Ash
Ash

Grove
Grove
Grove
Grove

••urora

Aurora
Ava
Billings

Birch Tree
Bois D'Arc

Dealer

Srr.all, Bales

Be~~n

& Coo

Ste::art, Ha~·rkins & Co .
Porter & Huber Hdwe .

Sloan

&

Sons

L. 7. Putm~'l

Sorn ':'urncr Gen . :-!dso .
W. T . Chandler Gen . Mdse .
W. C. Crain (& Hawks)

188b
1887

1889
1890

J.898

1882

1882
1883
1885
1893
1882
1888

iO:urphy & Livingston Grocery
~~ff & ~urk
Davis &. Hiller Gen. Mdse.
Aurora I-lercha'l"ltile & Inv . Co.
J. A. G. Reynolds & Son, Gen~!-!dse . 1887
Sander... , Russell & Co ., Gen . I1dse . 1882
Green & Ward Gen. Hdse .
l.889
Prophet, Jay & Co .
1885
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MISSOURI (cont.)
Dealership
Loc~tion
Bois D'Arc
3olivar
Bolivar
Bolivar
Bolivar
Brighton
Bcrckley
Buffalo
Buffalo
3uffalo
Cabool
Cabool
Cabool
Ca.YJ.e Hill

Carl Junct ion

Carthage
Carthage
Cassville
Cassville
Chadwick
Clinton
Clinton
Corn•iay

/

Dadeville
Dadeville
Deepwater
Dixon
:>i::on
Dixon
Dixon
Dixon
:2verton
Everton
Everton
::xeter
3'air Grove
Fordland
Forsyth
Forsyth
Gains ville
Golden City
Gy,c;cnfield
Greenfield
Greenfield
Greenfield
P..artville
Hermitage
Houston
Humansville

J. w. Frame & Co.
H1.1 . G.::i.ry & Son
J. D. Raney & Co., Impl.

Bolivar P.d:ue . Co.
T. Bo Evans & Co.
HcG-:.iirc & Co., Gen . Ndse .
J. i·1. :Jutchcr
Randle:.,, Wollard & Co .
Buffalo Hdwe. Co.
c. !i. Behrens & Bro., Gen . I1dse .
Farris & Co.
L.A . Cochrane
John :a~ch
W. A. Dale
NcFerran & Smith Farm I1ach.
Brm•m:::;ill Carriages & Wagons
Cornell & Linn Farm Mach.
Talbert & Co.
Hudson & Hesse
J. L. 1-ee & Co., Gen . Mdse .
Allison e Snelling
C. L. Orth

&

Co., Ag. Impl.

Conway Hdwe. & Lumber Co.
John N. :ianders Gen. Hdse .
J. w. Toliver Gen. Hdse.
White & Coo, Furniture & Hdwe .
J . Isaacs Gen. Hdse .
Johns. Bhea & Co .
W. J. Grempczyski
Imboden & Spalding Dry Goods
Dixon Hd.ue. Co .
Hughes & Clark
Wilson Bros. Dry Goods
HcLer.:ore Bros .
Kersey & Co., Wagons & Impl .
Warnack & Hartley
H. rlabenau
R. ~.; . Cline ( traveling agent}
Baldwin f::. Burdette
Wood & Reed
Cor:'lell Bros .
R. s. Jacobs & Co ., Gen. Hdse .
Hm,.rard Bros . Li very
J. H. ~inber & Son
Gre~~c~ Ag . I~pl.
Car-cer· Hontgomery & Co .
Wm. Houard Gen. I-1dse .
LeLvitt & Son Gen. Ndse .
Keirsey & Rains
7

.Ser:::l.n

1.893
1882
1885
1886
1 893

1887
l.889
1882
l.885

1888

1883
1885

1888
1885

1887

1886
1886
1882

:l.887
J.887

1885
:1.888

1893

1889
1889

1.885

1882
1885

1887
1888
1898
1882

1885
1887
1887

1893
1886
1886
1887

l.893
1887
1882
1885
1885
1885
1893
1887

1888
1.887
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HISSOURI (cont. )
Dealership
T

~oc:-1. ,~ion
Independence
Jerico
Joplin
Kirbyville
-1-.

Iama.r

L[1.m~r
L[1,\ 1rcnce burg

Lebanon
Lcbc.non
Lebanon
Lockwood
Lockwood
Lockuood

;.~3field

Nari onville
ffo.rionville
:-1a.rionville
Harionville
Harshfield
Harshfield
!-larshfield
Ifiarshfield

I1illcr
:rountain
I-!ountain
~fountain
.:ountain

Grove
Grove
Grove
Grove

:,ountain Vie1·1
Hount Vernon
Nevada
:·:e~tbur g
:rian[sUa

Norwood.
.t-Yorwood
Osceola
Ozark
Ozark

?ierce City
Pierce City
Pleasant Hope

Pl easant Hone
?rotem
•
Protem
3eeds
/

~epublic

Sichland
Richland
Richland
Rockbridge

De;nJ.e·"'

Br-Jpn

Hu.sscll Ed~·re. Co .
Peer & Bro~.-:-- P.di·re . & I mpl .

1890
1888
Wcostcr ~radi!lg Co.
l.887
Jo~1Y.1. Kin1irea Gen . i·ld.se .
1888
B~rton Co. Haeon & Carriage Works 1886
G. A. S~yffert
1887
WiH:cr.,on & VicCray
1882
D. W. Faulkner
1873
Wallace Bros .
1885
W. H. O:.c:n & Co .
J.887
L. T . Farris
1882
La,;,:son & Ry.:.n
l.887
Kce!.lcr .::d:.i;.; . , Impl . , & Wagons
J. c. Spence & Co.
Jarrett & Bradford
Jones, Gillette & Co .
J. H. G~~ley
Coleman Bros. Hdwe . & Impl .,

Jam8son

&

Jennings

Ba!v~es, Evans & Co.

Aldr:d~e & Florence

c. w. lirooks

Friar & Stockton
Dougl~:s & Hughes
H. Co ~iller
Pen.n .inger & Sackville
Green & Hughes
Ed. J. Rusc:r..a
Wright &, Co., Gen. Ndse .
Johanr!OG & Sons Impl .
J. 1.-I . Sc~lon
D . H. :.:'cchell & Co.
C. Leh1.1an & Co.,

J. H. Ro~inett

& Co.
Wood.all & Gordon Hdi·re.
J . H. Robertson & Sons
Du.'1'1.can & Jones

Ie P. Linzie
Lehnhard Ag. Impl .
J.

c..

Rymer

F. Frilliston & Co .
&

Burnes

1888

l.883
1883
1 885

1887
1888
1873
1882
1887
1898

1893
1 882

l.886

1887

1889
1.883
1882

1889
1898
1898
1883
1890
J.885

1887
1893

1882
1889
1 885

1893
1882

J. R. Pumphrey
Moore Dry Goods & Hdi-1e.
1888
A. A. Yovng (Farmers Alliance Rep.)i.888
A. S. Grove & Co., Hdwe . & Impl . 1888
G. H . r-:crgan & Co.
J. 883
Lem D. Groom Hdwe . & Wagons
:1.887
Evingto:c: & Co. , Hdwe . & Impl.
1890
B. V. r.:orris Dry Goods
1891
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MISSOURI (cont . )
Dealership
L0,- ,~:5.on
Rolla
Sarcoxie
Sarcoxie
Seligman
Seneca
Scyruour
Sparta
Sparta
Sparta
S-carta
Sprin~field
Sterling
S-cocl<:ton
Stockton

Swan
Thayer
'i1:1ayer
Thornf i e l d
Vienna
Verona
Verona
Walnut
Walnut Grove
1!alnut Grove
l-!ashburn
Webb City
West Plains
West Plains

Be::an

Dc:-,ler
Lo H. Thor.mson

Sarcoxie Hd.Nc. Co .
Jorx1 Paxton Inpl .
Woodbridge Anable Dry Goods
I·1cGc...7UlOn & 3r·o. Hdwc .

Robcrt:.::o_~_ & Trinble

s.

G. ;.cCracken
D. · W. Bird & Co .

Ful bri, ·ht & Co. , Hdwe .
H. J. I:inc!dc & Co .
~cGrc~or- Roc Hdwe . Co .
Joh.."11. I·iorris
Fra--il{ :!. S::1ith
Hayden & Hebb

J. D. Dykes

&

Son

J. S. Risher, Gen . Mdse .

H. J. 7. Davis

G. H. Pt:.!arcy & Co.,; Gen. Mdse .
R. L. Schenker , Gen.· Hdse .

Allen :1illcr & Son
Augu::,t S:::ii th Gen. f•;dse .

J.883

Moses Baum

Kerr Hdue .
J . A•

Impl .
.,jrim Hdwe .
&

R. F . ~linder
Webb Ci·!;y Trading Co.

s.

J. L~gston & Bro.

Carter

&

1898
1888
1889
1887
1886
1884
1885
1887
1888
1893
1873
1885
1885
1887
1887
1887
189)
1882
1889
1882
1887

Alsup

1887
1890
1883
1888
1882
1883

TEXAS
De21 .....:rshiP

Locntion
Abbott
Austin
3onham
Bro1'mwood
Denton
.:)ublin
JU.ndee
Ennis

Ga.insville
Georgetmm
Greenville
Gross beck
Henri etta

Ste7en~, Kennerle & Spragi ns
o. L. Sp2nccr
J . L. Beall
F. c. Oliver & Son
P. F . Williams & Co .

Belton

,

.

Dealer
.., '.-1' Price & Co •
Joh..'1. Hildebrcnd
Wi l son&, Austin
H. u. Hobbs
hoss & Savage
R. L., Wilson
F .- r•: . B:r-atton
Alex A:"-1~ight
A• J. Soape

Fort Smith

T

• ,I •

r-:usick c:. Hall

..., -:m

1b9J

1.893
189)
1893

1893
1.887
1893

1893
1893
l.893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
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.I'EXAS (cont. )

1

Location
Honey Grove
Kerrville
Lott
Mexia
Paris
She rman
Sherman
Sta.ska
Stcphensville
Vernon
Waco
Whitesboro
Wichita Falls
Woolf City

/

Dc:::.Jer
Hockaday, Gray & Co .
Charles Schreiner
Thread~ill & Barnett
Groover, David & Freeman
H. s. Bettis Hardware Co.
Byers Brothers Buggies & Wagons
J. R. Cole
R. B . Brm·m

Cro~sc & Laonard
I·1crchi.::on & Low
J . E. Hutto
Narshall & Co .
I-1. L. Vickers
w. D. Harrison

Dealership
Bc,.,..nn

1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1883
1893
J.893
1893
1893

1893
1893
1893
1893

APPfil!DIX C

Springfield Viunufacturing Co:npany
Financi~l Statement
Assets and Lia.bilitiesl
December 3, 1874
ASSErs
unmanufactured material
real estat e and buildings2
machinery
99 wagons at $75.00 each
5 wagons at t,60 . 00 each
bills received and accounts on books

$ 1.,515 . 00
4,000 . 00
6 , 000 . 00
7, L~25 .00

300 . 00

1.1, l 52. 21

$30,152.21
LIABILITIES
due on notes and bills payable

$25,545.28

TOTAL ASSETS OVER LIABILITIES

$4,906 . 09

1

"The Wagon Works," Snrinp.;field Daily Herald,
February 10, 1884, p. 2.
I

2Buildings listed ~:er~ : ( 1) two story 30 1 x80 •
main shop, (2) old blacksmith shop, (J) office .
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APPENDIX D

Report on Springfield Wagon Company Fire
October 28 , 18831

Fire began at 3 a .m. in a defective drying
kiln and spread through t:r:e factory . 11ost of the
factory buildin13s and machinery as t·: ell as the
Pacific House· (hotel) and the old brei·rery building
m•m ed by the ,-;a.gen conpany were destroyed. Large
amounts of materials and wagons were saved .
Total loss
Insurance
Net Loss

045,000.00
19 .250.00

$25 ,-750.00

I NSURING COHPANIES

.

American of Ne\•J'ark {;lew Jersey)
Boyiston Mutual (Boston )
Buffalo German (Buffalo, N. Y. )
City of London
Continental
Fireman's (Dayton, Ohio)
German American of New York
German American of Peoria ( Illinois)
L:mcashire
London Assurance
Hfg . Fire & Marine of Boston
!~ei•l York Alliance
Niagara
Orient ( Hartford )
Pl:oenix (London)

Queen (Liverpool)
St . Paul Fire & Marine of Boston
Springfiel d Fire & I1arine of If.ass .

I

1

$1,000
l,250
1,000
1,000
1,500

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,500

l.,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

750
1,·000

1,250

"Gone Up In Smoke : Destruction of the Springfield Wagon Factory, " Springfield Express , November
2, 1883 ,· p . 3.
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APPENDIX E
SELECTED STATISTICAL INFORMATION
WAGON SALES, 1872- 1952
Wagons
8,000
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The above statistics are drawn fro m the Springfield
Wagon Company Papers and f rom other sources listed in the
bibliography of this paper.
14-8

---+--
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GROSS SALES DURING GROWTH PERIOD , 1885-1 88 9
(Showing monthly fluctuations)l
~-lonth
Jan .

1885
~~ 1,290

March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept .
Oct .
Nov .
Dec .

1 ,2 91

Feb.

1,334
l,324

1 , 211
1,514

3,678

7,216
5, 503

7,334
10, 301
4,987

~46 ,983

l.888
1887
5,522 $ 2,929

1886
$

801

2,070

3,753

2,882
5,543
4,50LJ,

9,245
12,575
11,552
15,087

11,702
?,Ln6
$87 ,1 90

$

3,897
6,607
5,924
3,300
6,875
13,077

12,241

10,232

13,732

12,719

5, l.01
$99 ,227

3,931
5,221
4 , 278
9,317

5,979

1fili2.

$

3~
3 , 01:J.
4,410
3,768
7,129

5,653

7, 008
12, 059

16,170

17 ,327

15, 528
13 , 886

5,J.89
$97 , 800

~107 , 982

15,232

9,330

10,435

14,885
9,659

SELECTED STATISTICS; PERIOD OF FINAL DECLINE, 1944- 492

l9L~4

1-fil

Net Sales
I nventory
Gross Profit
Net Profit
Total Assets

$1 79,1.08
74,553
27 ,380
16,884
119, 623

$274 , 218
1 03 , 483
49 ,788
32 , 883
139,382

Net Sales
Inventory
Gross Profit
Ne t Profit
Total Assets

$379,818
1. 93,763
47,681

1-2.!±.7.

1948
$361,320
110,064
45,988
5,888
179,518

9,052

233,005

1946
$381, L:,33
189, 964
70,009
27 , 042
187,160
l~

$130-;" 29
130 , 101

23,356

( 939)
160,595

1 Monthly and annual sales figures (1 884- 89)
compiled by Secretary Fred A. Wishart, Springfi eld
Wagon Company Papers .
2J . L. Swofford & Conp2.r1y, Yearly Audits of
the Springfield Wagon Company, 1944- 50, Springfield
Wagon Company Papers .

APPENDIX F
PHOTO SECTION
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Springfield .
tt._at has bee: a ~ame
w,tti circus associated
wagon man f or farm
over 70
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ih M" y Springfield ·
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The SprinJtield Wairon Company was among the first in its industry to warrant wagon s. The above warranty was issued and signed by Homer
F. Fellows in 1876 whe n the firm was still operatinir as the Springfie ld Manufacturing Comp•ny .

Fellows Mansion . built by Colonel Home r F. Fel lows in 1882.

Homer Frankl in Fellows at the age of 21 c 1852 • .
when he started w estward to seek his fortune.
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Line drawing of Springfield wagon factory about 1.878 .
Springfield and Greene County Public Libraries .
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SHERMAN
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This automatic
spoke lathe turns
spokes rapidly.

011t

wh ich

Abo•e. forcing a steel t ire over th e fe lloe of a wagon wheel.
Th is horisontal hydraulic press causes the hub t o ~ pushed
upward slichtly so as to oroduce a dis hed wh eel . lklow ,
shap ing ule ends to accept cast iron skeins, or w heel bearinp.

· rt•,111, i,! rhl· f1111,hnl

'' lh.•1,_ I

ll. ,,.,. I hJI

It

ru1h trul".

Wheel fclloe se ctions. after being ,teamed to
soften them . arc bent t o shape while being sup ported by a form of fle•ible st eel sheet. The
end, of the shee t are pull ed toward each other
1n th is mach ,ne un t il the soct,on is semi .. circula,
on ,hape. It II h eld in 1h11 p o,,t ion fo, 24 hours
while it dries. Afterward, the section will re - •
tain it, 1hapc.
-~
~

~

..

~.._,.,,.......,..,.

,, -a. 1,.,,
......_,q~
•

l5~

•
•

,,

---

I

-~

I

t•

Sp,in,tield Wason Compny office at Sp,insf..U
ahown a it ap,-are4 in 1949.

11"1 Mt ) )' S

fl LAI

n l LDWEsr

TM Sprlnsflelcl Wason
Company built tho11und1 of these durins World War I.
I PIMto ,Ollrtff of lllfenution S.,,,k~t. u.-.1 , Kan. I

Main paint tho,, and war•h-H at Sprinsfield
Wason Factory I .. it appNra to,uy I.

Sta.nd~rds.

All Tires boltQ.d on.

both bolsters.

and sides.

two bolts.

inste?.d of n~ile.d .

Al I bolsters made
wi-t h lone., he~v'( he.t\d
bands bol-fed on

Al I boxes equipped
with bow sto.ples.

Steel Tire
of SZ>.me ~rc)d€

steel

pl~te

nes

bound

Sh-¢.p
,~
end
"°
s·, n~le trees.

of bolted .

to pole instea.d

I 1ni

Ton~ue h~wn

on top of pole.

witn

Toniue reenf orce.d

malleable lu~.

with

5andbo().t"d
ree.nf orced

as used on
hie h c1t:\ss
Cll-rno.e_e.
work..

A11 .eeo.rs
equipped with
ull circle fifth wheel .

16 inch.

J

All box rods

Features of the Springfield farm and road wagon , copied from Springfield Wagon Company l. 908 cataglo G.

bolted with

Bottoms
rc.enf orced

Reac.h Pla.te
double bolted to
h~wns -throueh top

O\IP. r

Sides reenforced
with he~vJ clee.t5.

13rc-ke shoes

axle..

Br~ke. Roi ler
clipped to

1

deep nuts with
heov threods.

equipped with very

mode.5keins &re

r~+1ern of best
moieri~I. The
heovie.st skein

are, mt\de to our

perm~ne.nt oval
loops for fo.lse

Standards
with lar~e

Hee.VY

Spokes.

The. only
we.ion made.
w itn second
~owth

ORE WAGON-- WITH
' " O NT WHCELa 44 I N . H IGH

••

MINO

Tlfll 1', X ' , IN
3

1

IN

aco 101

,1cT

a,oca t• I N
• O T TOM o,

• OOT

STCCL a9'.CIN .

lbU

STEEL TIRE.

LONG

O ECP t' IN 111'0 ... LAIII.
t

'1

IN . OA"

24 I N

Price t 'om ph,1t.·. $ 180,110
<:c::ir B1,ll..c d1p1w,I t, i h lr,
I hop TougUl'.
Jmnh of hollom ha,~ irun longut-,.
Kah(1I ll m..:t Sc.it.
1 '• ''• 1rt•n lt-1 ,nto huuorn of ,i,!r l1oards to 11rotttl
l'ah.-nl t:.,I (>:.le-,
from ,4:oop.
\ Vroui:ht Locl -.uh hand IC",tt.
l ap.lcity. 1, 1100 pound>,

COAL WAGON-- WITH
aco

rRONT W HC:CL9 • • IN . H IGH .

a•

MI ND
T I IIIC
3

1

•

t'. • ·•

IN

STEEL

TIRE.

12 ,,r.T LONG.

LOWER S IDES 18 I N

FUfll N C

IN

CA .. A CITV

C AST SKl:INe

10

eooo.

P rh c ('mn1,lelt•, $, 1~,,.,m

urn,, T,,n.:,u(.
ka,~,I fl ini:t "-ul.
l ',lf'nt 1-:ml (,;air,
t : ,1('11,ion H•Jt11Jltl "' I~

imh

o.,l...

\\'1ot1J,:h l l.,,d, w11h h au,I :111,I lool lrn.•r.

LOG WAGON.

PR ICE LIST Of LOG WA GO N S.
Comr,ltle •llh Ooublt l r~u, Ntck Volt.c •nd 8lock1

· •Z.1£.
.l ' :
J
4
4 I;
4'.

t, '
\

TIR E

OAPACI T'I .

11

l }.:

, '.: inc h es.

5.000

,,

l

\ '

ft.ooo

I2

'
\

I:

\

IJ

~' . ' I

\
\

-

',

p un nd s.

e a sr aic.11,.
~110.()1,

I l l L I Kl lH

!-1.:0,00

;.~oo

I )5,00
I .',j.O)

1 ;o.oo

S.500

l~(J Ut)

.:01.00

9,5tu,

2.: I

: i~Cuo

()1)

For t.'llh ;i.ld1111111:al ~ 1ndt 111 I Ht' ;\ol,I ,:.'.'\,110,
l or 'I :11! Hr:aL.- :,,M f _;u. 1,
\\ ht"n J,.,.t 'drrc-, .1n1I ~ ,:, ~ \ ul..- :i:rc 11,,1"' 11k,I t t,., ,, tt.
K,.i.:,ic,- I for fuur h,n,«' ... "1t h lloul1leltt',:. ""1•rr.1,I t

11.1111-..

I ~ 5.00

:m,1 Cr~1,1

""°~~ L.,

t·~ff.1,

:-u

01,

J.01

OUR STANDARD FARM WAGON.
STEEL TIRE.

OUR ONE-HORSE WAGON.
B£0, g FT, LONG .

FRO N T WHEELS 42 IN,
48

HIND

l.OWERSIOES , 101N.

''

10P SIOES. 5 I N ,

TIAC 1 '• X '-. I N .

$ 51),0().

1 •4 inch solid collar. patent ~,eel a"lc, l'ate nt \,heel, i;:ear cmlv.
Same wagon C:l)lllplcte, with hrnly top hox, :-.prin..: :-eat :uul ,haft-,,
EXTW.AS: Pul t• 111 ... 1e:t,I of :-.haft ~. $3.ou.

1'111,· t·,tr:, . c,,mpkh·,

jO,on,

$11 .ou .

Hr.il.c t:\lra, conq1lf'k, $ \J,uo.
lfoh,ler l!ol)ring'-, ,,..._. p:1gt• q. 1

SPRINGFIELD DELIVERY WAGON.
f'flON T WHEEL• •2 INCH£& H I GH.

• ED

HIND WH[t:LS 48 INCHC& HIGH.

LOWE" SIDE a 10 IN .

1 1·{ IN . SOLID COLLA R PATSTEtL AXLE PAT WHEE La

TOP 110[8 n .AAING 5 IN.

O rt:ET LONG

TUIE 1 ',( ,c \, INC: HE 8.

$So oo.

Wa"on :mcl raised sprinc seat, flaring s ides, and drop tnd gate, no 1,rake,
EXT~AS: llrak, u1,a, f 8.oo.
Pole instead of shafts, $ 3.00,

Pole cxlr:i, compldc 1 $ 11.00.
lioh1e r s prings 1000 lb!. .• capa(1ly, (s~c page 14. )
.,

"

1500

I,

"

.,

"
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